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Abstract 

This study was performed in the frame of the SMD-Tex Joint Doctorate project. The doctoral research 

activities were carried out in three mobility periods at POLITO (Italy), Ensait (France), and 

University of Soochow (China). This work aims to propose novel approaches for the production of 

biofunctional textiles. These products consist of textile fabrics which underwent special finishing 

treatments to confer properties that display beneficial effects to the user's health. 

 

In the last decades, pharmaceutical research has been investigating novel and more effective tools to 

administer a drug to the patient. The scope of these studies is to provide effective therapeutic dosages 

over a long time, minimizing the number of required administrations and the possible side effects. In 

this context, the skin has been regarded as a potential route for the release of local and systemic drugs. 

Such an approach is simpler and less invasive compared to other routes. Therefore, several strategies 

have been developed to effectively deliver drugs across the skin barrier. Among them encapsulation 

technology allows the incorporation of the active substances inside nanoparticles (NPs) to i) protect 

the drug, ii) effectively deliver it through the skin iii) control the release over time. 

 

In the present work, drug-loaded NPs were produced by employing polycaprolactone (PCL) as shell 

material. The produced nanoparticles were then used to finish cotton fabrics producing biofunctional 

textiles to be employed as wearable drug delivery devices. The flash nanoprecipitation technique 

(FNP) was exploited for the nanocarrier production being identified as a simple, sustainable and 

efficient production process. The suitability of the FNP process to produce NPs to be used in the 

preparation of biofunctional textiles was investigated. The PCL nanoparticles were produced by 

loading three different drugs in the system i.e. caffeine, melatonin, and curcumin. Such drugs are 

indeed considered model drugs in terms of hydrophilicity level. The latter is a key property in 

determining the outcome of the encapsulation process and the dermal permeation. 

 

The FNP process was run by dissolving the polymer in an organic solvent and making the solution 

stream collide against an antisolvent stream in a micromixer, resulting in the polymer precipitation in 

the form of nanoparticles. The drugs were precipitated together with the polymer upon being added 

either to the solvent or the antisolvent stream. For each active substance, the experimental protocols 

and analytical methods were adjusted to better investigated the drug-loaded NPs system. The effect 

of the formulation as well as the process parameters on the properties of the nanoparticles was 

investigated. The process was optimized to produce particles with a diameter lower than the one of 

skin pores. The amount of drug loaded in particles was investigated by loading capacity (LC) and 
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encapsulation efficiency (EE). Furtherly, the NP formulations were characterized to obtain insights 

on their physical, chemical, and morphological properties by various analytical techniques. 

 

The particles were applied to the cotton fabric either by imbibition or impregnation methods. The 

effectiveness of the functionalization treatment was evaluated combining different analyses. The 

biofunctional properties were studied in terms of antioxidant activity, UV protection factors, and drug 

release. For the latter test, the Franz cell method was employed using either artificial and excised 

porcine skin membranes. 

 

The study showed that the FNP allows producing drug loaded PCL NPs for all the three investigated 

substances. The proposed finishing treatment allowed to effectively functionalize the fabric surface. 

The treated textiles allowed to effectively deliver the active principles to the skin with permeation 

profiles dependent on the drug properties. The nanoparticle finishing also imparted cotton antioxidant 

and UV protection properties. 

 

Keywords: Biofunctional textiles; Drug delivery; Nanoparticles; Encapsulation; Textile Finishing; 

Flash nanoprecipitation; Dermatological applications. 
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Résumé 

La présente thèse a été réalisée dans le cadre du projet de doctorat joint SMD-Tex, en partenariat 

entre le POLITO (Italie), l’ENSAIT (France) et à l'Université de Soochow (Chine). Le but de ce 

travail est de proposer de nouvelles approches pour la production de textiles biofonctionnels. Ces 

produits sont constitués de textiles qui ont subi des traitements de finition spéciaux pour conférer des 

propriétés qui présentent des effets bénéfiques pour la santé de l'utilisateur. 

Longtemp la recherche pharmaceutique a étudié des outils nouveaux et plus efficaces pour 

administrer un médicament au patient. Le but de ces études est d’admiistrer des dosages 

thérapeutiques efficaces sur une longue période, en minimisant le nombre d'administrations requises 

et les effets secondaires possibles. Dans ce contexte, la peau a été considérée comme une voie de 

libération de médicaments locaux et systémiques. Une telle approche est plus simple et moins 

invasive que d'autres voies. Donc, plusieurs stratégies ont été développées pour délivrer efficacement 

des médicaments à travers la barrière cutanée. Parmi celles-ci, la technologie d'encapsulation permet 

l'incorporation des substances actives à l'intérieur des nanoparticules (NP) pour i) protéger le 

médicament, ii) le délivrer efficacement à travers la peau iii) contrôler la libération au fil du temps. 

Dans le présent travail, des NP chargés de médicament ont été produits en utilisant de la 

polycaprolactone (PCL) comme membrane. Les nanoparticules produites ont ensuite été utilisées 

pour finisser des tissus en coton produisant des textiles biofonctionnels destinés à être utilisés comme 

dispositifs portables de distribution de médicaments. La technique de nanoprécipitation flash (FNP) 

a été exploitée pour la production des NPs en raison de sa productivitè, et semplicité. La pertinence 

du procédé FNP pour produire des NP destinés à être utilisés dans la préparation de textiles 

biofonctionnels a été étudiée. Les nanoparticules PCL ont été produites en chargeant trois 

médicaments différents dans le système, à savoir la caféine, la mélatonine et la curcumine. Ces 

médicaments sont en effet considérés comme des médicaments modèles en termes de niveau 

d'hydrophilie. Ce dernier est une propriété clé dans la détermination du résultat du processus 

d'encapsulation et de la perméation cutanée. 

Le procédé FNP a été exécuté en dissolvant le polymère dans un solvant organique et en faisant entrer 

le courant de solution en collision avec un courant d'antisolvant dans un micromélangeur, entraînant 

la précipitation du polymère sous forme de nanoparticules. Pour chaque substance active, les 

protocoles expérimentaux et les méthodes analytiques ont été ajustés pour mieux étudier le système 

de NP chargé de médicament. L'effet de la formulation ainsi que les paramètres du procede sur les 
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taille et la capacitè d’enrobement des nanoparticules ont été étudiés. De plus, les formulations de NP 

ont été caractérisées pour obtenir des informations sur leurs propriétés physiques et chimiques par 

diverses techniques.  

Les particules ont été appliquées au textile de coton soit par des méthodes d'imbibition ou 

d'imprégnation. L'efficacité du traitement de fonctionnalisation a été évaluée en combinant différentes 

analyses. Les propriétés biofonctionnelles ont été étudiées en termes d'activité antioxydante, de 

facteurs de protection UV et de libération de médicaments. Pour ce dernier test, la méthode des 

cellules de Franz a été employée.  

L'étude a montré que le FNP permet de produire des NPs de PCL chargées de médicament pour les 

trois substances étudiées. Le traitement de finition proposé a permis de fonctionnaliser efficacement 

la surface du tissu. Les textiles traités ont permis de délivrer efficacement les principes actifs à la 

peau avec des profils de perméation dépendant des propriétés du médicament. La finition des 

nanoparticules confère également au coton des propriétés antioxydantes et de protection contre les 

UV. 

 

Mots-clés: Textiles biofonctionnels; Administration de médicaments; Nanoparticules; 

Encapsulation; Finition textile; Nanoprécipitation; Applications dermatologiques. 
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Riassunto 

Il presente studio è stato condotto nell'ambito del progetto di dottorato internazionale SMD-Tex. Le 

attività di ricerca sono state svolte in tre periodi di mobilità presso il Politecnico di Torino (Italia), 

l’ENSAIT (Francia) e l'Università di Soochow (Cina). La presente tesi propone nuove metodologie 

per la produzione di tessuti biofunzionali. Questi materiali sono costituiti da tessuti sottoposti a 

speciali trattamenti di finissaggio al fine di impartire proprietà benefiche per la salute dell'utilizzatore. 

Negli ultimi decenni, la ricerca farmaceutica ha studiato nuove tecnologie al fine di ottimizzare la 

somministrazione di molecole attive al  paziente. Lo scopo di questi studi sul rilascio controllato è 

quello di somministrare dosaggi terapeutici efficaci riducendo il rischio di effetti collaterali. In questo 

contesto, la pelle è stata considerata una potenziale via per il rilascio di farmaci sia a livello topico 

che sistemico. Tale approccio è considerato più semplice e meno invasivo rispetto alla via enterale o 

a quella parenterale. Pertanto, sono state sviluppate diverse strategie per permettere alla posologia di 

attraversare efficacemente barriera cutanea. Tra queste la tecnica dell’incapsulamento consente 

l'incorporazione delle sostanze attive all'interno di nanoparticelle polimeriche (NP) al fine di i) 

proteggere il farmaco, ii) somministrarlo efficacemente attraverso la pelle iii) controllare la cinetica 

di rilascio. 

Nel presente studio, diverse sostanze attive sono state incorporate in NP polimeriche usando il 

policaprolattone (PCL) come matrice di incapsulamento. Le nanoparticelle prodotte sono state quindi 

utilizzate per funzionalizare tessuti di cotone, ottenendo così tessuti biofunzionali impiegabili come 

dispositivi per il rilascio controllato. La tecnica di nanoprecipitazione flash (FNP) è stata scelta per 

la produzione dei nanocarriers essendo riconosciuta come una metodologia semplice, sostenibile ed 

efficiente. L’idoneità del processo FNP per la produzione di NP da impiegare nel finissaggio tessile 

è stata valutata testando il processo su diverse sostanze attive quali la caffeina, la melatonina e la 

curcumina. Tali sostanze sono state scelte come molecole modello in termini idrofilia. Quest’ultima 

proprietà risulta avere un ruolo chiave sia nel processo di incapsulamento sia nella permeazione 

cutanea. 

Il processo FNP è stato condotto dissolvendo il polimero in un solvente organico e, mescolando tale 

soluzione con un antisolvente all’interno di un apposito micro miscelatore; andando così a provocare  

la precipitazione del polimero sotto forma di nanoparticelle. Per ogni sostanza attiva, i protocolli 

sperimentali e i metodi analitici sono stati adeguati per studiare al meglio il sistema particellare. Sono 

stati studiati gli effetti della formulazione e dei parametri di processo sulle proprietà delle 
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nanoparticelle. Il processo è stato ottimizzato per produrre particelle con un diametro 

sufficientemente piccolo al fine di permeare efficacemente la barriera cutanea. La quantità di farmaco 

caricato all’interno particelle è stata quantificata misurando i parametri Loading Capacity (LC) ed 

Encapsulation Efficiency (EE). Inoltre, le formulazioni NP sono state sottoposte a diverse 

caratterizzazioni al fine di per ottenere maggiori informazioni sulle loro proprietà fisiche e chimiche. 

Le particelle sono state applicate al tessuto di cotone mediante metodi di imbibizione o 

impregnazione. L'efficacia del trattamento di funzionalizzazione è stata valutata combinando diverse 

analisi. Le proprietà biofunzionali sono state studiate in termini di attività antiossidante, fattori di 

protezione UV e rilascio del farmaco. Per quest'ultimo test, è stato impiegato il metodo delle celle di  

Franz.  

Il presente studio ha dimostrato che la FNP consente di produrre nanoparticelle di PCL caricate con 

diverse sostanze attive. Il trattamento di finissaggio proposto ha permesso di funzionalizzare 

efficacemente il substrato tessile. I tessuti biofunzionali prodotti si sono rivelati efficaci nel 

somministrare le sostanze attive a livello cutaneo. Il processo di finissaggio ha inoltre conferito ai 

tessuti proprietà antiossidanti e di protezione dai raggi ultravioletti UV. 

 

Parole chiave: Tessuti biofunzionali; Rilascio di farmaci; Nanoparticelle; Incapsulamento; 

Finissaggio tessile; Nanoprecipitazione flash; Applicazioni dermatologiche. 
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摘要 

本研究在SMD-Tex欧盟联合培养博士学位项目的体系下进行。博士研究工作主要在意大利都

灵理工大学、法国国立高等纺织工程师学院和中国苏州大学三个学校流动进行。本研究的主

要目的是提出制备生物功能纺织品的新型方法，通过特种整理所制备的功能性纺织品对人体

健康有益。 

在过去的几十年中，药物研究者一直致力于开发新型、高效的给药方法。这些研究的主要目

的是为了长期输送一定剂量的药物给患者，从而减少给药次数及其带来的副作用。在此背景

下，皮肤被当作是局部释放和全身性药物释放的有效途径。与其它途径相比，这种方法更为

简单且对人体侵入性更小。因此，研究者开发了一些方法可有效地使药物穿过皮肤这道屏

障。其中，微胶囊技术可将活性物质混入纳米颗粒中，从而起到以下作用：(1) 保护药物；

(2) 有效地将药物输送到皮肤内；(3) 控制释放时间。 

本研究采用聚己内酯（PCL）作为外壳材料制备载药纳米粒子。然后将制备的纳米粒子采用

整理的方法应用于棉织物，并将其用于可穿戴的药物输送装置。作为一种简便、可持续和有

效的生产方法，快速纳米沉积法（FNP）被用于制备纳米装置。研究了采用FNP工艺制备纳

米粒子和生物功能性纺织品的可行性。通过将三种不同的药物如咖啡因、褪黑素和姜黄素加

载到体系中来制备PCL纳米颗粒。通过亲水性测试推断这些药物可作为模型药物。微胶囊的

制备过程和皮肤渗透效果也是后期较为关键的性能。 

首先通过FNP工艺将聚合物溶解在有机溶剂中，并使溶液在微型混合器中与溶剂流发生碰撞

进行反应，从而使聚合物沉淀，制备纳米颗粒沉淀。将聚合物加入到溶剂或反溶剂中都可以

使聚合物产生沉淀，得到药物颗粒。通过调整实验方案和分析方法来更好的研究每种活性物

质载药NPC体系。研究了配方以及工艺参数对纳米粒子性能的影响。经过工艺优化可制备出

直径小于皮肤毛孔的颗粒。通过负载量(LC)和包埋效率(EE)研究颗粒中的药物载量。此外，

通过各种分析技术表征NP配方，从而对其物理性能、化学性能和表面形态等有更深的了

解。 

通过浸渍吸附的方法将纳米颗粒应用于棉织物。结合不同的分析评价功能整理的效果。研究

了整理棉织物的生物功能性如抗氧化性能、抗紫外性能和药物释放性能。通过Franz细胞法

采用人工皮肤和猪皮肤评价药物释放性能。 
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研究结果表明，FNP法可用于制备负载三种药物的PCL纳米颗粒。本研究所采用的整理方法

可有效地对织物表面进行功能化改性。经过处理的纺织品可有效地将活性成分输送到皮肤，

而其渗透性能与药物自身的特性有关。此外，纳米颗粒整理还赋予棉织物较好的抗氧化性能

和抗紫外性能。 

关键词：生物功能纺织品； 药物输送； 纳米粒子； 胶囊化； 纺织品整理； 瞬时纳米析出

法； 皮肤病应用 
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General introduction 

 

In the last decades, research in the field of pharmaceutical technology has invested significant efforts 

to develop innovative ways to administer active principles to patients in more effective ways. This 

research field, commonly defined as drug delivery technology, aims to administer effective 

therapeutic dosages to the target tissues in a controlled way while minimizing possible side effects.  

The common approaches to deliver drugs to the patient imply the enteral and parenteral drug 

administration routes. The enteral pathway mainly consists of the oral ingestion of the formulation 

by the patient. Such an approach is simple and not invasive, however, the effective delivery of the 

drug to the systemic circulation may be hindered by scarce uptake in the gastric environment or by 

the first pass metabolism in the liver. The parenteral administration includes the formulations which 

are injected in the circulation. Such an approach limits the metabolic degradation of the active 

principles, however, it is quite invasive and sometimes may not be operated independently by the 

patient. Furtherly, both for enteral and parenteral route multiple administrations of the posology are 

required; thus, strict patient compliance is necessary for the therapy to be effective.  

In recent years the novel approach of exploiting skin for pharmaceutical administration has aroused 

significant interest. Being the skin the largest organ of the human body it offers a significant surface 

area for drug administration. Furthermore, the skin is the organ devoted to internal body protection 

and can act as a barrier for harmful substances thus reducing possible side effects. Therefore, the skin 

has been considered as a possible administration route both for systemic and local drugs.  

This administration method displays several advantages compared to other classic drug delivery 

routes such as the enteral and parenteral ones. Firstly, it is noninvasive since it does not require 

injections. Secondly, it delivers the actives in the blood circulation avoiding the first pass metabolism 

in the liver. Lastly, given that transdermal delivery devices can stick on the patient for several days, 

the number of required applications is significantly reduced; thus easing the patient compliance to the 

therapy. Notwithstanding the numerous advantages of the transdermal route, its employment is still 

limited because the skin barrier is characterized by a great chemical complexity that limits the 

transport of the active substances across its numerous layers. Therefore, the transdermal delivery is 

commonly limited to a few classes of active molecules that can effectively cross the skin to reach the 

systemic circulation. 

The encapsulation technique is a widely exploited approach in the context of drug delivery 

technologies. It mainly consists of incorporating the active substance inside a shell material. Such an 
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approach displays several advantages that can lead to higher therapeutic efficacy respect to the raw 

drug formulation. Firstly, encapsulation protects the active molecule and eases its storage, thus 

preventing its degradation until the target tissue is reached. Secondly, it allows structuring the drug 

promoting the penetration of the biological barrier and favoring cellular uptakes. Finally, the 

encapsulation makes possible to control the drug release over a long time, this feature prevents the 

burst release phenomenon and reduces the number of administrations required. Given the numerous 

advantages of the encapsulation technology, it had become of significant interest to produce drug 

carriers with improved therapeutic performances. In particular, nanosized drug carriers have proved 

to be more effective in overcoming the biological barriers and improving cellular uptakes while 

effectively controlling the drug release kinetics.  

Such a nanotechnology based approach was considered particularly advantageous in overcoming the 

skin barrier. The nanocarriers can vector the active principle through the skin layers without the need 

of employing chemical penetration enhancers which can irritate the skin in the long run. Therefore, 

the encapsulation of the active principle was identified as an effective strategy to release drugs across 

the skin layers.  

The nanocarrier formulations are generally available in the form of liquid suspensions and therefore 

their usage in the dermatological application requires multiples administrations unless the 

formulation is supported on a wearable platform. Such supports generally consist of adhesive patches 

that stick for several days on the patient skin. However, these adhesive patches are generally not 

breathable and therefore may cause skin irritation in the long run. Therefore, the usage of breathable 

support for the drug loaded nanocarriers was foreseen as a strategy to improve the state-of-the-art 

technology.  

Textiles are a class of materials owning peculiar properties such as flexibility, mechanical strength 

and lightness. Besides the common use in the apparel industry, in recent years they have been 

employed in a wide range of industrial sectors such as automotive, construction, electronics, 

environmental and biomedical ones. These materials are defined as technical textiles, namely fibrous 

materials that are not used for their apparel and aesthetic properties but their technical performances. 

A particular category of technical textiles is the Medtech one, this includes those textiles materials 

whose main purpose is to benefit the user's health. The Medtech category includes products such as 

pressure garments to enhance muscular recovery, textiles with antibacterial properties used to produce 

bandages or garments for surgeons, textiles for protection against insects and ultimately for the release 

of active substances. These last mentioned products are obtained by applying peculiar finishes on 

commodity fabrics such as cotton, silk, wool or polyester that represent optimal support for the 
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nanocarriers. Such fabrics have been used as garments over years and they are well known to not 

cause any allergic reaction or inflammation upon long contact with the human skin. Furthermore, the 

porous and interlaced fibers networks typical of the fabric's structure acts as a reservoir for the drug 

loaded nanocarriers. Notwithstanding the high potential benefits of employing such textile substrates 

as support for dermatological delivery of drug loaded nanocarriers, such technology is still not widely 

developed.  

 

The biofunctional textile technology has not reached technological maturity yet. Thus the production 

of these materials is still not sustainable under the technical and economic point of view. The first 

issue encountered is the fact that the production of pharmaceutical nanocarriers is still a niche 

technology. Thus, these nanocapsules are often produced in small batches with high production costs. 

On the contrary, the textile industry requires the finishing agent to available in high quantity at a 

cheap price. Concerning the finishing process, it must be designed to make the functionalized fabric 

act as an effective pharmaceutical formulation to be easily operated by the user. These considerations 

show that significant improvements should be done in the biofunctional textiles technology to make 

it available to the users.  

 

This issue is not peculiar to the biofunctional textiles but regards several innovative technologies and 

processes being developed nowadays in the textile fields. To propose a novel design of textiles 

technologies that comply with the up-to-date sustainability issues, the SMD-Tex project was launched 

in 2013. The acronym stands for Sustainable Management and Design of Textiles and refers to 

international joint doctorate financed by the European Union under the Erasmus Mundus action. The 

involved parts in the SMD-Tex project are five academic institutions from different countries:  Ecole 

Nationale Supérieure des Arts et Industries Textiles (ENSAIT) in France, Politecnico di Torino in 

Italy, the University of Boras in Sweden, Gheorghe Asachi Technical University in Romania and the 

Soochow University in China.   

 

These universities cooperate to allow selected students to carry out a Ph.D. degree in the universities 

of the consortium. The structure and peculiarity of the Ph.D. program consist of the fact that the 

candidate carries out his/her studies in three of the previously mentioned academic institution over 

four years. In particular, the candidate spends the first two mobilities of 18 months each in two of the 

European partners while the fourth and final year is spent at Soochow University. The involvement 

of several partner universities allows the SMD-Tex project to tackle different areas of textile research 

including quality management, garment design, sustainability and environmental impact assessment, 
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supply chain management, innovative materials and process design. The latter theme tackles the 

issues of developing new textiles materials and process which own superior performances and added 

value while complying with the current issues of resource protection and environmental compliance. 

In this context, several projects have been financed in the frame of SMD-Tex to develop innovative 

materials for wastewater treatment, smart textile, protective garments or processes to reduce the 

environmental impact of the textile chain by LCA, upcycling and resource replacement approach.  

 

In the context of the SMD-Tex program, the present thesis aims to propose a novel approach for the 

production of biofunctional textiles. The project was carried out by a collaboration of the Italian, 

French and Chinese partners as sketched in Figure I.1.  

 

 

 

Figure I.1.Scheme of the mobilities and logos of the partner universities. 

The first mobility was carried out in Italy at the applied science and technology department of 

Politecnico di Torino. The second mobility was carried out in France at the Gemtex laboratories of 

the Ecole National Supérieur des Artes et Industries Textiles. Lastly, the final mobility was carried 

out in China at the National Silk laboratories of Soochow University.  
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The approach used to tackle the issue of biofunctional textile production is sketched in Figure I.2. 

The first step consisted of the development of a suitable nanocarrier production method. The 

nanocarriers were then applied to the fabrics by finishing treatment to obtain the biofunctional 

textiles. The obtained fabrics were finally tested for their properties with a major focus on the 

capability of delivering the active principle.  

 

 

Figure I.2. Production approach for biofunctional textiles. 

Specifically, the Flash Nanoprecipitation (FNP) technique was proposed for the production of the 

drug loaded carriers. In fact, FNP is known for its simplicity and scalability which allows an easy and 

productive synthesis of the nanocarriers. However, its employment in the textile finishing was still 

not investigated. In the present work, the FNP method was used to produce polymeric nanoparticles 

made of polycaprolactone (PCL). The latter was selected as polymeric shell due to its biodegradability 

and biocompatibility. Moreover, PCL is a hydrophobic polymer that can promote drug delivery in the 

epidermal layer. Lastly, it is known to be a suitable material for long lasting release applications. 

 

The PCL nanoparticles were applied onto cotton fabrics. This textile was chosen for its breathability 

and compatibility with the skin tissue. The particles were applied onto the textiles by using a simple 

impregnation treatment with the scope of making biofunctional textiles eventually rechargeable by 

the user.   
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To investigate the suitability of the proposed processes, they were tested with three different model 

drugs i.e. caffeine, melatonin and curcumin. These drugs own different levels of hydrophobicity 

which is the main property affecting both the transdermal permeation and the extent of encapsulation 

in the FNP process. Moreover, these active substances were selected based on their antioxidant and 

therapeutic properties, with the scope of proposing a system with potential medical applications. 

 

The first part of the present work was dedicated to the description of the state of the art. The literature 

analysis introduced and discussed the background knowledge and the issues that come into play in 

the production of biofunctional textiles. Above all, the basic concepts of skin physiology and 

pathology together with the ones of skin drug delivery were presented. Thereafter the different kinds 

of pharmaceutical carriers of interest for dermatological application were critically reviewed together 

with the different encapsulation methods. Thanks to such a literature review, the current weakness of 

the biofunctional textile technology and the points to be addressed in the experimental work were 

outlined. 

In the second part of the thesis, the materials and methodology were presented. Firstly, the production 

methods for nanoparticles and textile finishing was described. Thereafter the testing methods and 

characterization techniques employed to investigate the quality of the produced materials were 

presented. Particular focus was paid on describing the peculiar properties of the selected raw 

materials.  

Thereafter the results of the experimental activities were presented. Firstly the preliminary results on 

the PCL particle formation process were reported. By this study, it was possible to choose a proper 

solvent for the particle synthesis and to define the operating parameters to be employed in the drug 

loaded nanoparticles synthesis. Thereafter a preliminary study on drug loaded nanoparticle 

production and biofunctional textile finishing was conducted using melatonin as a model drug. 

Having performed such a proof of concept study on the intermediate hydrophilic drug allowed to tune 

the synthesis methods and analytical techniques for the other model substances. 

A deep study was conducted on the production of caffeine and curcumin loaded nanoparticles. In the 

particular case of caffeine, significant attention was paid on developing and studying the effects of 

the process configurations onto the structure of the particles and on proving the possibility of 

effectively loading a hydrophilic active principle by the FNP method. In the study of curcumin loaded 

nanoparticles, the efficacy of the synthesis method for hydrophobic substances was evaluated. 

Moreover, the peculiar properties of the drug and the encapsulation process were exploited to obtain 
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an optimized nanoparticle formulation that displayed the best properties for biofunctional 

applications and textile finishing.  

Finally, the optimized formulation of caffeine and curcumin loaded nanoparticles were applied to the 

textile substrate. Several analyses were run to gain insight into how the formulation characteristics 

and the drug hydrophilicity influence the textile properties. This was achieved by firstly assessing the 

effectiveness of the finishing treatment and thereafter by inquiring the features of the material which 

are beneficial to the user's health.  
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Chapter 1: Drug delivery in dermatological applications 

1.1 Structure and physiology of the skin  

Skin is the organ of the human body that presents the highest surface area and it complies with 

essential body functions. Above all, it is a physical and chemical barrier that protects the internal 

organs and tissues from the external harms such as pathogenic microorganisms, radiations and toxic 

substances. Moreover, skin contributes to thermal regulation, sensorial detection, water retention and 

self-healing (Wysocki, 1999; Zhang and Michniak-Kohn, 2012). Structurally speaking, skin consists 

of a series of stratified layers that are represented and described in Figure 1.1. The epidermis and the 

dermis are the two principal skin layers (Suñer-Carbó et al., 2019).  

 

 

Figure 1.1. Scheme of the skin layers (Gaur et al., 2017). The references in the image point out: 1) hair shaft; 

2) stratum corneum; 3) sweat-pore; 4) hair follicle; 5) arrector pili muscle; 6) sebaceous gland; 7) nerve; 8) 

eccrine sweat gland; 9) cutaneous vascular plexes; 10) adipose depot. Section A and B highlight a detailed 

structure of the epidermis and derma respectively. 
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The epidermis is the skin layer in contact with the external environment; it is formed by several 

sublayers. It is mostly constituted by keratinocytes which are the most diffuse skin cells. 

Keratinocytes are formed in the lowermost epidermal layer, the Stratum Basale and, throughout the 

cell life cycle, they raise to the outermost Stratum Corneum (SC) undergoing keratinization and 

cellular differentiation (Rincón et al., 2018). The keratinocytes present in the SC are normally referred 

to as dead cells, named corneocytes. Corneocytes are denuclearized flat cells bound together by lipids 

and cholesterol. The SC owns a “brick and mortar” structure where hair shaft and sweat pore are 

present (Eckhart et al., 2013; van Smeden et al., 2014). Right below the SC the Stratum Lucidum is 

found; in this skin layer, partially denuclearized keratinocytes are bound together by the eleidin, a 

lipoprotein with translucent appearance (Briggaman and Wheeler, 1975). By secreting the 

interlamellar lipids found in SC the cells of the Stratum Lucidum are responsible for skin barrier 

properties. The Stratum Granulosum is located under the Stratum Lucidum, in this layer, the 

keratinocytes are nuclearized and characterized by a granular shape (Freeman and Sonthalia, 2019). 

In the under-located Stratum Spinosum, the keratinocytes have spine shape and are arranged in rows. 

Here are present other epidermal cells i.e. the Langherans cells, responsible for immune response, 

and the Melanocytes where melanin synthesis occurs (Yousef and Sharma, 2019). Melanin is the 

molecule responsible for UV protection and skin pigmentation (Tolleson, 2005). On the bottom of 

the epidermis, the Stratum Basale is composed of a single layer of stem keratinocytes, these cells 

have large nuclei and high reproduction rate, once produced the stem cell raise to the upper layer 

gradually differentiating (Jackson et al., 2017). In the Stratum Basale, the Merkel cells which comply 

with the role of touch sensors are found (Abraham and Mathew, 2019). 

The Dermis is connected to the epidermis by mean of the Dermal-Epidermal Junction (DEJ), a 

basement membrane made of collagen and other proteins (Goletz et al., 2017). The dermis is a 

vascularized tissue characterized by a layered structure that can be divided into the papillary and 

reticular dermis. The papillary dermis is mainly constituted by connective tissue and contains the 

Mast cells which mediate and counteract allergic reactions (da Silva et al., 2014). The reticular dermis 

is composed of proteins that are responsible for the skin mechanical properties. In this layer are found 

the sweat glands, which contribute to thermal regulation, and the hair follicles, which act as 

keratinocytes source during the re-epithelialization process (Arda et al., 2014).  

The reticular dermis is attached to subcutaneous tissues without sharp distinctions. The hypodermis 

is mainly constituted of connective and adipose tissue and attaches the properly called skin to the 

muscular tissues. It is composed of three layers, the top one is rich in fatty substances while the bottom 

two are vascularized (Yu et al., 2019).  
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The overall skin architecture consists of a complex structure from the biochemical point of view. The 

alternation of fatty hydrophobic layers and vascularized hydrophilic exerts an effective shield, making 

it difficult for most of the chemicals to effectively cross it. Notwithstanding its barrier properties, skin 

can be the target of pathogens and illnesses (Nastiti et al., 2017). For these reasons, the skin has been 

considered as a possible administration route both for systemic and local drugs. According to Food 

and Drug Administration (FDA), the first case is defined as transdermal administration and involves 

the delivery of the drug through the skin layers to reach systemic circulation, while the latter is defined 

as topical administration and consists of the application of the active molecule on a particular area of 

the body surface (Prow et al., 2011; Sgorbini et al., 2017). 

1.2 Topical administration and skin diseases  

Topical delivery is among the most commonly used administration routes, in general consists of 

applying the medicament directly to the target tissue. It commonly applies to ocular or dermatological 

formulations, in the latter case, it is also referred to as dermal delivery (Marto et al., 2019; Tatke et 

al., 2018). Such a local administration approach is extensively used in dermatological therapies to 

treat the illnesses of the dermis and epidermis such as wounds, infection, and cancers (Nagula and 

Wairkar, 2019; Simitzis, 2018). Indeed, skin diseases have a significant impact on the quality of life 

of the patients both from the physical and the psychological point of view (Wu and Cohen, 2019).  

Skin is a living organ and therefore goes through significant changes over the human lifetime. The 

accumulation of such biochemical and physical changes is commonly referred to as aging and is a 

phenomenon that occurs differently in every individual (Bessada et al., 2018). It is due to the 

progressive loss of elastin and collagen as age advances, which causes loss of structure and functions 

of the skin tissue. Besides causing unpleasant visual modifications, such as wrinkles and spots, aging 

makes skin more vulnerable to several diseases. This phenomenon is commonly attributed to 

endogenous and exogenous factors, the first ones are identified to the chemical and genic changes the 

tissues undergo over time. The exogenous factors are instead related to the environment and exposure 

to harmful substances and radiations (Tobin, 2017).  

Radical oxygen species (ROS) are among the exogenous factors that can cause critical skin damages 

and are associated with several skin diseases. ROS are indeed very reactive oxidants species that can 

interact sharply with biomolecules causing damages to deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), proteins and 

lipids; therefore, they are connected with the rise of eczema, dermatitis, and cancers. To counteract 

the oxidant activity of ROS, the body developed an antioxidant system based on enzymes (Lephart, 

2016). However, excessive exposure to ROS generators may overcome the capability of such 
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endogenous antioxidants and lead to oxidative stress; in such conditions, the skin aging is accelerated 

and all the pathologies related have higher chances to arise (Poljšak and Dahmane, 2012). For this 

reason, the topical administration of antioxidants is a common strategy to reduce radical-induced 

damages. Indeed, antioxidants tend to rapidly react with ROS before they could damage biological 

macromolecules reducing their pathogenicity (Pisoschi and Pop, 2015).  

UV solar radiation is the main cause of excessive ROS production and related oxidative stress. UVB 

rays are connected to the formation of free radicals. Such species are connected to lipid peroxidation 

and rupture of elastin and collagen chains. Furtherly, the UV induced radical species tend to attack 

the DNA chains promoting genetic mutation and cancer arises (Bessada et al., 2018). In particular, 

melanoma is the most aggressive form of skin cancer that arises from malignant melanocytes. In fact, 

during its progression, it tends to develop resistance to cytotoxic drugs making chemotherapies to 

progressively lose efficacy (Keller et al., 2017). Furtherly, it is one of the most common forms of 

cancer with an averagely 87000 diagnosis and 10000 casualties occurring per year in the US (Abdul-

Karim and Cowey, 2017).  

Bacterial infections are a common issue that can affect the skin. The action of pathogens onto the skin 

can lead to undesired effects such as inflammation or skin destruction (Bazbouz and Tronci, 2019). 

Moreover, the presence of infective species inhibits the skin regeneration mechanism and makes it 

impossible for the body to recover from wounds naturally (Mostafalu et al., 2017). These kinds of 

infections are normally tackled by antibiotics and anti-inflammatory drugs; however, such therapies 

present several drawbacks due to their scarce therapeutic windows and progressive loss of efficacy 

due to bacterial resistance (Bassetti et al., 2019).  

Other common skin diseases include psoriasis, an autoimmune disease connected with keratinocytes 

overexpression, and Acne Vulgaris, due to the occlusion of hair follicles. They lead to the formation 

of red scales and itchy patches of skin. The common treatment of such diseases includes the topical 

administration antibiotic and anti-inflammatory drugs (Beylot et al., 2014; Lowes et al., 2014; 

Williams et al., 2012). Cellulite is a skin disorder connected to the accumulation of subcutaneous fat 

and scarce microcirculation. Although it usually does not implies pathological consequences, cellulite 

affects a large portion of the population and is regarded as an anti-aesthetic feature. Therefore, it is 

commonly treated with cosmetic creams and ointments which improve microcirculation and promote 

lipolysis in subcutaneous tissues (Rawlings, 2006).  
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All the above-mentioned skin pathologies are serious challenges in clinical research. Indeed, they 

compromise the patient's life quality and, for this reason, continuous efforts are being done to propose 

innovative treatments to heal or at least reduce symptoms. 

1.3 Transdermal administration 

Being the largest organ of the human body skin has been regarded not only as a potential 

administration route for systemic drugs. Transdermal administration displays several advantages 

compared to other classic drug delivery routes such as the enteral and parenteral ones (Roberts et al., 

2017). Firstly, it is noninvasive since it does not require injections. Secondly, it delivers the active 

principle in the blood circulation avoiding the first pass metabolism in the liver (Al-Hashimi et al., 

2018). Lastly, given that transdermal delivery devices can stick on the patient for several days, the 

number of required applications is significantly reduced; this improves patient compliance to the 

therapy (Rigon et al., 2016). Notwithstanding the numerous advantages of the transdermal route, its 

large employment in clinical practices is still limited. This is due to the great chemical complexity 

and barrier properties of the skin layers that make it difficult for many active substances to cross it 

(Chuang et al., 2017; Palmer and DeLouise, 2016).  

The phenomena acting in the transdermal release are sketched in Figure 1.2. For a substance to reach 

the dermis, three penetration pathways are commonly identified (Carreras et al., 2015; Yang et al., 

2011).  

 

Figure 1.2. Transdermal transport and penetration pathway (Bolzinger et al., 2012)) 
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The intercellular route involves the passage around the corneocytes, and the molecules diffuse in the 

lipid substances that hold the terminally differentiated keratinocytes together, thus such route is 

generally preferred by lipophilic substances (Hadgraft and Lane, 2016). Oppositely, the intracellular 

pathway is preferred by hydrophilic substances that cannot diffuse easily in the lipid extracellular 

network of the SC. This route involves the penetration of the drug through the corneocytes cells and 

therefore requires the substance to smoothly cross the cellular membranes (Alonso et al., 2018). A 

third path, defined as the annexial (or follicular) route, consists of the drug passaging through the skin 

annexes such as hair follicles or sweat glands (Lademann et al., 2008).  

The percutaneous absorption of a drug can be regarded as a mass transfer phenomenon that involves 

several steps whose kinetics is mainly dominated by diffusion (Simovic et al., 2010, 2012). Firstly, it 

consists of the entry and penetration of the drug into the SC. Secondly, the drug must partition from 

the SC into the hydrophilic region of the epidermis reaching the Stratum Basale. The drug must then 

diffuse through the Stratum Basale to reach and permeate the Dermal-epidermal junction. Once 

reached the dermis, the drug must be absorbed by the blood vessels to finally enter the systemic 

circulation (Amjadi et al., 2017; Hao et al., 2016). The complexity of transdermal penetration lies in 

the fact that it requires alternate diffusion through different layers and permeation across the 

boundaries that separate them. Each layer and boundary have a different chemical composition and 

therefore different resistance to mass transfer. Since a limited diffusion in one single skin layer may 

hinder the overall penetration process, the amount of active substances easily deliverable 

transdermally is quite reduced (Schwöbel and Klamt, 2019). 

Common rules found in the literature state that to cross the SC easily a molecule should have 

lipophilic character and small size, i.e., lower than 500 Da; the latter condition is widely known as 

the 500 Daltons rule (Cintra et al., 2016). However, also markedly lipophilic molecules have been 

recently considered not to have optimal penetration capability, indeed according to some authors they 

can easily cross the SC but thereafter cannot diffuse in the vascularized layers, and therefore they 

tend to accumulate in the SC (Şenyiğit et al., 2016).  

The degree hydrophilicity of the active substance is the main factor affecting its skin permeation 

profile. A commonly used approach to classify the hydrophilicity of the active substances exploits 

the parameter logP; where P indicates the drug partition coefficient between octanol and water 

(Eugene Kellogg and Abraham, 2000). Negative values of the logP indicate that a substance is 

hydrophilic, while high positive values logP are associated with hydrophobic substances (Mannhold 

and Dross, 1996). 
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A further level of complexity in the transdermal release is represented by the variability of the skin 

in terms of thickness, chemical composition, and biological activity. Such parameters tend to change 

in different individuals, the factors that influence the skin physiology include but are not limited to 

age, sex, phototype and health practices of the patient (Vitellaro-Zuccarello et al., 1994). Moreover, 

the relative properties of the individual skin layers can also change in a different part of a single body. 

For these reasons, the transdermal penetration of a drug is an overall complex phenomenon (Darlenski 

and Fluhr, 2012).  

1.4 Technologies for transdermal drug delivery  

Despite the complexity of the transdermal administration route, its potential advantages have driven 

the scientific community to develop innovative technologies to improve skin penetration by active 

substances (McConville et al., 2018). Transdermal technologies are mainly divided into permeation 

enhancement methods and drug delivery devices (DDDs) (Yang et al., 2011). The permeation 

enhancement consists of the application of an external stimulus to make the drug to cross the skin 

barrier. These stimuli can be either of physical nature, such as electrical current or ultrasounds (US), 

or chemicals added in the formulation (Kapoor et al., 2017; Nguyen and Banga, 2018). DDDs include 

instead a wide class of technologies in which the drug is incorporated inside a material that improves 

its delivery to the target tissue. In the context of transdermal release, the most common DDDs are the 

microneedles (MNs), the transdermal patches (TPs) and the drug carriers (Czajkowska-Kośnik et al., 

2019; Haj-Ahmad et al., 2015). The different transdermal delivery methods are reported in Table 1.1 

together with their advantages and limitations.  

Iontophoresis is a permeation enhancement technique that employs low electrical currents to promote 

the active molecules crossing of the epidermis (Takeuchi et al., 2017). Upon application of electric 

current, the drug transport across the skin is promoted through electrophoretic and electroosmotic 

phenomena. The first phenomenon exploits the repulsion of the drug from the electrode while the 

second is based on the charge gradient across the skin membrane (Ita, 2016). The extent to which the 

drug mass transfer is affected by iontophoresis strongly depends on the drug polarity and surface 

charge and the skin pH. Iontophoresis mainly enhances the drug permeation occurring by the annexial 

route (Karpiński, 2018).  

The enhancement of skin penetration obtained by the application of ultrasounds is named 

sonophoresis (Polat et al., 2011). In this technique, the permeation of the drug is due to both the 

cavitation of gas microbubbles that disrupts the SC, and to the generation of a local temperature 

gradient that promotes diffusion (Park et al., 2014). Sonophoresis was proved to be efficient in 
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enhancing the penetration of high MW molecules or small hydrophilic ones (Katikaneni et al., 2010; 

Seah and Teo, 2018). 

 

Table 1.1 Comparison of different transdermal delivery technologies. 

 

Transdermal 

enhancement 

strategy 

Drug 

applicability 

Penetration 

mechanism 

Patient usability Administrations 

required 

Possible side 

effects 

Iontophoresis Charged and 

polar drugs 

Electro osmosis 

and 

electrophoresis 

Electrical current 

to be applied 

Several Surface damages 

Sonophoresis Small 

substances 

(below 500 Da) 

Transdermal 

penetration and 

cavitation 

Ultrasound device 

needed 

Several SC disrupted 

Chemical 

enhancement  

Small drugs 

(below 500 Da) 

CE-Drug and CE-

Skin interactions 

Topical 

formulation 

Several Skin irritation by 

CE 

Transdermal  

patches 

Small drugs 

(below 500 Da) 

Passive diffusion Simple patch 

application 

Few Skin irritation and 

contact dermatitis 

Microneedles Most drugs Simple: direct 

release in the 

epidermis 

Simple patch 

application 

Few Skin piercing and 

irritation 

Drug carriers Most drugs Intracellular, 

extracellular and 

annexial route 

Topical 

formulation 

Several Cytotoxicity to be 

tested for each 

carrier 

 

The chemical enhancement method involves the addition of particular substances to the formulation 

to increase the permeation rate and extent. Various compounds such as organic solvents, oils or 

surfactants can be employed as chemical enhancers (Haque and Talukder, 2018). These chemical 
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enhancers (CEs) promote the drug permeation by different mechanisms depending on their interaction 

with both the skin and the drug. Usually, the CEs should both be a good solvent for the drug and have 

good diffusivity in the SC, in this way they can vehicular the drug. However, in the case of high 

solubility of the drug in the CE the release may be hindered by the tendency to remain in solution 

rather than partitioning in the skin (Benson et al., 2005). Also, CEs can act on skin properties, by 

disrupting or swelling the SC (Barry, 1987).  

Among the DDDs, the transdermal patches were the first ones to be proposed. They are made of 

several layers with specific functions and characteristics (Pastore et al., 2015). TPs generally contain 

an adhesive layer that keeps contact with the skin, a drug reservoir where the active substance is 

stored and an outermost layer to protect the patch from the external environment. In more advanced 

products, the drug can be stored over multiple reservoir layers to control the released dosages. The 

release mechanism is mostly described by passive diffusion of the drug from the patch to the skin (Al 

Hanbali et al., 2019).  

Microneedles technology consists of the production of patches equipped with several arrays of 

needles of small size. MNs aim to directly inject the drug inside vascularized skin layers, thus 

bypassing the issue of drug diffusion in the epidermis. Regarding MNs technology, the drug can be 

loaded in the patch, in the tip of the needle or just on its surface (Dharadhar et al., 2019). For the 

production of  MNs metallic, ceramic and polymeric materials were used (Hartmann et al., 2015). 

However, in recent years, polymeric MNs have aroused the greatest interest. Indeed, they have been 

proven to be cost effective and simple to produce. Furtherly, the use of bioabsorbable polymers allows 

the needle to degrade inside the skin without causing side effects (Wang et al., 2017). The advantage 

of delivering the drug in the vascularized layers avoiding retention in SC makes MNs a very effective 

transdermal technology. On the other hand, some concerns are usually aroused by the invasiveness 

of such a technique which requires to pierce and hole the skin, risking to cause irritation. For these 

reasons, MNs are mostly studied for the administration of life-saving drugs such as insulin and 

chemotherapeutics. These drugs are generally quite expensive, so their effective administration must 

be maximized. Considering that the common administration route of these drugs is the parenteral one, 

MNs are a novel and less invasive administration route (Jin et al., 2018; Lan et al., 2018).  

Drug carriers are among one of the most studied delivery devices in pharmaceutical technology. They 

consist of micro/nanometric structures that can incorporate different kinds of drugs and release them 

to the target tissue in a more controlled and effective way (Czajkowska-Kośnik et al., 2019). These 

nanocarriers have been studied for several kinds of medical applications that involve different 
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administration routes. In the context of transdermal release, it has been reviewed that they can 

enhance the delivery of a wide range of active substances. Indeed, it is possible to tailor the size and 

surface of the nanocarriers to enhance their capability to undergo the different penetration routes 

(Bornare and Saudagar, 2017).  

In comparing these different transdermal delivery technologies several aspects were considered. 

Concerning the kind of drugs that can be delivered by each system, it is clear that CE, patches, ionto- 

and sonophoresis present stricter limitations compared to other technologies since they have to 

comply with 500 Da rule. In the case of iontophoresis, the drug must be electrically charged to be 

effectively delivered. In the case of drug carriers and MNs, less strict limitations on the kind of drug 

are present. In fact, once the active substance is incorporated in the carriers and the MNs, the release 

kinetic is less affected by the chemical structure of the therapeutic molecule.  

The release phenomena occurring are also of different kinds. In MNs the permeation in the epidermis 

is bypassed making the release simpler. Ionto- and sonophoresis require instead the drug to permeate 

all the layers of the skin undergoing the already discussed phenomena. A similar permeation 

mechanism is observed in patches, CE and drug carriers in which classical penetration routes come 

in play; for the latter technology release mechanism is mainly dependent on the properties of the 

carrier.  

Concerning the invasiveness of the systems, MNs require the outer layers of the skin to be perforated. 

Furtherly, if the polymer swells inside the epidermis, the needles enlarge, causing the holes to increase 

in size. Ionto- and sonophoresis require external stimuli that can damage the skin integrity. Moreover, 

proper devices should be used to apply electricity and ultrasounds. Therefore, ionto- and sonophoresis 

are probably more difficult to be operated by the patient. Oppositely, formulations based on CE or 

nanocarriers are easily applied topically.  

Considering the number of administration required TPs and MNs devices present the advantage of 

sticking to the patient for longer times respect to other technologies. However, this advantage is 

counterbalanced by the fact that long contact with the skin may lead to irritation or damages (Musel 

and Warshaw, 2006). Particularly in the case of TPs, the scarce breathability of the adhesive layer 

was reported to cause contact dermatitis (Romita et al., 2018). 
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1.5 Drug carriers for dermatological application 

Drug loaded carriers are among the most studied technologies in the context of pharmaceutical 

research. Such innovative formulation had been developed to administer active substances more 

effectively. The encapsulation process is the technique used to incorporate active molecules inside 

nanostructured materials with monolithic or core-shell structure (Lengyel et al., 2019). This process 

can indeed improve the performances of the active material under many points of view. Firstly, the 

nanomaterial can protect the drug from environmental factors that alter its biological activity (Salaün, 

2016). Secondly, the encapsulation process allows to structure the core material to regulate its 

interactions with the environment, as an example, such technique is commonly used to enhance 

biostability and bioavailability of poorly water soluble drugs in the bloodstream (Parisi et al., 2017). 

Lastly, encapsulation allows releasing the drug in a prolonged and controlled manner providing an 

effective therapeutic dosage while minimizing side effects (Ancona et al., 2018). The encapsulation 

process allows producing different kinds of nanocarriers, which are classified according to their 

chemical nature, structure, morphology, and assemblies. Such different carriers have been employed 

for the treatment of a wide range of diseases and administered by different routes. In the context of 

dermal and transdermal delivery, the most studied carriers are particle based carriers, cyclodextrins, 

hydrogels and liposomes whose structure is sketched in Figure 1.3 (Chen et al., 2017; Jain and 

Thareja, 2019).(Y.-Y. Chen et al., 2017; Jain and Thareja, 2019). 

  

Figure 1.3. Schematic structure of the nanocarrier employed for dermatological applications. 
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The properties and application of such carriers in the context of dermatological application are 

summarized in Table 1.2. 

Table 1.2. Characteristics and applications of nanocarriers in dermatological therapies. 

 

Drug Hydrophilicity Carrier Therapeutic 

target 

Release test Ref. 

Vitamin D Hydrophobic Nanospheres Transdermal 

supplement 

administration 

Healthy and 

damaged 

porcine skin 

(Lalloz et al., 

2018) 

Menthol Hydrophilic Nanospheres Antioxidant and 

anti cellulite 

Artificial 

Membrane 

(Ferri et al., 

2017) 

Adapalene 

and adapsone 

Hydrophobic 

and hydrophilic 

Nanocapsules Dermatitis 

treatment 

Porcine skin (Pereira et al., 

2016) 

HNE 

inhibitor 

Hydrophobic Nanocapsules Psoriasis In vitro and 

in vivo (rats) 

(Marto et al., 

2018) 

Clobetasol 

propionate 

Hydrophobic Nanospheres and 

nanocapsules 

Hair follicles Ex vivo pig 

and human 

skin 

(Mathes et al., 

2016) 

Vancomycin Hydrophilic Nanobubbles Skin infection 

 

Porcine skin (Argenziano 

et al., 2017) 

Rifampicin Hydrophobic Nanobubbles Acne treatment In vitro 

studies 

(Hsiao et al., 

2018) 

Imiquimod Hydrophobic Nanosponges Aberrant wounds Porcine skin (Argenziano 

et al., 2019) 

Resveratrol Hydrophobic Nanosponges Antioxidant Porcine skin (Ansari et al., 

2011) 

Econazole 

nitrate 

Hydrophobic Nanosponges Fungal infection In vitro 

studies 

(Sharma and 

Pathak, 2011) 

Sodium 

Fluorescein 

Hydrophilic Liposomes Model system Porcine skin (Mahrhauser 

et al., 2015) 

Quercitin Slightly 

hydrophilic 

Liposomes Antioxidant Human 

excised skin 

(Hong et al., 

2018) 

Nobiletin Hydrophobic Hydrogel Acne treatment Porcine skin (Jeong et al., 

2019) 
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Heparin and 

Paclitaxel 

Hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic 

Hydrogel Transdermal 

cancer therapy 

In vitro and 

in vivo 

(Taktak et al., 

2019) 

5-fluroracil Hydrophilic Silica 

nanoparticles 

Cancer therapy Rat skin (Anirudhan 

and Nair, 

2018) 

Insulin Hydrophobic Silica 

nanoparticles 

and ZnO 

quantum dots 

Transdermal 

diabetes therapy 

In vivo in 

rats 

(Xu et al., 

2018) 

 

1.5.1 Particle based carriers 

Particulate systems are among the most studied carriers, they are classified according to their average 

size (microparticles, nanoparticles), shell material (organic, inorganic, hybrid) and their morphology 

and structure (spheres, capsules and bubbles/droplets) (Cavalli et al., 2016). In dermatology, the 

nanosized particles present a wider application range, indeed their small size enhances their capability 

of penetrating the skin barrier both by Intra/extracellular route and by annexial one. On the other 

hand, microparticles (MPs) have a size that hinders their penetration and is mostly applied in topical 

skin therapy (Bansal and Jamil, 2018; Nastiti et al., 2017). Concerning shell nature, mostly polymeric 

materials are used. This trend is due to the large availability of biocompatible and biodegradable 

polymers that allows sustained release of the drug by diffusion/erosion of the polymer matrix (Lam 

et al., 2012). Furthermore, ceramic materials, such as zinc oxide, can be also used for drug delivery, 

combining the therapeutic action of the drug with the functional properties of the shell such as 

antimicrobial or UV light protection (AbdElhady, 2012; Garino et al., 2019). According to the 

structure, nanoparticles are commonly classified into nanospheres (NSs), characterized by a solid 

structure in which the drug is dispersed in the polymer matrix, nanocapsules (NCs), which have a 

liquid core and a defined shell structure, and nanobubbles/nanodroplets, spherical core/shell 

structures filled by a gas or vaporizable compounds (Kumari et al., 2010).  

1.5.1.1 Nanospheres and Nanocapsules 

Nanospheres are polymeric nanoparticles in which the drug is dispersed in the polymer matrix without 

a distinct core-shell structure.  Several authors proposed the application of nanospheres to enhance 

drug penetration, among them Lalloz et al. (2018) deeply studied the effect of the particle surface 
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charge on skin penetration. In their work, vitamin D was incorporated in block copolymers by 

employing flash nanoprecipitation. Permeation studies conducted both on healthy and damaged pig 

skin, showed a limited effect of the nanoparticle surface charge on the healthy skin while particle 

polarity affected the release kinetics in the case of damaged skin tissue. By employing a similar 

particle production methodology, Ferri et al (2017). designed PCL nanoparticles for the delivery of 

menthol for thermal body management and topical refreshment purposes. The results proved the 

production of high payload nanoparticles with the possibility of tuning the particle size by proper 

solvent choice and adjustment of process parameters. (Ferri et al., 2017; Lalloz et al., 2018) 

Nanocapsules usually present a well-defined core and shell structure. Such devices can either 

penetrate SC as whole or disrupt and allow the oily core to diffuse in the epidermis. In the work of 

Pereira et al (2016) adapalene loaded PCL nanocapsules were produced and topically applied: the 

high hydrophobicity of both carrier and drug facilitated diffusion in the SC but no further penetration 

was observed, making the system suitable for topical administration. Marto et al. (2019) incorporated 

an anti-inflammatory drug in starch-shelled nanoparticles. The potential effectiveness of such topical 

formulation was evaluated both in vitro and in vivo on rats showing an improved efficacy compared 

to commercial cream formulations. In the study of Mathes et al. (2016), the relative performances of 

both nanospheres and capsules were compared to target hair follicles with glucocorticoids. The 

particles were produced, marked with fluorescent dyes and tested both on pig and human skin. This 

study evidenced how different particle structure and formulations played different roles on release 

kinetics and different penetration/accumulation in different skin layers. (Marto et al., 2019; Mathes 

et al., 2016; Pereira et al., 2016) 

1.5.1.2 Nanobubbles and nanodroplets 

Polymer shelled nanobubbles (NBs) and nanodroplets (NDs) represent another nanotechnology 

exploited for cutaneous administration of active molecules. They are versatile multifunctional 

gaseous core nanocarriers that can simultaneously deliver gases, drugs, and genes (Banche et al., 

2015; Cavalli et al., 2016). They have been proposed for the local delivery of antimicrobial drugs for 

the treatment of cutaneous infectious diseases. The combination of vancomycin-loaded NBs with 

ultrasound was studied to enhance drug penetration through the skin by sonophoresis and trigger drug 

release at the site of infection. In vitro permeation studies with porcine skin showed that the amount 

of vancomycin accumulated in the skin after US application combined with NBs was greater than the 

minimal inhibitory concentration value, whereas the passive transport through the skin of the free 

drug was negligible (Argenziano et al., 2017). The feasibility of the use of the NB system combined 
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with the US was also exploited to design a therapeutic tool to topically treat hypoxia-associated 

dermal pathologies and promote the wound healing process (Basilico et al., 2015; Sayadi et al., 2018). 

They showed effective oxygen storing capability and the ability to release oxygen to cutaneous tissues 

both in vitro and in vivo (Gulino et al., 2015; Khadjavi et al., 2015). Skin oxygenation of mice 

topically treated with oxygen-loaded NDs was monitored by visualizing the subcutaneous levels of 

oxy-hemoglobin and deoxy-hemoglobin through photoacoustic imaging and an increase in the tissue 

oxygenation with a prolonged oxygen release over time was observed (Prato et al., 2015).  

1.5.1.3 Ceramic nanoparticles 

Ceramic materials are also exploited for encapsulation and delivery of active principles. Indeed, these 

materials combine the therapeutic effect of the drug with the intrinsic biological activity of the glass 

(Baino et al., 2018). Ceramic materials such as silica, zinca and titania particles are commonly used 

in the dermatological application since their cations exert antimicrobial activity, and their morphology 

and surface properties may be tuned to enhance their bio-affinity (Leone et al., 2019, 2018; Limongi 

et al., 2019). Anirudhan and Nair (2018) succeeded in the production of drug loaded mesoporous 

silica particles with a size range of 200-300 nm. The surface of these particles was grafted with 

oligomeric chains that acted as thermally and ultrasound-activated gates for drug controlled release. 

Biocompatibility was assessed by keratinocytes cell culture assay while skin penetration was 

observed on excised rat skin. Xu et al. (2018) proposed a similar responsive system fully based on 

inorganic materials. The mesoporous silica nanoparticles were loaded with insulin and capped with 

ZnO quantum dots. Enzymes were integrated into the system to promote a local decrease of pH upon 

the increase of glucose concentration. The pH decrease triggered the ZnO dissolution allowing for 

insulin release. The system was proved to be effective in modulating the glucose level of rats.  

(Anirudhan and Nair, 2018) (Xu et al., 2018) 

1.5.2 Hydrogels 

Hydrogels are constituted by polymeric chains dispersed in water whose content can constitute up 

99% of the system weight. They have a significant efficiency in the encapsulation and the delivery of 

hydrophilic substances; moreover, their high content of water also makes them a suitable material for 

wound and burn recovery (Chatterjee et al., 2018). Jeong and co-workers (2019) proposed a nobiletin 

loaded hydrogel produced by crosslinking carboxymethyl chitosan with hydroxyethyl acrylate via a 

free radical polymerization mechanism. The hydrogel was proved to be not toxic to keratinocytes 

cells culture. The skin penetration test on micro pig dorsal skin showed that most of the incorporated 

drug was released. Taktak et al. (2019) used a tri-block co-polymer to produce hydrogels loaded with 
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paclitaxel and heparin for cancer therapy. The formulation showed that can be effective in cancer 

treatment in vitro and in vivo. (Jeong et al., 2019)  (Taktak et al., 2019) 

1.5.3 Cyclodextrin based carriers 

Cyclodextrins (CDs) are oligosaccharides chemically constituted by glucose rings arranged in a 

toroidal structure (Carneiro et al., 2019). Common CDs are formed by 6-8 glucose units; while recent 

studies report the synthesis of cyclodextrins composed of 3 or 4 glucose units (Ikuta et al., 2019). 

CDs have been widely exploited in pharmaceutical sciences to include active substances in their 

cavity, thus improving drug dispersibility and bioactivity (Han et al., 2018; Jug and Mura, 2018). To 

improve their drug loading content several CDs based supramolecular assemblies have been 

proposed. Nanosponges (NSP) are cross-linked cyclodextrins nanostructured within a three-

dimensional network (Trotta et al., 2012). Thanks to their porous nanostructure, they are capable of 

encapsulating hydrophilic as well as hydrophobic molecules, providing sustained and controlled 

release, improving solubility, stability, permeation and bioavailability (Chilajwar et al., 2014). 

Nanosponges have been proposed as promising multifunctional co-ingredient in topical monophasic 

and biphasic formulations. Skin permeation studies showed that NSP in gels and cream-gels 

containing diclofenac significantly modulate drug transport through the skin, increasing its amount 

in stratum corneum and viable epidermis (Conte et al., 2014). The same type of NSP was also 

exploited for the delivery of imiquimod (IMQ) to treat aberrant wounds. Loaded NSP  acted as a drug 

reservoir, able to slowly deliver IMQ through the skin, favoring dermal accumulation (Argenziano et 

al., 2019; Bastiancich et al., 2014). Ansari et al. (2011) incorporated resveratrol in NSP evidencing 

how the incorporation enhances the drug permeation rate in porcine skin and rabbit mucosa. 

Nanosponge-based hydrogels have been also proposed for the treatment of skin infections. They were 

designed as alternative carriers for targeting econazole nitrate (EN) to the skin to contrast fungal 

infection with minimal side-effects (Sharma and Pathak, 2011).  (Ansari et al., 2011) 

1.5.4 Liposomes 

Liposomes are vesicle based carriers, they are typically constituted by a phospholipidic bilayer with 

entrapping a core, which is usually an aqueous solution.  Having an amphiphilic structure, liposomes 

can entrap either hydrophilic or hydrophobic molecules in the aqueous core and the lipid membrane, 

respectively. Marhauser et al. (2015) have shown that liposomes as efficient carriers enhancing 

transdermal drug release. Their approach consisted of preparing fluorescent labeled liposomes and 

testing their penetration through porcine skin. Deformable liposomes or transferosomes have been 

designed to enhance the penetration behavior of traditional liposomes. The high elasticity of these 
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liposomes allows them to squeeze and penetrate the skin by different pathways (Hussain et al., 2016). 

Hong et al. correlated the effectiveness of the skin transport of liposomal formulations to their 

mechanical properties. Several formulations with various surfactants were prepared and then their 

elasticity was measured and the transdermal release was studied on a porcine skin model. More 

recently, other vesicular nanosystems such as niosomes, ethosomes, transethosomes have been 

studied to enhance the transdermal drug delivery (Zorec et al., 2018). These novel liposomal carriers 

contain a high amount of ethanol together with surfactants and penetration enhancers, then they 

furtherly improve the SC penetration (Jondhalekar et al., 2017; Singh et al., 2015). (Mahrhauser et 

al., 2015) (Hong et al., 2018). 

It can be observed that pharmaceutical nanocarriers have been employed for the release of both 

hydrophilic and hydrophobic substances. The therapeutic target for which the systems were designed 

are various and include both topical and transdermal formulations. Most of the reviewed work tested 

the produced formulations onto porcine skin. Such choice can be interpreted considering the easiness 

in obtaining pig skin and the proximity of the results obtained on this tissue with the human. In some 

cases, the formulations were tested in vivo.  

1.6 Textile materials for healthcare 

In the last decades, textile research and industry underwent significant innovative changes. Indeed, 

textile materials were no more produced only for apparel purposes but also to satisfy various needs. 

Therefore, the novel concept of technical textile was introduced; such innovative textile product does 

not only comply to body coverage but mostly to exert specific functionalities (Mather and Wilson, 

2017; McCarthy, 2016). The application of these technical textiles is broad and includes fibrous 

materials employed in several fields such as electronics (Fernández-Caramés and Fraga-Lamas, 2018; 

Roudjane et al., 2018), automotive and aerospace (Islam et al., 2016; Lavagna et al., 2018a), 

construction and buildings (Cui et al., 2018; Lavagna et al., 2018b), flame retardants (Malucelli, 

2016), bullet protections (Abtew et al., 2018) and healthcare (Sami Rtimi et al., 2017; Wenyi Wang 

et al., 2017). The latter category is wide broad and includes all technical textiles whose purpose is to 

deliver benefits to human health. Healthcare textiles have different properties and final applications.  

Antimicrobial textiles are among the first examples of medical textiles that have been designed and 

proposed. Their main property consists in inhibiting the growth of microorganisms onto their surface. 

Indeed, regular textiles tend to be a good substrate for bacterial growth (Morais et al., 2016). This can 

lead to several undesired effects such as stains, material ruining and unpleasant odors. Moreover, 

textiles wore in particular environments such as hospitals or biological laboratories, as well as the 
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ones used for bandages, must comply with antibacterial properties to safeguard the user (Yuan Gao 

and Cranston, 2008). Antimicrobial textiles are produced by combining the fibrous material with an 

intrinsic antimicrobial agent. These can be either antibiotic drugs, inorganic materials such as zinc 

titanium and silver oxides, or polymers like chitosan (Bashari et al., 2018; Parisi et al., 2017). The 

antimicrobial activity of these materials is due to the fact that they own a positive surface charge that 

disrupts the microbial cell wall causing the bacterium death  (Hoseinzadeh et al., 2017). 

Cosmeto textiles are textile materials whose aim is to provide beneficial effects to the user in terms 

of skin care. They entrap and release substances with different effects such as perfumes, moisturizing 

agents, anti-cellulite agents, antioxidants, essential oils and ointments. Generally, they do not have a 

specific therapeutic target and their posology does not aim to have a systemic effect. They can be 

produced by embedding the substance in the fiber or by fabric finishing. In the latter case, 

encapsulation techniques are generally used to better apply the substance to the fabric and to control 

its release (Mathis and Mehling, 2011; Salaün, 2016). 

Insect repellant textiles are designed to protect the user from insects, they have aroused significant 

interest in the context of preventing the spread of diseases like malaria that are vehiculated by 

mosquitoes. Their functioning is similar to cosmeto textiles: an active volatile substance is 

incorporated by different techniques into the textile material and thereafter released to the 

environment to repel the insects (Souza et al., 2014; Xin and Fei, 2007). Similarly, a category of 

technical textiles is employed for protection against radiations. The latter is generally associated with 

several health risks since they can cause DNA damaging and carcinogenesis; therefore, specific 

textiles are designed to shield the body from those radiations. Such effect can be obtained by 

combining textiles with specific materials either by fiber incorporation or by surface finishes 

(Agnhage et al., 2017; Javadi Toghchi et al., 2019).  

Lastly, drug releasing textiles are a category of textile materials which are devoted to the release of 

active substances. They are distinguished from cosmeto textiles since they are designed for specific 

therapeutic applications. They are employed both for the release of topical drugs to treat skin diseases 

and for the transdermal administration of systemic active principles. The production of such textiles 

is carried either by bulk or surface treatments. The first approach consists of integrating the active 

principle inside the fiber core during the spinning process. The second approach consists of the 

finishing of a regular textile using a pharmaceutical nanocarrier. The products obtained by such an 

approach, hereby defined as biofunctional textiles, are the principal focus of the present work.  
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1.6.1 Drug releasing textiles by bulk treatment.  

Drug releasing textiles can be produced by bulk treatment by integrating the active molecules inside 

the fiber core. These materials are produced by a special spinning process.  In this context two main 

technologies have been reported. The first one employs the conventional spinning process to produce 

micron size fibers for healthcare applications (Zhuang et al., 2019), this method is of particular 

interest for the production such as bioactive suture yarns (Silva et al., 2020). The second bulk method, 

which has aroused significant interest over the last decades, employs the electrospinning technology 

to produce nanofibrous products. 

Nanofibers (NFs) are class of nanomaterials characterized by a fibrous morphology whose diameter 

is below 1µm. They are usually arranged in a reticular mat structure which displays a high surface 

area; this property makes NFs very interesting for biomedical applications (Vineis and Varesano, 

2018). Nanofibers are mostly produced by the electrospinning process (ES). It consists of the 

pumping of a viscous and electrically conductive polymer solution through a spinneret under the 

application of a strong electrical field. Then a fine jet is formed and collected on a metal plate. The 

solid fibers deposit on the collector with a random orientation giving the final non-woven structure 

(Doshi and Reneker, 1995; Greiner and Wendorff, 2007). This structure owns morphological 

properties similar to one of the extracellular matrices (Figueira et al., 2016). The electrospinning 

process allows us to spin a different kind of polymer and to easily embed active substances in the 

polymer solution (Miguel et al., 2018). For these reasons, the drug loaded nanofibers were found to 

display significant advantage respect to micro-sized ones; therefore, NFs have been widely studied 

as medical textiles for dermatological applications as reported in Table 1.3   By observing the Table, 

a wide range of polymers can be successfully electrospun. These include hyaluronic acid (HA), 

polylactic acid (PLA), poly-vinyl-pyrrolidone (PVP), poly-vinyl-alcohol (PVA), poly-acrylic-acid 

(PAA), poly-acryl-nitrile (PAN), poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) and others. The kinds of 

active substances includable in the nanofibers are various. Indeed, such a mechanical incorporation 

method allows processing different drugs regardless of their chemical properties. Moreover, the mild 

temperature condition at which electrospinning is carried out to avoid the risk of damaging the active 

molecule. The therapeutic application of electrospun nanofiber includes wound recovery, transdermal 

and topical delivery. Moreover, such materials have been employed also for cosmetic application and 

treatment of specific diseases such as atopic dermatitis (AD) and keloids. It is interesting to notice 

that the electrospinning method has been adapted on the basis of the specific application of the 

material. As an example, for wound recovery application different materials are combined in order to 

obtain dual layer patches. Such dual patches are constituted by an inner hydrophilic layer absorbs 
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wound exudate and promotes cell regrowth and an outer hydrophobic layer which protects the 

damaged tissue from the external environment. Also in the case of cosmetic application, the emulsion 

ES is used to incorporate the essential oil. In some cases, surface modifications were performed on 

the fibrous mat in order to enhance the therapeutic properties.  

 

Table 1.3. Properties and dermatological application of NFs. 

 

Polymer Active substance Production 

technique 

Application Source 

PCL-HA/Chitosan-

Zein 

Salicylic acid ES, dual layer patch Wound 

recovery 

(Figueira et al., 2016) 

PCL/Chitosan Aloe Vera ES, dual layer patch Wound 

recovery 

(Miguel et al., 2017) 

Collagen-PLA-co-

PCL 

Stem cell ES + surface cell 

culture 

Wound 

recovery 

(Jin et al., 2011) 

PVA Limonene oil Emulsion ES Fragrance 

release 

(Camerlo et al., 2013) 

Silk Fibroin Vitamin E Regular ES Antioxidant (Sheng et al., 2013) 

Collagen Vitamins A, C Regular ES Cosmetic (Fathi-Azarbayjani et 

al., 2010) 

Chitin none Regular ES AD treatment. (Izumi et al., 2016) 

PLGA Dexamethasone 

and green tea 

polyphenols 

Regular ES Keloid 

treatment 

(Li et al., 2014) 
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PAN Holmium isotope Regular ES Skin cancer (Koneru et al., 2016; 

Munaweera et al., 

2014) 

PVA-PAA Ketoprofen ES and surface 

modification 

Transdermal 

release 

(Yun et al., 2011) 

PCL Vitamin B12 Regular ES Transdermal 

release 

(Madhaiyan et al., 

2013) 

PVP-cellulose acetate Ibuprofen Regular ES Transdermal 

release 

(Shi et al., 2013) 

 

1.6.2 Biofunctional Textiles by surface treatments 

Biofunctional textiles have been defined as those medical textiles obtained by surface 

functionalization of fabrics with drug carriers. A wide range of carriers and active substances can be 

employed in biofunctional textile preparation. Therefore, the properties and application of such 

materials are various. The main driving force to integrate drug carriers in textiles is the fact that 

regardless of the improved efficacy of such nanoformulations they need to be topically applied as 

classical ointments and creams. Therefore, the therapy requires multiple applications and its success 

is intrinsically related to patient compliance. Biofunctional textiles make the therapy wearable and 

therefore require a single application overcoming the issue of scarce patient compliance (Amjadi et 

al., 2018; Lis Arias et al., 2018).  

1.6.2.1 Production processes of biofunctional textiles.  

 

The production of biofunctional textiles requires the application of the carrier to the fabrics which is 

done by a finishing treatment. The latter is an important unit operation of the textile supply chain 

whose scope is to impart the desired final properties to the material both from the aesthetic and 

technical point of view. It is generally performed at the end of the textile manufacturing process. 

Usually, the approach used to design biofunctional textiles is to employ some already known finishing 

technique using the drug carrier as a finishing agent. The rationality behind this approach is the easy 

scalability of the production by employing an industrially feasible process from the laboratory scale. 
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The most common finishing techniques include bath exhaustion, padding, layer by layer finishing 

and the spray method which are sketched in Figure 1.4.  

 

Figure 1.4. Graphical representation of finishing processes for biofunctional textile production. 
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These processes are often followed by drying and curing to effectively fix the carrier onto the textile 

surface (Yip and Luk, 2016). In most cases, the carrier is in the form of a liquid suspension so wet 

finishing processes are the most used ones (Hassan and Sunderland, 2015).   

The bath exhaustion process is one of the first proposed finishing technologies. It mainly consists of 

immersing the fabric in the finishing liquor whose temperature and pH are controlled to achieve the 

highest affinity between the fibers and the finishes. Bath exhaustion can provide an excellent 

treatment uniformity; however, due to the high liquor ratios required it also implies a significant 

carrier and water consumption (Ali et al., 2011; Alonso et al., 2010). 

On the contrary, padding is a continuous process that requires lower liquor ratios. This technology 

consists of quickly immersing the fabric in the finishing bath and then squeezing it between two 

rollers; by controlling the pressure applied by the rollers is possible to adjust the wet pick up. The 

finishing bath often contains a binding agent to improve the adhesion of the finish.  In fact, for 

effective and uniform padding finish the affinity between fabric and carrier must be high (Nada et al., 

2018; Souza et al., 2014).  

 

Spray based finishing consists of the nebulization of the finishing solution and direct application to 

the textiles. The spray method can be easily implemented in a process line where it is usually followed 

by a fixation treatment that aims to enhance the finishing fastness. It is generally a water saving 

approach (De Falco et al., 2019).  

 

Layer-by-layer (LbL) deposition is a surface engineering technique that has been widely exploited in 

recent years in for thin film assembling. The process consists in dipping alternatively the textile in 

oppositely charged electrolyte solutions, targeting a precise number of monolayers on the fiber 

surface. Indeed, such technique is quite versatile, given the large number of material combinations 

that could be deposited and is currently feasible at level of pilot scale plants (Junthip et al., 2016).   

 

All of the described finishing processes are suitable for the application of drug carriers to the textile 

surface. The interactions between the drug carrier and fibers play a critical role in determining the 

properties of the biofunctional textiles in terms of fastness and release profiles. The use of binders 

and crosslinkers is a common strategy to promote the formation of physical and chemical interaction 

between the fabrics and the carrier. The use of a curing treatment after finishing one is also a 

commonly used strategy to increase the possible chemical reactions between the particles and the 
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textiles. Common curing treatments are thermo-curing, which exploits thermal activation, or photo-

curing which employs UV irradiation (Hu et al., 2011; Junthip et al., 2016).  In the context of bio-

functional textiles, particular care must be taken to avoid drug degradation or carrier deterioration 

under the curing process conditions (Martí et al., 2012; Sharkawy et al., 2017).  

 

1.6.2.2 Testing methodologies 

 

Upon production, biofunctional textiles undergo a series of tests to asses their performance. From the 

literature, it is possible to observe some commonly employed experimental procedures which allow 

evaluating the performance of biofunctional textiles at a laboratory scale. A crucial point consists in 

assessing whether the finishing process had been effective in applying the nanocarriers. Usually, 

techniques like attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR), 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or data color analysis are employed. ATR-FTIR allows not only 

to assess the presence of the carrier onto the fabric but also to discriminate the kind of fabric-carrier 

chemical interactions. SEM permits to locally evaluate the material morphology allowing to assess 

also the carrier integrity. The data color oppositely allows globally to assess the carrier presence all 

over the fabric surface; however, it can only be applied to colored finishes. The durability of the 

treatment is generally assessed by making the material undergo several washing cycles. After each 

cycle, the already mentioned tests are repeated and this allows us to understand to which extent the 

carrier can stick to the fabric surface (Lam et al., 2013; Peila et al., 2017; Wijesirigunawardana and 

K. Perera, 2018). Upon having assessed the effectiveness of the finishing treatment, the performance 

of the biofunctional textiles is tested according to the specific application. These tests include 

biological and pharmaceutical assays. The drug transdermal penetration and release kinetic is 

generally evaluated using the Franz Cell release test which is recommended by the pharmacopeia for 

dermatological formulations and medical devices (Chien and Valia, 1984; European Pharmacopeia, 

2001). The main body of the Franz Cell is constituted by a vessel divided into two compartments. 

The top one, where the formulation/device to be tested is placed, is named the donor compartment. 

The bottom one is the receptor compartment and is filled with a fluid that mimics the blood, usually 

kept under stirring. A capillary tube is connected to this chamber to collect solution samples. The cell 

is jacketed and a heating fluid is circulated to keep the temperature at physiological level. The donor 

and receptor chambers are separated by a membrane that mimics the skin. For in vitro testing the 

membrane is usually constituted by artificial materials such as cellulose acetate or mixed cellulose 

esters. In the case of the ex vivo permeation test, instead, the membrane consists of skin excised either 

from animals or human donors (Chien and Valia, 1984; Salamanca et al., 2018). The artificial 
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membranes allow having better repeatability of the experiments respect to excised skin ones which 

display different structures due to the physiological variability. However, the skin membrane can 

provide results much closer to clinical practice respect to artificial membranes that do not mimic the 

multilayered structure of the skin. Recently, the group of Martì introduced the use of novel artificial 

membranes enriched with SC mimicking lanolin which could combine the desirable low variability 

of artificial membranes while maintaining the diversified layer composition typical of real skin 

(Carrer et al., 2018). A complete review of the physical and chemical properties of excised skin was 

done by Todo, who also analyzed the possible effect on a transdermal penetration test (Todo, 2017).  

 

Cell cultures are also a widely used tool to assess bio-functional textile in-vitro performance. 

Commonly, this practice is employed either for assessing the antimicrobial properties or to test the 

cytotoxicity of the material toward the human skin tissue. The microbial growth inhibition is 

conducted on model bacteria, such as the gram-positive Staphylococcus aureus and Staphylococcus 

epidermis, the gram-negative Escherichia coli, or on model fungi such as Candida albicans. The 

antimicrobial tests are realized according to several standard protocols, such as the  EN ISO 20743, 

and AATCC 100-2004 (Haase et al., 2017). Concerning cytotoxicity tests, they are usually conducted 

on skin keratinocytes or corneocytes. The cell viability is inquired by standard protocols such as 

methyl-thiazolyl diphenyl-tetrazolium bromide (MTT) or Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) assays. The 

cell viability test is generally performed on the HaCat skin keratinocytes cell line (Hui et al., 2013b, 

2013a). Non-invasive in-vivo methodologies have also been proposed for biofunctional textile 

testing. They consist in applying the textile on the skin of human volunteers in the form of a patch 

test and subsequently obtain data on the skin condition by different methods such as tape stripping or 

transepidermal water loss measurement (TEWL) (Alonso et al., 2013; Mossotti et al., 2015). Such 

tests are of tremendous importance to develop the technology toward the market stage. 

 

1.6.2.3 Regulation for biofunctional textile commercialization 

 

To put biofunctional textiles on the market, all the requirements demanded by the regulatory agencies, 

such as European medicines agencies (EMA) and the FDA must be fulfilled. In the current regulatory 

status, the classification of a biofunctional textile may fall under different categories. A fabric 

containing a drug loaded carrier is classified either as a cosmetic product, a medical device or as a 

medicinal product based on the active substance and of its penetration profile. The drug should have 

only an ancillary function otherwise the regulation of medicinal products must be followed (Musazzi 

et al., 2017). Special attention must be also paid to the presence of nanomaterials. This issue is 
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particularly complicated in the European regulatory framework due to the lack of harmonization of 

the different norms.   

 

Generally, the regulatory agencies require the producers to assess the safety, quality and efficacy 

profile of the nanotechnology based healthcare product (Rauscher et al., 2017). A clearer regulation 

of products containing nanomaterials was introduced by FDA the Nanotechnology Task Force in 

2007. The task force introduced scientific and regulatory considerations regarding the effectiveness 

and safety of such products together with several guidance documents to industries to provide updated 

recommendations (FDA, 2007; Hamburg, 2012). For both EMA and FDA the key factor to be 

assessed is the safety of the product containing nanomaterials. In January 2015, the European 

Scientific Committee on Emerging and Newly Identified Health Risks (SCENIHR) adopted the 

"Guidance on the determination of potential health effects of nanomaterials used in medical devices". 

The latter provides information about the safety evaluation of nanomaterials, i.e., the determination 

of hazards associated with the use of nanomaterials and risk assessment for their use in medical 

devices (SCHENIR, 2015). The basic tests to be carried out for medical devices, therefore including 

biofunctional textiles, are reported in the ISO guideline (EN ISO 10993) in which the necessary 

biological safety tests are listed. They include evaluation of cytotoxicity, tissue compatibility, 

sensitization and irritation potential  (EN ISO, 2018). However, in the case of the presence of 

nanomaterial in the device, stricter classifications may apply due to the potential internal exposure to 

nanoparticles caused by the application of such a product.  

 

In the FDA regulatory frame, the medical device must undergo a premarket approval application 

(PMA) if the inclusion of nanomaterial requires original clinical study data to ensure the safety of the 

nanoproduct. This approval process requires clinical trials or proofs about the safety and effectiveness 

of the device (Jones et al., 2019; Ventola, 2012). The application of nanomaterials in cosmetics is, 

instead, well defined and regulated. Regulation (CE) No 1223/2009 introduced specific requirements 

for marketing cosmetic products containing nanomaterials. It is required by the product manufacturer 

to register it in the cosmetic product notification portal (CPNP) by specifying the presence of 

nanomaterials together with their specification and possible exposure conditions. Thereafter the 

European commission may require the scientific committee on consumer safety (SCCS) to perform 

a risk assessment (EC, 2009). FDA provides guidelines to industry on the safety assessment of 

nanomaterials in cosmetic products. The guidance documents help to identify the potential safety 

issues of nanomaterials in cosmetic products and develop a framework for evaluating them. In 

particular, the safety of a cosmetic product containing nanomaterials should be evaluated by 
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analyzing the physicochemical properties and the relevant toxicological endpoints of each ingredient 

in relation to the expected exposure (FDA, 2014).  

 

1.6.3 Examples and applications of biofunctional textiles 

 

Over the last decade, significant efforts have been spent on the development of biofunctional textiles. 

In the production of such materials, different kinds of drug carriers have been applied to several 

fabrics by exploiting various finishing techniques. The different kinds of biofunctional textiles 

produced together with their main properties are summarized in Table 1.4. 

 

Polymeric particles (either micro or nano) were widely employed in biofunctional textile finishing 

(Butstraen et al., 2016; Salaün, 2016). Mossotti et al. (2015) produced menthol loaded PCL 

nanoparticles by a solvent displacement method. The particles were applied to cotton fabrics and test 

on human volunteers in a double blind patch test. The work evidenced how these patches provided 

topical refreshment to the volunteer without damaging the skin as evidenced by the TEWL 

measurements.  In the work of Ali (2011) an antimicrobial textile was developed by combining two 

antimicrobial agents i.e. silver and chitosan. Silver was loaded in a chitosan shell by an ionotropic 

gelation method. To apply the particles to the unreactive polyester fabrics their surface was activated 

by a NaOH treatment before proceeding with the bath exhaustion finishing. The antimicrobial assay 

evidenced an improved bactericidal activity of the composite material respect to one of every 

constituent, therefore synergistic antimicrobial mechanism was observed. (Ali et al., 2011)   

In the work of Yang et al. (2014), a spray drying method was employed to incorporate vanillin in a 

chitosan shell, the capsules were grafted on cotton fabrics by a bath exhaustion protocol in which 

citric acid was added to promote crosslinking. The obtained textile exhibited high washing fastness 

due to the chemical bonds between the chitosan shell and the cellulose fabric. In the work of Hassan 

and Sunderland (2015), encapsulated dodecyl-trimethyl-ammonium chloride was added to wool 

fabrics to impart both antimicrobial activity and insect repellency. Such an approach not only 

benefited and protect the user but also avoid degradation of the fabric by moths. The capsules where 

applied by a pad-dry-curing process which effectively imparted repellent activity. 

(Hassan and Sunderland, 2015), (Yang et al., 2014) 

In the work of Alonso (2013), gallic acid was incorporated in PCL microparticles by double emulsion 

method and applied onto polyamide fabrics. A novel noninvasive in vivo testing method for the 

antioxidant effect was proposed. The fabrics were applied to set of volunteers with different 

phototypes, thereafter the SC was removed by tape stripping. The tapes were tested for antioxidant 
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activity by UV irradiation and thiobarbituric acid assay. The work showed that PCL effectively 

vehiculared the drug in the SC, there the particles get stuck and act as reservoir systems. Ghayempour 

et al. (2017) have recently incorporated the hydrophilic chamomile extracts via a double emulsion 

method, the obtained capsules were mixed with an acrylic resin and applied to cotton fabric, the resin 

was crosslinked by UV curing.  Such an approach led to the slow release and high washing fastness 

due to the presence of the capsules and the resins hindering the extract diffusion. Furtherly, the 

hindered diffusion did not compromise the antimicrobial activity of the extracts retained throughout 

several washing procedures. (Alonso et al., 2013)  (Ghayempour and Montazer, 2017) 

 

According to Martí et al. (2012), the application of the capsules by resin finishing may cause 

considerable alteration on the transdermal release kinetics. The transdermal release occurs by 

diffusion phenomena, the driving forces depending on the concentration gradient, which is affected 

by the amount of drug contained in the fabric. For this reason, this study focuses on evaluating the 

effective drug loading of the fabric upon treatment with microcapsules and liposomes. The 

application was performed by padding process onto cotton, polyamide (PA), polyacrylic (PAC) and 

polyester (PES). The substance was extracted both by soxhlet extraction and ultrasound bath, and 

quantified by UV-vis spectroscopy and HPLC. The work proved that in the carrier loading onto 

different fabrics a significant role is played by surface interactions and chemical affinities between 

the carrier shell and the fiber. (Martí et al., 2012) 

 

The production of medical textiles utilizing inorganic and hybrid particles reported by Hassabo et al. 

(Hassabo et al., 2015) who incorporated different topical drugs, like diclofenac and linoleic acid in 

silica nanoparticle. The particles were produced by using TEOS as a precursor and following the 

Staber protocol. Thereafter, the particles were applied to cotton fabrics by spraying finishing. The 

release test proved the delivery of the active substance in dermal pH conditions and the antimicrobial 

activity against several species. A combination of organic and inorganic particles was proposed by 

Perelshtein et al., which employed a sonodynamic deposition method (Perelshtein et al., 2013). This 

approach allowed the direct assembly of the particles onto the cotton surface. The combination of 

zinc oxide (ZnO) and chitosan significantly improved the antimicrobial activity compared to the 

single agents and the use of ZnO particles imparted also UV protection properties to the garment.  

  

Some studies reported the production of biofunctional textiles by exploiting liposomal carriers. Rubio 

et al. (2010)  studied the transdermal release of caffeine loaded liposomes from functionalized cotton 

fabrics. The authors performed a series of release experiments on a Franz Cell by testing firstly 
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caffeine solution and liposome formulation, secondly the fabrics functionalized with the same 

solution and formulation. Each experiment was performed both on the synthetic membrane and 

excised porcine skin. In a successive work, the same textile substrate was functionalized liposomal 

carrier produced using either phosphatidylcholine and with internal wool lipids as shell material 

(Martí et al., 2011). The materials were tested on human volunteers by applying a non invasive in 

vivo methodology based on a patch test similar to the one previously described (Alonso et al., 2013). 

 

Cyclodextrins have been extensively employed for textile finishes over the last years. Martel’s group 

proposed methodologies for CDs chemical modification to produce cyclodextrins based polycationic 

and polyanionic species (Junthip et al., 2015). Upon imparting positive or negative charges, the CDs 

were loaded with 4-tert-butyl benzoic acid and used to finish polyester fabrics through a layer by 

layer deposition. Considered the nonreactive nature of the textile material, a preliminary surface 

activation by plasma treatment was performed. The biofunctional textile exhibited effective drug 

release properties and antibacterial (Junthip et al., 2016). Mihailiasa et al. (2016) synthesized 

cyclodextrin nanosponges by chemical crosslinking to better incorporate melatonin. The crosslinking 

was proven to improve drug loading since the drug was not only entrapped inside the CDs cavity but 

also in the inter-CDs network of the nanosponges. The loaded nanosponges were applied on cotton 

fabrics by a bath exhaustion process and the treatment exhibited fastness for two washing cycles; 

moreover, a controlled melatonin release was observed in the Franz diffusion cell test. Maestà Bezerra 

et al. (2018) produced similar crosslinked cyclodextrin systems that were employed for the 

incorporation of citronella oil. The CDs were applied on wool fabrics by padding method, the overall 

system presented an anomalous release kinetics according to the Korsmeyer and Peppas’s model. 

(Maestá Bezerra et al., 2018). 

The use of hydrogels in the context of bio-functional textile preparation was proven to be an effective 

strategy to provide drug administration and moisture management simultaneously (Chatterjee et al., 

2018). Some authors proposed a biofunctional textile for treating atopic dermatitis. The antioxidant 

gallic acid was extracted from a mixture of Chinese traditional herbs and incorporated in multilayer 

capsules of chitosan and sodium alginate. The carriers were applied to cotton fabrics by padding 

finish followed by oven curing. A resin binder was added to finish formulation to improve the 

fixation. The drug release test showed a continuous release for over 72 hours. Moreover, a 

cytotoxicity test, performed on the HaCaT cell line both by MTT and LDH protocols, proved that the 

proposed material is not toxic for human skin (Hui et al., 2013a, 2013b).  
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By observing the literature summarized in Table 1.4, it emerges that biofunctional textiles have been 

extensively studied in recent years for a wide range of applications. Cotton fabrics are the most 

exploited material for this technology. The choice of using cotton for biofunctional textiles production 

can be explained considering that it is made of cellulose which is an extremely biocompatible 

compound.  Indeed, cotton was never reported to cause any skin allergy; moreover, it displays good 

breathability and moisture management properties. The last two features are indeed very important 

in wound healing applications. Lastly cotton is extremely hydrophilic and wettable, this is a 

tremendous advantage in the context of the wet finishing processes since easy pick-up of the carrier 

suspension into the textile material is obtained. The finishing treatments that have been employed for 

bio-functionalization are diverse, the choice of each author made based on the final application. 

Indeed, the kind of finishing treatment is strictly related to the final application. Several authors aimed 

to obtain the formation of chemical bonds to boost the fastness of the treatment. Some other designed 

the finishing treatment to bind the carrier only physically and therefore promote its release. 

Concerning the drug carrier used for biofunctional textiles preparation, it is noticeable that polymeric 

particles have been the most exploited ones. Such carriers have indeed aroused significant interest 

due to their versatility in incorporating different kinds of active substances. Moreover, the large 

availability of polymers which can be employed to encapsulate active principles allows designing 

carriers with proper surface affinity with the fibrous substrate.  
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Table 1.4. Characteristics and application of bio-functional textiles. 

 

Carrier Active Substance Textile Finishing technique Application Reference 

Nanoparticles Menthol Cotton Imbibition Thermal regulation (Mossotti et al ., 

2015) 

Microparticles Silver PES Bath exhaustion Antimicrobial (Ali et al., 2011) 

Nanoparticles Iodine Viscose Padding Antibacterial 

antioxidant 

(Zemljič et al., 2018) 

Microparticles Vanillin Cotton Bath Exhaustion/ crosslinking Antibacterial and aroma 

release 

(Yang et al., 2014) 

Microparticles dodecyl trimethyl 

ammonium chloride 

Wool Pad-dry-cure Bacterial and insect 

protection 

(Hassan and 

Sunderland, 2015) 

Nanoparticles Gallic Acid Polyamide Bath exhaustion Topical antioxidant (Alonso et al., 2013) 
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Microparticles Chamomile extracts Cotton Resin finishing/UV curing Topical antibacterial (Ghayempour and 

Montazer, 2017) 

Microparticles Berberine Cotton Spraying Topical treatment (Lam et al., 2013) 

Polymeric Nanoparticles Zinc Oxide Cotton Pad dry curing UV protection (AbdElhady, 2012) 

Nanoparticles Rose fragrance Cotton Dipping Cosmetic (Hu et al., 2011) 

Nanoparticles Aromas Cotton Chemical grafting Cosmetic (Sharkawy et al., 

2017) 

Silica nanoparticles Diclofenac Cotton Spray Topical treatment (Hassabo et al., 2015) 

ZnO nanoparticles - Cotton  Direct synthesis onto fabrics UV protection (Perelshtein et al., 

2013) 

Liposomes and Microcapsules Sunscreen Cotton, PA, 

PAC, PES. 

Foulard UV protection (Martí et al., 2012) 
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Liposomes Sunscreen Cotton Bath Exhaustion UV Protection (Martí et al., 2011) 

Liposomes Pyrazole Cotton Pad dry curing Topical release (Nada et al., 2018) 

Liposomes Caffeine Cotton Imbibition Transdermal 

administration 

(Rubio et al., 2010) 

 

 

Cyclodextrins TBBA PES Layer by layer deposition Topical infections 

treatment 

(Junthip et al., 2016, 

2015) 

Cyclodextrin nanosponges Melatonin Cotton Bath exhaustion Transdermal release (Mihailiasa et al., 

2016) 

Cyclodextrin Citronella oil Wool Padding Insect repellency (Maestá Bezerra et al., 

2018) 

Hydrogels Chinese Herbal extract Cotton Pad-dry curing Topical treatment (Hui et al., 2013a, 

2013b) 
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Chapter 2. Encapsulation processes and technologies 

 

Micro- and nanoparticles are the most exploited carriers for medical and biofunctional textile 

functionalization. The large availability of biocompatible polymers provides a wide range of 

possibilities in the design of such carriers. Furtherly, the technological maturity of the encapsulation 

processes makes possible to easily adjust production to achieve the desired product characteristics. 

In the context of transdermal delivery, it is necessary to produce particles respecting quality and 

quantity constraints. In terms of quality, it is necessary to produce particles with a characteristic size 

sufficiently low to allow the permeation through the skin. A particle size of 500 nm was reported as 

the threshold for polymeric particles to overcome the skin barrier (Kohli and Alpar, 2004; Schneider 

et al., 2009). Therefore, the nano-sized carriers must be employed for skin delivery applications. 

Considering the chemical selectivity of the epidermis, particles owning a lipophilic and polar surface 

are considered to be more effective in permeating the SC. The latter surface properties mostly depend 

on the polymer used as shell material. The polymer used for drug encapsulation is strictly required to 

be biocompatible, moreover, the use of a biodegradable polymer is considered as a plus for the drug 

delivery applications (Abdel-Mottaleb et al., 2012). Considering that the produced carriers have to be 

used as a textile finishing agent, it is also of crucial importance to select an encapsulation process that 

assures levels of productivity consistent with the needs of textile finishing.  

 

Encapsulation processes are mostly classified according to physicochemical principles and 

phenomena that induce the particle formations. A list of the encapsulation processes considered of 

interest for the present application is summarized in Table 2.1. These process mainly consists of two 

fundamental steps i.e, i) the formation of an interphase that leads to the production of the droplets and 

ii) the shell formation and hardening of droplets to form the carriers (Trojanowska et al., 2017). 

  

Regarding the first step, liquid-gas or liquid-liquid interphases can be exploited for droplets 

generation. The liquid-gas dispersion is formed in spray based processes such as the spray-drying or 

the electrospray. In such processes, the polymer solution is atomized in the air to form the droplets. 

The shell formation is generally achieved by the evaporation of the solvent during the travel from the 

atomizer to the collector. The morphology of the particles obtained is either of capsule or sphere 

depending on the substance encapsulated.   
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Table 2.1. Comparison of different transdermal technologies. 

 

Encapsulation 

method 

Interface Size Polymer used Morphologies  Sources 

Spray drying Liquid-Gas 0.2-10 µm PLGA, Arabic 

gum, chitosan, 

PVA, Sodium 

alginate 

Spheres and 

capsules. 

(Arpagaus et al., 2017) 

Electrospray Liquid-Gas 0.2-25 µm Chitosan, PCL, 

PLGA, PLA, Silk 

Fibroin, Gelatin, 

cellulose acetate. 

Spheres and 

capsules. 

(Pawar et al., 2018) 

 

  Solvent evaporation Liquid-

Liquid 

(Emulsion) 

0.5-200 µm PLGA, PLA, PEG 

EC, PMMA 

Capsules (Li et al., 2008) 

Chemical crosslinking Liquid-

Liquid 

(Emulsion) 

0.1-230 µm Chitosan, PMMA, 

Gelatin, Arabic 

gum 

Capsules (Agnihotri et al., 2004; 

Taban et al., 2020) 

Photopolymerization Liquid-

Liquid 

(Emulsion) 

50-500 nm Photo-reacting 

monomer: Thiol-

ethers, divinyl-

ethers, acrylates, 

meta-acrylates. 

Capsules (Sangermano and 

Bazzano, 2018) 

Simple coacervation Liquid-

Liquid 

(Emulsion) 

0.1-50 µm Gum arabic, 

gelatin, chitosan, 

alginate, pectin. 

Spheres and 

capsules 

(Mohanty et al., 2007; 

Salehiabar et al., 2018) 

Complex coacervation Liquid-

Liquid 

(Emulsion) 

0.1-50 µm Polyanions and 

polycations 

couples: gum 

arabic, gelatin, 

chitosan, alginate, 

pectin. 

Spheres and 

capsules  

(Li et al., 2018; 

Timilsena et al., 2019) 
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Solvent displacement Liquid-

Liquid 

(Miscible) 

100-5000 

nm 

PLA, PCL, 

PLGA, PEG, 

Chitosan, Gelatin 

Spheres and 

capsules 

(Martínez Rivas et al., 

2017) 

Flash 

nanoprecipitation 

Liquid-

Liquid 

(Miscible) 

50-5000 nm  PEG-b-PLA, 

PEG-b-PLGA, 

PCL, Lecithin, 

Zein  

Spheres and 

capsules 

(Tao et al., 2019) 

 

Several encapsulation techniques exploit the liquid-liquid dispersions for the droplet formation. The 

liquid substances involved can be either miscible or not miscible among them. When two not miscible 

liquids are employed emulsions are formed. The emulsion technologies are a very popular and 

versatile approach for the formation of the droplets. Numerous approaches such as solvent 

evaporation, chemical crosslinking, photopolymerization and coacervation have been proposed to 

promote membrane hardening. These techniques lead to the production of liquid core capsules (Tan 

and Danquah, 2012).  

 

When miscible liquids are used instead, the droplets are formed because of a lack of solubility of the 

polymer in the new liquid environment. This approach, typical of the solvent displacement method 

leads to the formation of spheres or capsules depending on the substances employed (Martínez Rivas 

et al., 2017). 

 

Observing the encapsulation techniques summarized in Table 2.1 it is evident that the proposed 

techniques have been reported to exploit different kinds of polymers such as natural polymers 

(chitosan, gelatin, alginate) and synthetic ones (PLA, PCL, PLGA). The morphology of the products 

obtained mostly consists of capsules and spheres. Most of the proposed techniques lead to the 

production of carriers with size ranging from a few hundreds of nanometers to several micrometers. 

Being particle size a fundamental property in determining the skin permeation, the mentioned 

processes were deeply analyzed to understand which one allows to obtain nanosized particles while 

matching other desired properties both from material and process point of view.  

 

2.1 Liquid-gas dispersion: spray based methods  

 

Spray based technologies employ liquid-gas dispersions. The droplets are formed as aerosols and 

dried inside the appositively designed device. Therefore, the main peculiarity of these techniques 
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consists in the production of dried particles powders. These products are generally easier to handle, 

store and transport, moreover, the lower water activity makes dried particles less sensible to microbial 

attacks compared to particle suspensions (Gouin, 2004). Indeed, spray methods can be used both for 

particle formation or for the drying of particle suspensions produced through other technologies. The 

main technologies in this contest are the spray drying and the electrospray.   

2.1.1 Spray drying  

  

The spray drying process exploits the atomization of a polymer solution to form an aerosol. High-

temperature gas is required to dry the aerosol and form dry particles. Spray drying equipments are 

nowadays commercially available at industrial scale and can operate in continuous mode (Arpagaus 

et al., 2017). The flow diagram of a spray drying apparatus is sketched in Figure 2.1.  

 

 

Figure 2. 1. Representation of the spray drying process reprinted from (Arpagaus et al., 2017). 
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As shown in Figure 2.1, the liquid solution is pumped through a nozzle which promotes the 

atomization of the stream and the production of tiny droplets. The droplets are sprayed inside a drying 

chamber where a heated gas is flown, this promotes the solvent evaporation. The low size of the 

droplets results in significant surface area and fast solvent evaporation. Moreover, due to the latent 

heat of evaporation of the solvent, the temperature of the droplet is kept low and this prevents the 

damaging of the core substance. Thereafter, the dried product is separated by the gas stream by a 

cyclone and collected (Wong and John, 2015). The liquid phase fed to the nozzle contains both the 

polymer and the active substance. It can be either a solution in the case of solid core particles or an 

emulsion in the case of liquid core capsule production (Assadpour and Jafari, 2017).  

In the design of the spray drying process, several parameters can be adjusted to control the particle 

properties. The solution properties can be adjusted to obtain a small droplet size. This objective is 

generally achieved by increasing the solution viscosity and lowering its surface tension. These 

properties are controlled by adjusting the polymer concentration and by adding surfactants to the 

formulation (Littringer et al., 2013). The characteristics of the gaseous stream i.e. temperature and 

flow rate can also impact the process productivity. Generally, increasing the gas flow rate and 

temperature allows increasing productivity. However, attention must be taken to avoid the local 

temperature of the particles to be increased above the threshold at which the active substance is 

damaged (Cal and Sollohub, 2010). 

The solution can be water-based, organic solvent-based or a mixture of the two. The common organic 

solvents used in spray drying include dichloromethane, ethanol, acetone, ethyl acetate, methanol and 

acetonitrile. Organic solvents are required when hydrophobic polymers or drugs are processed. 

Moreover, organic solvents allow the generation of finer droplets due to their lower surface tension 

respect to water. Due to their high volatility, the processing time and the fed temperature are low but, 

particular attention must be paid to their toxicity and flammability (Fontana et al., 2014).  

Spray drying technology has been proven to be advantageous under many points of view, firstly it is 

a quite versatile technique suitable for many materials. Indeed, the possibility of employing both 

water and organic solvents permits to encapsulate both hydrophilic and hydrophobic substances. 

Secondly, it allows having good control over the particle size and structure by adjusting the different 

process parameters that come into play. However, industrial spray drying systems are generally 

reported to produce particles with size above 1 micrometer which may not be suitable for transdermal 

delivery applications (Arpagaus et al., 2018).  
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2.1.2 Electrospray  

 

Electrospray (ES) is an electrohydrodynamic deposition process conceptually similar to the 

electrospinning one, it is used to produce polymer particles in dried powder form instead of nanofibers 

(Anu Bhushani and Anandharamakrishnan, 2014). The representation of an electrospray process is 

sketched in Figure 2.2.  

 

 

Figure 2.2. Representation of the electrospray process (Haider et al., 2019). 

The electrospray apparatus consists of a syringe pump which pumps the polymer solution through a 

tiny nozzle spinneret. The nozzle is connected to an electric power supply which is grounded to a 

metal collector. The application of an electrical potential causes the polymeric solution to be stretched 

in a Taylor cone at the end of the nozzle tip. This conical shape is due to the forces acting at the nozzle 

tip, these forces are surface tension, viscosity, gravity, applied pressure and applied electrical force. 

From the Taylor cone, small charged droplets are atomized and travel toward the collector. The 

formation of a stable Taylor cone is a necessary condition to achieve uniform particle production 

(Pawar et al., 2018).  Once the droplets have been detached from the Taylor cone, two main forces 
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act on them, these forces are the coulombic and the cohesive ones. Coulombic forces promote the 

repulsion among the charged polymer chains while the cohesive forces held the droplet size stable. 

Upon solvent evaporation, the size of the droplets lowers causing an increase in the surface charge 

density. This makes the coulombic forces overcome the cohesive ones leading to the scission of the 

droplet in smaller ones by the coulombic explosion phenomenon. Thereafter, the particles are 

collected on the oppositely charged collector (Tapia-Hernández et al., 2015).  

The size of the particles obtained from the electrospray process depends both on the properties of the 

sprayed solution and on the process parameters. The solution properties that play a major in the 

electrospray process are the viscosity, the electrical conductivity and the surface tension. The increase 

of viscosity causes an increase in the particle size since the viscous force opposes the atomization and 

coulombic explosion phenomena. Moreover, high viscosities cause the product to have fibrous shape 

instead of a particular one (Ardila et al., 2018). The increase in electrical conductivity favors both the 

atomization and the coulombic explosion phenomena, thus it leads to the formation of finer particles 

(Rascón-Chu et al., 2018). Low surface tension is required to obtain finer particles, indeed, high 

surface tension increases the energy required for atomization. All these solution properties are tuned 

by adjusting the formulation (Moreno et al., 2018; Pawar et al., 2018). 

The process parameters also play a significant role in determining both the feasibility of the 

electrospray process and the particle size. Many authors evidenced that decreasing the process flow 

rate (FR) leads to the formation of smaller particles. Furtherly above a certain FR the dripping jet 

phenomenon occurs, this hinders the solvent evaporation and the formation of the particles 

(Sreekumar et al., 2017; Zhang and Kawakami, 2010). Increasing the applied electrical field promotes 

the coulombic explosion leading to finer particle formation.  It is necessary to keep the applied voltage 

in a proper range to ensure the Taylor cone stability (Hu et al., 2012; Omidi et al., 2010). The tip-to-

collector distance determines the time of travel between the nozzle and the collector, therefore 

increasing it promotes coulombic explosion and finer particle formation (Ardila et al., 2018).  

In the electrospray process, dry particles are formed without the need of employing chemical cross-

linkers (Gómez-Mascaraque et al., 2016). Moreover, the process is normally carried out at ambient 

temperature, thus reducing the risks of drug denaturation and the safety concerns connected to the use 

of flammable solvent. Compared to the spray drying, ES is a less versatile technique in terms of 

processable substances. In fact, the polymeric solution must be electrically conductive to be 

electrosprayed.  The ES technique was reported to produce nanoparticles of a few hundreds of 

nanometers. However, to achieve such low particle size high electrical potential (in the order of KV) 

must be employed, making the process demanding under the energetic point of view. Moreover, to 
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achieve nanometric size particles it is necessary to work with low flow rates (in the order mL/h). This 

makes this necessary to compromise between process productivity and particle quality (Zhang and 

Kawakami, 2010). 

2.2 Liquid-liquid dispersion: Formation of the emulsions 

 

Emulsion based processes are the first encapsulation technologies to be proposed. The concept behind 

this technology is to mix an aqueous and an oily substance to create a heterogeneous liquid system. 

The main principles and process schemes of an emulsion based encapsulation process are sketched 

in Figure 2.3. An emulsion based encapsulation method occurs in three steps, i.e. i) the solution 

preparation, ii) the emulsion formation and iii) the hardening of the droplets. 

 

Figure 2.3. Emulsion based encapsulation process scheme. 

 

The emulsification step is the one that mostly affects the particle size and the particle size distribution 

(PSD) as well as the other particle properties. Then several emulsification strategies have been 

proposed to obtain the desired product quality.  Above all different kinds of emulsions have been 
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proposed to produce different capsules morphologies and incorporate different active ingredients. 

Moreover, particular focus has been paid on achieving emulsion droplets with small size and good 

colloidal stability to obtain particles with lower diameter. To produce fine and stable emulsions 

mechanical energy is supplied to the system. Moreover, surfactants are conventionally employed to 

obtain smaller and more stable droplets. (Jenjob et al., 2019).   

To effectively encapsulate a wide range of active ingredients and achieve different capsules structure, 

several kinds of emulsion have been employed. The oil-in-water emulsion (O/W) uses oils as the 

disperse phase and water as the continuous one. This technique is generally exploited to produced 

capsules whose core is hydrophobic drugs or oily substances such as essential oils. Oppositely, water-

in-oil emulsions (W/O), water constitutes the disperse phase and oil the continuous one. Such a 

technique permits to effectively incorporate hydrophilic substances. Double emulsions (W1/O/W2) 

have been proposed to produce multinuclear capsules. They are produced in multiple steps. Firstly, 

the active is dissolved in the primary water phase. Then the solution is added to the oil to produce a 

small volume of W/O emulsion. Finally, the W/O emulsion is poured inside a larger amount of water 

to produce the double emulsion. Similarly, oil-in-water-in-oil double emulsions (O1/W/O2) are 

prepared  (Ding et al., 2019).  

The quality of the emulsion plays a significant role in determining the quality of the final products. 

Achieving the formation of small droplets in the emulsion is necessary to achieve the formation of 

nanoparticles. This task is performed by supplying mechanical energy to liquid-liquid system (Li et 

al., 2008). Conventional apparati employed to supply this energy include ultrasounds probes, high 

pressure valves or rotor-stator mixers. The latter devices present the advantage of being easy to 

operate and available at the industrial scale. However, they apply energy locally causing a gradient 

of shear stress to be present over the volume of the batch. This causes the production of droplets with 

broad size distribution. Moreover, the high amount of energy supplied in proximity of the mixing 

devices can cause a local temperature increase which may damage the active ingredients. To 

overcome the drawbacks of classical mixing devices alternative emulsification processes have been 

proposed (Vladisavljević, 2019).  

 

2.2.1 Membrane emulsification  

 

Membrane emulsification processes (ME) refers to a particular technique for emulsion preparation in 

which the liquid is pressed through a microporous membrane under controlled shear conditions and 

injection rates (Pradhan et al., 2013). The ME process can be direct or premixed. The direct membrane 
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emulsification (DME) consists in the pumping of the dispersed phase in the continuous phase, the 

droplet formation occurs at the membrane/continuous phase interphase. In premix membrane 

emulsification (PME) a coarse emulsion is pressed through the membrane, the pressure gradient 

causes the emulsion to break down in finer droplets (Nakashima et al., 2000). Both techniques are 

suitable to produce different kinds of emulsions (direct, indirect or double) upon selection of the 

proper membrane, as shown in Figure 2.4. Hydrophilic membranes are suitable for the preparation of 

O/W, W/O/W emulsions while hydrophobic membranes are used for W/O and O/W/O ones. It is 

indeed required to have scarce affinity between the membrane and the liquid pumped through it to 

promote droplet formation and detachment (Vladisavljević, 2019).  

 

 

Figure 2.4. Production of the different emulsion by ME and required membrane (Vladisavljević, 2019). 

In ME processes the membrane properties play a key role in determining the final characteristic of 

the obtained product. The used membranes are required to have a high number of pores and uniform 

pore size distribution, moreover, they have to be own good mechanical and chemical resistance. 

Materials employed in membrane production are ceramics, such as the Shirasu Porous Glass, metals 
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such as nickel and aluminum alloys, or polymers such as polycarbonate (PC) or poly-vinylidene-

fluoride (PVDF). All these materials can undergo surface modifications to impart the desired 

wettability demanded by the specific process (Vladisavljević, 2019).  

Concerning the emulsion preparation, ME was proved to display some advantages compared to other 

mechanical techniques such as high-pressure valves, rotor-stator mixers and ultrasounds. Indeed, the 

ME is a spatially uniform process where the shear stress is equally distributed over the membrane. 

Thus it overcomes the limitations of rotor-stator that cannot apply energy uniformly over the reactor 

volume, leading to dead zones and polydispersed droplets size. Moreover, concerning energy 

consumption, ME requires much lower energy inputs. The fact that conventional mixing requires 

higher energy makes the process less sustainable and decreases the quality of the product. The high 

energy input leads to a temperature rise which can alter or damage the active principle (Vladisavljević, 

2015). Currently, the main limitation in the scale-up of the ME process is the low emulsion 

productivity and the membrane damages which require the process to be stopped and membrane to 

be substituted regularly. This makes still challenging to employ the ME method in continuous 

production (Piacentini et al., 2014). 

2.3 Liquid-liquid dispersion: hardening of the droplets 

 

The hardening of the droplets is the final step of the emulsion based encapsulation techniques (Figure 

2.3).  In this step, the emulsion droplets are turned into solid nanoparticles by the formation of the 

polymeric membrane. The formation of the polymeric shell can be induced by several approaches 

such as the physical, the chemical and the physical-chemical ones. The methods employed to promote 

the rigidification of the droplets critically affects not only the product quality but also the overall 

sustainability of the process from the economic and environmental point of view. Given the 

importance of this step, the encapsulation processes are often classified and named according to the 

method used to promote the hardening of the emulsion droplets (Wu et al., 2008).  

2.3.1 Solvent Evaporation  

 

The solvent evaporation was one of the oldest methodologies to promote the hardening of the droplets 

to solid particles. In the most classic setups, the encapsulation procedure consisted of three steps 

which are summarized in Figure 2.4.  
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Figure 2.5. Production of particles by solvent evaporation method modified by (Li et al., 2008).  

Firstly, the drug and the polymer are dissolved in an organic solvent which will constitute the disperse 

phase. Secondly, the solution is added to the water continuous phase and the emulsification is 

promoted. Finally, the evaporation of the solvent is promoted causing the precipitation of the polymer 

and hardening of the capsule shell (Li et al., 2008). This method was initially developed to incorporate 

hydrophobic active principles employing O/W emulsions. Subsequently, the encapsulation of 

hydrophilic substances was also achieved by changing the kind of emulsion. Such modified 

approaches included the W/O/W emulsion, the O/W co-solvent method and the O/O non aqueous 

solvent evaporation method (Herrmann and Bodmeier, 1998).  

The evaporation step is the crucial one as it has the greatest influence on the particle characteristics. 

The solvent evaporation can be promoted by heating and/or depressurization. Heating is the simplest 

approach, it leads to the production of particles with a bigger size. It is necessary to not exceed the 

temperature threshold which could cause solvent boiling or drug denaturation (Freitas et al., 2005). 

Reducing pressure effectively promote solvent evaporation. Such an approach indeed can reduce the 

overall process time and in some studies, it has also been reported to improve the encapsulation 

efficiency (Meng et al., 2004). Furtherly, the reduced pressure configuration allows the production of 

particles with a smoother surface and smaller size if compared to atmospheric pressure configuration. 

In tuning the process conditions, pressure must be kept greater than the vapor pressure at the process 

temperature to avoid boiling.  

The solvent evaporation method presents the advantages of not requiring chemical crosslinkers to 

harden the particle surface. However, a high amount of solvent must be removed and the complexity 

of working under reduced pressure must be considered. The main concerns on the solvent evaporation 

processes consist in the fact that it requires significant amounts of solvent to be removed and released 

in the environment. In case toxic solvents are used this procedure arises several concerns from the 

operator safety and environmental compliance point of view (Li et al., 2008).  
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2.3.2 Chemical crosslinking   

 

In the emulsion-chemical crosslinking method, specific chemicals react with the polymer chains 

reticulating and crosslinking them. Such an approach presents the advantages of exerting a good 

control of the particle size. The nature of the cross-linker affects the overall quality of the process. 

Many authors employed aldehyde based cross-linkers such as glutaraldehyde due to their 

effectiveness in promoting cross-linking reaction at mild temperature conditions (Agnihotri et al., 

2004). Due to the toxicity of such reactants, green crosslinkers have been arising significant interest. 

These crosslinkers are mainly organic acids such as butane tetracarboxylic acid (BTCA). In the choice 

of the cross-linker, particular attention should be taken to avoid substances that do chemically interact 

with the active substance (Yang et al., 2014). 

2.3.3 Photopolymerization   

 

The emulsion photopolymerization employs photochemical principles to crosslink and harden the 

particles, as represented in Figure 2.5.  

 

  

Figure 2.6. Schematic representation of an emulsion photopolymerization process. 
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In this technique, the emulsion is prepared by adding to the disperse phase the active substance, a 

monomer, and a photoinitiator (PI). The photoinitiators are molecules which undergo structural 

changes upon light irradiation, UV light is mostly used to excite the PI. This UV excitation leads to 

the formation of molecular forms that display either radical or cationic configurations (Artusio et al., 

2018). Upon preparation of stable emulsion by mixing and surfactant addition, the system is photo 

irradiated. Therefore, the exited photoinitiator reacts with the monomer and starts the polymerization 

reaction. The polymerization mechanism can be either radical or cationic chain propagation, and the 

emulsions can be either W/O or O/W (Sangermano and Bazzano, 2018).  

The emulsion photopolymerization permits to promote the hardening of the droplets at mild 

temperature. Moreover, given that the active substance is not soluble in the continuous phase, 

photopolymerization guarantees high encapsulation efficiencies. The main drawback of this 

technique is that the photochemical processes are inhibited by oxygen (oxygen quenching 

phenomenon) and therefore the process must be carried out under an inert atmosphere. These 

conditions indeed complicate significantly the scale-up toward industrial production. The materials 

employed in such processes also arise some concerns; first of all, the molecules used as photoinitiators 

can display toxicity. Moreover, this technique requires the use of photo reticulating monomers. The 

polymeric structure obtained, as reported in Table 2.1 are biocompatible polymer such as 

polyacrylates, however, they are not biodegradable thus are not the optimal choice for drug delivery 

devices (Bazzano et al., 2016).  

 

2.3.4 Coacervation methods 

 

The phase coacervation is a physical-chemical phenomenon that occurs in macromolecular solutions 

or dispersions which are not in thermodynamic equilibrium. It mainly consists of phase separation 

where a colloid-rich phase called coacervate is produced while the remaining phase is defined as the 

equilibrium phase. The coacervation process is initiated by a change in the properties of the solution, 

such as temperature, ionic strength, pH or by addition of chemicals (Nairm, 1995). Such a colloidal 

formation process can be tailored to produce polymeric micro- and nanoparticles. Two methods have 

been proposed i.e. simple and complex coacervation.  

In simple coacervation, a unique macromolecular species is precipitated either by adjusting solution 

properties or by adding a coacervation agent which can be either a desolvation liquid or a salt. 

Examples of simple coacervation processes can be the induction of phase separation in gelatin 

solution by sodium sulfate or ethanol (Madan, 1978).  
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The complex coacervation method, instead, requires two oppositely charged molecular species. Once 

the coacervation is initiated the colloids are formed thanks to electrostatic forces, hydrogen bonding 

and Van der Walls interactions among the two polymers (Xiao et al., 2014). Therefore, in the complex 

coacervation process, the combination of proteins and polysaccharides has been extensively 

proposed. Proteins such as gelatin, silk fibroin, egg albumin, soy proteins, and polysaccharides such 

as chitosan, Arabic gum, pectin and carboxymethyl cellulose have been studied. The possibility of 

coupling such a wide range of materials allows designing a complex shell to impart multifunctional 

properties to the capsules (Schmitt and Turgeon, 2011). In these methods the effective encapsulation 

of the active substance occurs because the coacervated polymer tends to deposit around the drug, 

resulting in its incorporation in the core of the colloid (Espinosa-Andrews et al., 2007).  

The complex coacervation process generally consists of four step procedure which is sketched in 

Figure 2.7. Firstly, an aqueous solution of one polymer is prepared. Secondly, a solution of the second 

polymer is prepared and added to the first one allowing interactions among the two oppositely charged 

polyelectrolytes. Thereafter, a change of the temperature or pH is exploited to induce the polymer 

coacervation. Lastly, the hardening of the particles is furtherly promoted by adding a proper 

crosslinker (Timilsena et al., 2019).   

Considering the different physical and chemical phenomena occurring during the complex 

coacervation process, it is possible to identify several parameters that influence the process. The pH 

of medium displays a strong effect both on particle size and encapsulation efficiency. The complex 

coacervation occurs because of the electrostatic interactions between the macromolecules, whose 

ionization state depends on pH. Polysaccharides structures are rich in carboxylic groups which 

normally undergo deprotonation and display negative charges unless they are dissolved in very low 

pH media. Proteins, instead, have amphiphilic behavior due to the presence of both amino and 

carboxylic groups. If the pH is below the isoelectric point (pI) the protonation of the amino groups 

prevails imparting the molecule positive charge, in the opposite case, the deprotonation of the 

carboxylic group makes the molecule to have anionic character. Therefore, the pH can be easily used 

to induce coacervation. Firstly, the two solutions are mixed above the pI, making both the species to 

be negatively charged. Secondly, the pH is lowered below the pI, in this condition the protein becomes 

positively charged and coacervates with the polysaccharide. 
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Figure 2.7. Scheme of a complex coacervation based encapsulation process. 

Besides inducing coacervation, the change of pH and the mode in which is induced (kind of acid 

substance, quantity, speed of pH adjustment) affect the particle formation mechanism and the 

properties of the particles (Siow, 2012). The quantity of electrolytes present in the solution also 

influences the coacervation phenomena since the added ionic species interacts with the charged 

polymers. Several authors reported that high salt concentration can suppress the complexation of the 

polyelectrolytes hindering the encapsulation phenomenon. The effect of salt concentration is different 

depending on the polymer and salts (Ru et al., 2012). The polymer concentration should be adjusted 

carefully since high concentration hinders the free movement of the macromolecular chains and 

prevents them to interact. The polymer molecular weight (MW) also influences the coacervation 

phenomenon, low MW polymers tend to interact with each other by ion pairing and this hinders the 

coacervation. Oppositely, high MW increases the tendency of the polymer to gel and precipitate 

(Burgess, 1994). 
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It can, therefore, be concluded that the formation and properties of the particles can be controlled by 

adjusting such parameters and this makes complex coacervation a tunable and versatile technique. 

Moreover, this method allows good results in terms of reproducibility and high payload of the drug. 

The possibility of working at low temperatures makes it suitable also for the incorporation of 

thermally sensible active ingredients. Oppositely, since the pH below the proteins isoelectric point is 

required it may not be suitable for the incorporation of pH sensible substances.  

The coacervation process can produce particles with characteristic size from hundreds of nanometers 

to several micrometers. Achieving nanosized particles often requires significant efforts since these 

processes are very sensitive to the presence of salts or ionic species. Ensuring the absence of such 

species makes complex to carry out these processes at an industrial scale ensuring productivity while 

keeping the production cost sustainable (Timilsena et al., 2019).   

2.4 Liquid-liquid dispersion: the solvent displacement method 

 

The solvent displacement or “nanoprecipitation” methods was reported for the first time by Fessi in 

1989. This technique exploits the formation of a liquid-liquid interphase between two miscible fluids 

upon moderate stirring. The first fluid is a good solvent of the polymer and is therefore used to prepare 

a solution of the polymer and the drug to be incorporated. This solution is mixed with a volume of 

the second fluid which is a bad solvent of the polymer and therefore commonly defined as antisolvent. 

Being solvent and antisolvent two miscible liquids, the solvent diffuses in the antisolvent causing the 

polymer to precipitate forming a particulate suspension. The solvent can thereafter be removed by 

evaporation and the particles could be collected by centrifugation or filtration (Fessi et al., 1989). A 

schematic representation of the nanoprecipitation method is reported in Figure 2.8.  

The solvents used in this method are generally organic solvents such as acetone, ethanol, methylene 

chloride and hexane. Oppositely, the antisolvent is either water or an aqueous solution. In this aqueous 

solution, some chemicals can be added to achieve specific properties. For example, surfactants are 

commonly added to the antisolvent to prevent particle aggregation (Mora-Huertas et al., 2011). This 

technique is generally used to produce nanospheres, however, the addition of oils in the solvent stream 

allows for the production of nanocapsules (Miladi et al., 2016). 

The nanoprecipitation method is generally exploited to incorporate poorly water soluble drugs; 

oppositely it has not been significantly exploited for the encapsulation of hydrophilic substances.  

This is because hydrophobic substances tend to precipitate together with the polymer upon solvent 
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displacement. Instead, the hydrophilic molecules easily diffuse in the antisolvent rather than being 

incorporated into the polymer particles (Arpicco et al., 2016). 

 

Figure 2.8. Formation of nanoparticles by solvent displacement. 

Several polymers have been successfully employed for particle production by solvent displacement. 

They include carbohydrates such as starch and chitosan (Luque-Alcaraz et al., 2016; Qin et al., 2016), 

proteins such as gelatin (Quiroz-Reyes et al., 2014), polyesters such as PCL and PLA (Bazylińska et 

al., 2014; Mazzarino et al., 2012), polyethers such as PEG, polyacrylates such as Eudargit (Averina 

and Allémann, 2013) and block copolymers (Şimşek et al., 2013).  

The overall precipitation process can be divided into three steps i.e. supersaturation, nucleation, and 

growth (Joye and McClements, 2013). The supersaturation condition occurs when the polymer 

concentration is above the saturation one for the given solvent; the addition of a bad solvent indeed 

sharply decreases the solvent potency of the solvent to dissolve the polymer. Being supersaturation a 

non-equilibrium condition, the nucleation phenomenon occurs for the system to gain stability. 

Thereafter, primary nuclei are formed and their size increase through a growth step until the solution 

is depleted from the polymer molecules and a new equilibrium condition is reached. The extent of 

nucleation and growth phenomena determines the particle size. In facts, if the nucleation mechanism 

dominates over the growth one, a large number of particles with small size are formed. Oppositely, 
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in the case of the dominant growth mechanism, the formation of a small number of large particles is 

observed (Joye and McClements, 2013; Miladi et al., 2014).  

The extent of the two phenomena depends both on solution properties and operational parameters. 

The diffusion rate of the solvent in the antisolvent influences the precipitation time; for high diffusion 

rates, the precipitation of the fast particles hinders the growth leading to small particle size (Asadi et 

al., 2011; Budhian et al., 2007). The addition of a surfactant to the antisolvent was already mentioned 

as a strategy to prevent particle aggregation. It was also evidenced that increasing the surfactant 

concentration in the proper range allows having fine particles due to the hindering of particle growth 

exerted by surfactant molecules (Contado et al., 2013). The increase in polymer concentration is 

associated with the increase of the particle size.  In fact, the high viscosity of the concentrated polymer 

solution causes the mixing to be less efficient and reduces the extent of nucleation (Badri et al., 2017). 

For the same reason, the increase in the polymer MW is commonly related to higher solution viscosity 

and coarser particle size (Holgado et al., 2012).  

The extent of encapsulation is mostly affected by both the drug and polymer concentration in the 

organic solvent stream. Increasing polymer concentration improves the polymer capability to 

incorporate the active substance. Oppositely, increasing the drug concentration may cause to 

overcome the polymer incorporation capability and to cause the drug migration in the bath (Dong and 

Feng, 2004). Similarly, the increase of the antisolvent volume increases the amount of drug that can 

be solubilized causing losses inside the aqueous bath (Budhian et al., 2007; Limayem Blouza et al., 

2006).  

Compared to other encapsulation methods, the solvent displacement method displays considerable 

advantages. Firstly, it is operatively simple and displays good results reproducibility; these features 

significantly ease the scale up. In terms of product quality, it allows to produce particles with low 

diameter, narrow size distribution and high encapsulation efficiencies. Finally, nanoprecipitation has 

good environmental compliance since neither significant amounts of organic solvent nor high energy 

consumption are required (Lassalle and Ferreira, 2007). Nanoprecipitation has been identified as a 

simple and effective technique for encapsulation of poorly water soluble drugs. 

The nanoparticles obtained by the nanoprecipitation method have been tested in vivo and underwent 

preclinical and clinical trials for the treatment of different diseases. As reported in Figure 2.9 such 

formulations have been administered by different routes to treat various organs.  
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Figure 2.9. In vivo and clinical application of nanoparticles produced by Nanoprecipitation reprinted from 

(Martínez Rivas et al., 2017). 

Among the various tissues, the skin is the least studied therapeutic target of particles produced by 

nanoprecipitation methods. Moreover, among the different administration routes, the transdermal one 

is still unexplored. This fact together with already mentioned advantages of the solvent displacement 

method makes it a novel good candidate for the production of nanoparticles for transdermal release 

and biofunctional textile production. In particular, in recent years, a novel approach to the solvent 

displacement method called Flash Nanoprecipitation was proposed (Johnson and Prud’homme, 

2003). 

 

2.5 The Flash Nanoprecipitation technique 

 

The flash nanoprecipitation technique is a modified version of the classical solvent displacement 

method previously presented. In this method, the solvent and the antisolvent are mixed in small 

appositively designed mixers as sketched in Figure 2.10 (Martínez Rivas et al., 2017).  
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Figure 2. 10. Schematic representation of a particle production process by Flash Nanoprecipitation. 

 

Upon mixing the polymer solution with the antisolvent, the nanoparticles are formed and ejected from 

the mixing device. Such an approach preserves all the mentioned advantages of nanoprecipitation 

while displaying further advantages. FNP allows to significantly reduce the mixing time to the order 

of milliseconds. Moreover, the mixing efficiency in the microreactors is generally superior to that 

occurring in mechanically agitated beakers or tanks (Gindy and Prud’homme, 2009).  

The particle formation mechanism is represented in Figure 2.11, the polymer concentration is 

described as a function of time over the fundamental steps of the FNP. At the beginning of the process, 

the two streams are mixed, causing the polymer concentration to quickly rise and supersaturation to 

occur. This supersaturation is a necessary condition for the precipitation. The degree of 

supersaturation is defined as the ratio of the actual concentration of the polymer and its bulk solubility 

in the solvent (Di Pasquale et al., 2012).  
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Figure 2. 11. Particle formation by FNP seen as a function of concentration over time (Tao et al., 2019). 

The supersaturation induces the formation of polymer nuclei. The nucleation rate was correlated with 

several properties of the system such as the diffusivity of the organic solvent in the antisolvent, the 

temperature, the surface tension between the solid and the liquid and the supersaturation degree 

(D’Addio and Prud’homme, 2011; Mersmann, 1999). The formation of the nanoparticles was also 

explained to occur because of the self-assembly of the polymer upon decreasing the solvent quality. 

This phenomenon leads to the formation of very fine particles and it occurs in competition with the 

particle nucleation(Johnson and Prud’homme, 2003). 

Upon nuclei formation, the polymer concentration in the solution decreases below the critical 

saturation concentration freezing the nucleation phenomenon. However, the polymer molecules are 

still present in the solution at a concentration greater than the equilibrium saturation. Therefore, the 

polymer molecules tend to migrate to the surface of the freshly formed nuclei. Such a phenomenon 

is defined as molecular growth and is often a diffusion-limited stepwise process. Factors affecting the 

growth rate are polymer concentration and molecular weight. Saad inquired about the effects of 

precipitating PCL of different molecular weights while keeping constant concentration. He observed 
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an increase in particle size upon increasing the polymer MW (D’Addio and Prud’homme, 2011; Saad, 

2007).  

Simultaneously to molecular growth, particle aggregation occurs. The aggregation phenomena 

sensibly occur in the particles whose are not stabilized either sterically or electrostatically and is 

correlated to the frequency of collisions among the particles (Saad and Prud’homme, 2016). An 

increase in the supersaturation level causes a significant increase in the nucleation rate while it 

scarcely affects the growth rate. As for nanoprecipitation, a high nucleation rate results in small size 

nanoparticles, modulating the supersaturation level is the primary strategy to achieve control over the 

particle size.  

A second critical factor is the mixing efficiency (Ferri et al., 2017). Indeed, the processes of mixing, 

nucleation and growth occur in series and the overall process outcomes are dictated by the slowest 

one. Being the mixing process slower than the nucleation one, the generation of nuclei is governed 

by the mixing step. Poor mixing results in the scarce generation of nuclei leading to coarser particle 

production. However, mixing also exerts a dilution effect which decreases the supersaturation, 

therefore it displays two conflicting effects.  

The interactions between the polymer and the solvent are of significant importance in the initial 

particle formation steps when strong concentration gradients are imposed by the fast and intensive 

mixing. In the case of acetone and water mixtures, it was evidenced how the nanoclustering 

phenomenon occurs and that the organic solvent tends to locate itself close to the polymer chain (Di 

Pasquale et al., 2014).  

Several studies explained the formation of the particles as a consequence of the mechanical instability 

induced by the turbulence at the interface between solvent and antisolvent. According to this theory, 

the solvent flux is broken down in fine droplets that keep breaking down in smaller ones. This chain 

breakage process goes on until solvent microdroplets surrounded by the antisolvent are formed. 

Thereafter, the solvent diffuses away inducing polymer precipitation (Quintanar-Guerrero et al., 

1997; Thioune et al., 1997). 

When oils are dissolved in the organic solvent the formation of the particles can be attributed to a 

self-emulsification phenomenon denominated Ouzo or Louche effect. In this case, the hydrophobic 

solute is brought in the metastable region of the phase diagram between the bimodal and spinodal 

curve (Solans et al., 2016). The nanocapsules production is achieved by the formation of oil droplets 

by the Ouzo effect followed by their coverage by the polymer molecules (Ganachaud and Katz, 2005).  
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2.5.1 Factors influencing particle properties 

 

The inlet flow rate (FR) is found to be a crucial parameter in affecting particle size. Several authors 

reported that increasing flow rate the average particle diameter decreases (Chow et al., 2015; Ferri et 

al., 2017; Zelenková et al., 2014). Such trends are generally explained by considering that increasing 

the inlet flow rate makes the mixing to be more efficient. As previously stated, mixing is the rate 

determining step in the process series. Therefore, effective mixing velocity promotes high nucleation 

rates, leading to fine particles (Di Pasquale et al., 2014).  

As observed for the regular nanoprecipitation process, the increase of polymer concentration 

generally leads to higher particle size. Higher polymer concentration increases the solution viscosity, 

lowering the mixing efficacy and hindering nucleation. The polymer molecular weight displays a 

significant role in particle size (Zhang et al., 2012). Indeed, it increases the growth rate. Moreover, 

Saad proved experimentally that it increases the particle size (D’Addio and Prud’homme, 2011; Saad, 

2007). Block copolymers have been widely exploited in the context of FNP technology. For such 

materials, the effect of molecular weight on particle size has been assessed taking into account both 

the chain length and polarity of every single block (Chow et al., 2015). 

Concerning the addition of surfactants to the formulation, several effects have been observed. Some 

authors reported that the surfactant addition caused a reduction of particle size. Moreover, a decrease 

in particle size was observed by increasing surfactant concentration from 0 to 1% by weight 

(Goodman et al., 2018). Such results are easily explainable as the surfactant can exert a stabilizing 

effect over the particles and thus reduce aggregation phenomena. However, some authors also 

reported no significant correlation between surfactant concentration and particle size (Ferri et al., 

2017; Zelenková et al., 2018). Indeed, the effect of surfactants is strongly correlated to the nature of 

surfactant as it chemically interacts with the polymer species. Other particle properties that are 

affected by surfactant concentration are the Zeta potential and encapsulation efficiency. The Zp tends 

to change acquiring the polarity of the surfactant itself (Chow et al., 2015; Zelenková et al., 2018). It 

was observed that the addition of a surfactant caused the decrease of EE for poorly water soluble drug 

encapsulation. This is because the surfactant enhances the water solubility of the drug causing it to 

partition more toward the liquor than the particles.  

A common strategy to limit the excessive growth and aggregation of nanoparticles consists of 

quenching the particles exiting the mixer by collecting them in a vial filled with a precise volume of 

antisolvent. It was reported that increasing the volume of quenching water the average particle size 

decreases. (Zelenková et al., 2015, 2014). This trend can be explained taking into account that the 
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particle growth and aggregation occur in a given window of solute concentration (Figure 2.11). The 

quenching sharply decreases the solute concentration below the values for which molecular growth 

occurs, therefore not enough time is allowed for polymer chains to grow on the formed nuclei. 

Moreover, aggregation is also hindered by dilution which limits the particle frequency of collision 

necessary for aggregation. 

2.5.2 Reactors and Mixers for Flash Nanoprecipitation technology 

 

Since mixing efficiency is a crucial factor in determining the properties of the particles, several reactor 

designs have been proposed over the years. The different mixer shapes and designs are summarized 

in Figure 2.12.  

Mixing at the microscale can be obtained by two approaches i.e. passive and active mixing. In the 

first case, the mixing flow energy is provided by the hydrostatic pump action. Differently, in active 

mixing, an external source of energy such as ultrasound and magnetohydrodynamic action induces a 

periodic variation of flow rate. 

For FNP technology passive mixing is preferred since it allows precise regulation of the solvent and 

antisolvent flow rates (Lince et al., 2008). To achieve high turbulence levels and short mixing times, 

special microdevices such as the confined impinging jet mixer (CIJM), the multi inlet vortex mixer 

(MIVM), the T mixer and Y mixer have been proposed. The T mixer is the simplest design, it consists 

of two inlet pipes and an outlet pipe perpendicular to the inlet ones, no mixing chamber is present. 

The performances of the T mixers of different size and the characteristic mixing times have been 

investigated both experimentally and numerically (Schwarzer et al., 2006). The Y mixer has very 

similar to the T one. The main difference between the two is that in the Y mixer the angle between 

the inlet tubes is 160° instead of 180° (Choi et al., 2005).  

The Multi inlet vortex mixer is characterized by a mixing chamber where the inlet pipes are connected 

tangentially. The pipes can be either 2 (MIVM-2) or 4 (MIVM-4). The main advantage of the 4 inlet 

vortex consists of its versatility. Indeed, it is possible to mix in the reactor chamber several inlet 

streams with different compositions and also feed different fluids with different flow rates. Such an 

approach was mainly exploited to tune particle properties and obtain the desired surface decorations; 

moreover, it allows to increase the supersaturation level by increasing the antisolvent/solvent ratio 

(Liu et al., 2008; Saad and Prud’homme, 2016).  
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Figure 2. 12. Scheme of the mixer employed in FNP technology: a) Side view of T mixer b) Side view of Y 

mixer c) section view of CIJM d) Upper view MIVM 4 inlets e) Upper view MIVM 2 inlets. 

The confined impinging jet mixer consists of two inlet tubes who directly inject the streams in the 

reactor chamber where the jet collision occurs. The reaction chamber generally has a 5 mm diameter 

and its height is greater than the one of the MIVM one. The CIJM provides the highest mixing 

efficiency among the presented devices, this is due to the high degree of turbulence generated when 

the two jets collide. Indeed, CDF studied proved that the mixing time is of the order of milliseconds 

(Gavi et al., 2007; Valente et al., 2012). Several modifications of CIJM have been proposed in the 

literature.  

The Roughton mixer is characterized by a vertically extended mixing chamber typical of the CIJM 

with tangential inlet tubes (Lindenberg et al., 2008). Unger et al (1999) proposed a modification of 

CIJM with V entering tangential streams. Such geometry allows achieving efficient mixing while 

eliminating the dead regions at the bottom of the mixer for better mixing homogeneity. Recently a 

hand operated CIJM was proposed by Han et al. (2012) such a device presents the advantage of 

operating with small volumes and therefore is particularly suitable for laboratory formulation studies.  

(Han et al., 2012). (Unger and Muzzio, 1999) 
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2.5.3 Nanoparticles produced by Flash nanoprecipitation 

 

In the last decade, the significant interest aroused in the production of drug loaded nanoparticles by 

the FNP technique. A partial summary of experimentation conducted is reported in Table 2.2 where 

the polymer, the encapsulated drug and the smallest achieved particle size are reported. 

 

Table 2.2. Characteristics of the nanoparticles produced by FNP. 

 

Polymer Drug LogP Size (nm) Reference 

PEG-PLA β-Carotene 15.2 55 (Han et al., 2012) 

PEG-PLA Curcumin 4.1 70 (Chow et al., 2014) 

PEG-PLA Vitamin D3 7.1 100 (Lalloz et al., 2019) 

PEG-PLA Doxorubicin 1.3 100 (Tam et al., 2016) 

PEG-PLA Itraconazole 6.2 120 (Wan et al., 2018) 

PEG-PLGA Schisanterin 4.9 70 (T. Chen et al., 2017) 

PEG-PLGA Paclitaxel 4.7 122 (Zhu, 2014) 

PEG-PLGA β-Carotene 15.2 110 (D’Addio et al., 2010) 

PLGA Curcumin 4.1 250 (Shen et al., 2013) 

PLGA Florfenicol  2.8 100 (Turino et al., 2018) 

PCL Florfenicol  2.8 230 (Turino et al., 2018) 

PCL Menthol 3.2 200 (Ferri et al., 2017) 

Soy Lecithin Cyclosporine A 3.0 180 (Chiou et al., 2008) 

Lecithin Clofazimine 7.7 170 (Zhang et al., 2017) 

Zein Clofazimine  7.7 240 (Zhang et al., 2017) 

 

Several authors employed block co-polymers in the production of NPs. However, some experiments 

in which homo-polymers and naturally sourced polymers were precipitated have also been reported. 
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By employing block co-polymer very fine particles were produced. Since many articles reported the 

production of nanoparticles as carriers for anticancer drugs administered parenterally, it is of primary 

importance to keep the particle diameter below 200 nm to avoid the risk of embolization (Hickey et 

al., 2015). Homopolymers, either of natural and synthetic origin have been reported to produce 

particles with a slightly bigger size, i.e between 200-300. Such materials have therefore been proved 

to make possible the production of nanocarriers that satisfy the size constraint of transdermal release. 

The bigger diameter obtained with these homopolymers is counterbalanced by their higher 

availability and lower commercial price.   

The LogP is used as an index as drug polarity. By observing the high values of LogP for the drug 

incorporated by FNP, it can be concluded that this technique has mostly been employed for the 

incorporation of lipophilic and poorly water soluble drugs. Such fact is indeed not surprising taking 

into account that the drug should not diffuse easily in water used as antisolvent to achieve high 

encapsulation efficiencies. Oppositely not extensive research has been conducted on the 

encapsulation of hydrophilic substances by FNP. 

Among the presented encapsulations techniques, FNP has been proven to be of significant interest. 

Indeed, it allows fast and simple production of nanoparticles. It has high scalability potential given 

the possibility of implementing significant production by making several reactors run in parallel. 

Moreover, a good understanding of the precipitation mechanism achieved both using experimental 

and numerical studies allows to finely control the process to achieve the desired nanoparticle 

properties.  
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Part I Final remarks  

 

The literature analysis conducted in the state of the art clarified the current issues in the context of 

textile materials for dermatological applications. The discussion about the advantages of transdermal 

delivery together with the identification of the current limitations of the transdermal delivery 

technologies highlighted the interest in the development of a textile based skin delivery device. The 

literature review about the nanocarriers developed for transdermal applications evidenced the 

suitability of this nanotechnology based approach to effectively promote the skin permeation of the 

drug. Moreover, such a discussion pointed out the main requirements that the nanocarriers for 

transdermal release need to fulfill in terms of size and polarity. 

 

The presentation of the biofunctional textile technology highlighted the previous efforts of the 

scientific community in integrating pharmaceutical carriers with textile fabrics. It emerged that 

carriers employed in such technology not only need to be suitable to be employed in finishing 

treatment but also have to be producible by a cost effective method in quite large batches to meet the 

requirements of the textile industry.  

 

To achieve the desired nanocarriers properties while meeting the productivity required for textile 

finishing applications, the encapsulation processes of potential interest were critically evaluated. The 

flash nanoprecipitation process aroused significant interest due to its simplicity and scalability 

combined with its capability of fastly producing nanoparticles with nanometric size. The possibility 

of using the FNP technique to prepare nanocarrier to be employed in a textile mediated transdermal 

delivery was however never reported. 

 

The present thesis tested this possibility with an experimental approach. Nanoparticles synthesis 

methods as well as textile finishing approaches were developed and evaluated in terms of efficacy in 

producing biofunctional textiles which own the potential of benefiting the user's health. 
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Part II  The materials and the methodologies employed 
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Chapter 3: Materials and methods 

3.1 Materials and chemicals 

The principal materials employed in the present work consisted of Polycaprolactone, used as shell 

material for the nanoparticle production and the three drugs to be encapsulated i.e. melatonin, caffeine 

and curcumin. 

The PCL was selected as a hydrophobic and biodegradable polymer for the nanoparticle production 

and the encapsulation of the active principles. The PCL employed in the experiments was supplied in 

the form of flakes by Sigma Aldrich. As declared by the producer it owned a Molecular Weight of 

14000 Da assed by gel permeation chromatography (GPC).  

Melatonin was employed for preliminary studies about drug encapsulation and release; it was 

identified as the model substance for medium hydrophilicity drugs. The melatonin used in the present 

study was purchased by Sigma Aldrich. The chemical was supplied in the form of white powder with 

a purity ≥ 98% assessed by thin layer chromatography (TLC) as specified by the supplier. 

Caffeine was chosen as the model for hydrophilic active principles and used to investigate the 

performances of the proposed system to incorporate this kind of actives. For the experimental trials, 

caffeine in the form of anhydrous powder was used. The reagent was obtained from Sigma Aldrich 

and had a purity grade >95%. 

Curcumin was selected as the model substance for hydrophobic drugs. This substance was acquired 

from Sigma Aldrich in the form of powder from the Curcuma Longa plant. As declared by the supplier 

the reagent had a purity ≥ 65% assessed by high performance liquid chromatography  HPLC.  

The other materials employed for the manufacturing and analysis of the nanoparticles produced in 

the thesis have been listed in the next lines. All chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and 

used as received unless otherwise specified.  

The following chemicals were used: 

 Sodium chloride anhydrous ≥ 99%, potassium chloride ACS grade ≥ 99.5%, sodium 

phosphate dibasic dehydrate ≥ 99%, and potassium dihydrogen phosphate ACS reagent ≥ 99% 

for buffer preparations 

 Porcine ears for transdermal penetration test supplied by a local butcher; 

 Acetone (purity ≥ than 99.5% in compliance with European Pharmacopeia standard); 

 Acetonitrile (HPLC grade purity ≥ 99.9%); 
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 Tetrahydrofuran (THF) (reagent grade purity ≥ 99%); 

 Absolute ethanol ACS grade purity ≥ 99.5%; 

 Ultrapure produced using a Milli-Q RG system by Millipore R (Billerica, MA, USA).  

 For spin trapping reactions, 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline N-oxide (DMPO) with assay ≥ 97%, 

dimethyl sulfoxide with purity ≥ 99%, hydrogen peroxide 30% in H2O ACS reagent and iron 

(II) sulfate with purity > 97%.  

 Technical grade Nile red was used for fluorescent marking.  

 Potassium Iodine was employed for zeta cad analysis.  

 Knitted cotton fabrics (100% cotton, Nm 30/1, single jersey) were kindly gifted by Eusebio 

S.p.A (Italy). 

 

3.2 Materials preparation and manipulation 

 

3.2.1 Particle production  

 

PCL particles were produced by flash nanoprecipitation in a confined impinging jet mixer (CIJM). 

The CIJM has the following geometrical characteristics: 1-mm diameter inlet tube, 5-mm diameter 

chamber, 11.2-mm chamber height, and a 2-mm diameter exit tube, 40-mm length exit tube. The 

solvent and antisolvent solution were prepared by dissolving the proper amount of substances either 

in the organic solvent or in water respectively. Acetone was mainly used as  the solvent for PCL, few 

preliminary tests were also run by using acetonitrile and THF. All the drugs were dissolved in the 

organic solvent. For caffeine, as it has a hydrophilic nature, some formulations were prepared by 

dissolving it in water. The solvent and antisolvent solutions were placed into 100-ml syringes. The 

syringes were placed on a KDS200 syringe pump (KD Scientific, Holliston, MA, USA) and 

connected to the mixer through plastic tubes. The syringe pump controlled the inlet flow rate of the 

streams and the volume of injected solutions. A vial containing water, placed under the reactor exit 

tube, collected the exit stream to quench the freshly formed particles. The amount of water in the 

collecting vial was adjusted to achieve the proper quenching ratios QR defined in Equation 3.1. 

𝑄𝑅 =
𝑉𝑠

𝑉𝑄
     (3.1) 

Where 𝑉𝑠 is the volume of solutions fed to the reactor and 𝑉𝑄 is the volume of quenching water, both 

expressed in mL. The overall particle production system is shown in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1. Nanoparticle production set up. The main elements highlighted are a) the syringe pump, b) the 

CIJM mixer and c) the collecting vial with quenching water and magnetic stirrer. 

The collecting vial was kept under magnetic stirring to limit particle aggregation. Once produced, the 

prepared nanoparticles were processed for different analyses.  

 

3.2.2 Particles manipulation 

 

The nanoparticles underwent different post-processing procedures to be properly analyzed. Solvent 

removal was performed in a rotary evaporator RE 300 (Buchi, Switzerland). The NP suspension was 

weighted to roughly estimate the weight of the solvent to remove. The formulation was then processed 

under vacuum at 45 °C to ensure solvent evaporation. The operation was monitored by weighing the 

suspension periodically until the solvent was completely evaporated. After solvent removal, the 

suspension initial volume was restored by adding water.  

NP separation from the liquid phase was achieved either by centrifugation or filtration. Centrifugation 

was performed in an SL 16 centrifuge by Thermo Scientific (Langenselbold, Germany). Screw sealed 

falcon tubes of 12 mL volumes were used. Centrifugation time and speed were adjusted to achieve 

effective particle separation. After centrifugation, the supernatant was removed by a pipette. Particle 

filtration was performed by using a syringe driven cellulose filter with a porosity of 0.2 µm. The 

particles separated by centrifugation were dried overnight at 40 °C.   
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3.2.3 Textile functionalization  

 

Textile functionalization was done either by imbibition or cold impregnation protocols. The main 

objective was to apply the NPs suspensions onto the fiber surface by employing easily scalable 

methods. The interaction between the NPs and the fibers was desired to be weak to allow the particle 

release when in contact with the skin.  

Imbibition consisted of a drop-by-drop deposition of a controlled volume of particles suspension onto 

the textile surface by using a micropipette. The fabric was dried between each drop deposition to 

ensure complete pick up of the finishing agent and precise control of the deposited dosage. 

 In the impregnation method, instead, the fabrics were dipped in the particle suspension until 

uniformly wet. Thereafter, they were fast rinsed with ultrapure water to avoid aggregation of particles 

on the fabric surface. The procedure for textile imbibition and impregnation are graphically sketched 

in Figure 3.2. 

  

Figure 3.2. Textile functionalization methods: imbibition (right) and impregnation (left).  

 

3.3 Materials characterization and analytical techniques 

 

3.3.1 Particles size and zeta potential 

 

Particle size distribution (PSD) was measured by Dynamic light scattering (DLS) technique. This 

property is of significant importance in the design of a transdermal release system. Indeed, particles 
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are required to have small siameter to successfully cross the skin barrier. The measurements were 

performed on a DLS Zetasizer Nanoseries ZS90, Malvern Instruments (Malvern, UK). For particle 

size analysis, disposable 3 mL polycarbonate cuvettes were employed. The Malvern General Purpose 

non-negative least squares analysis was selected as the algorithm for the calculation of PSD since it 

is known to suit the majority of samples whose size is not known a priori.  

Zp is defined as the electrical potential at the slipping/shear plane of a colloid particle moving under 

the electric field and is commonly used as a measure of particle surface charge (Kaszuba et al., 2010). 

Moreover, Zp is commonly used as an index of colloidal stability. Low absolute values of the Zp hint 

scarce colloidal stability of the system, for absolute values of zeta potential above 30 mV the system 

is considered to be highly stable (Bhattacharjee, 2016).  

Moreover, in the context of transdermal delivery, the surface charge of the carrier is known to impact 

skin penetration; therefore, Zp is a crucial parameter. The same DLS machine used for PDS analysis 

was used for the Zp measurement, the. U-shaped capillary cuvettes equipped with copper electrodes 

were employed for the measurement. The Henry equation, with Smoluchowski approximation, was 

used to get the zeta potential from the measurement of the electrophoretic mobility (Ohshima, 2013). 

For both PDS and Zp analyses, the particle suspensions were diluted with water in a 1:10 ratio. The 

temperature of the sample was kept steady by the DLS machine, the temperature setpoint was 25°C. 

 

3.3.2 Drug quantification: Loading Capacity and Encapsulation Efficiency 

 

In drug loaded nanoparticle production it is of primary importance to assess the amount of active 

principle incorporated in the polymer system. To assess the quality of the nanoparticle production 

two main properties are defined: the loading capacity (LC) and the encapsulation efficiency (EE). LC 

is the parameter that describes the percentage of loaded drugs respect to the overall mass of the 

nanoparticle system as reported in Equation 3.2. 

𝐿𝐶 =
𝑚𝑒𝑛

𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡
 × 100      (3.2) 

Where 𝑚𝑒𝑛 is the mass of encapsulated drug while  𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡 is the total mass of the particle system (drug 

plus polymer). Knowing and controlling the LC is necessary to administer an effective therapeutic 

dosage of the active principle. The LC values should indeed be as tunable as possible to achieve 

correct dosage administration.  
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EE is instead defined as the amount of drug encapsulated respect to the amount of drug fed in the 

encapsulation process (Equation 3.3).  

𝐸𝐸 =
𝑚𝑒𝑛

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
 × 100      (3.3) 

Where 𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the mass of drug fed to the encapsulation process. In Equation 3.2 and 3.3, the values 

of masses are expressed in mg while the EE and LC values are expressed in percentages. The value 

of EE is an important parameter to assess the efficiency of the encapsulation process and therefore it 

should be as high as possible.  

To quantify the amount of drug incorporated and calculate the values of EE and LC, two approaches 

where proposed i.e. the direct and the indirect ones. The direct analysis was conducted on dried NPs: 

a sample was weighted and thereafter dissolved in a proper solvent. The amount of drug in the 

obtained solution was quantified by spectroscopic methods. The indirect method consisted in 

separating the supernatant from the nanoparticles, then, the amount of drug in the supernatant was 

quantified by a proper analytical technique to measure the amount of not encapsulated drug. The 

incorporated drug was therefore calculated by difference and so were the EE and LC values. 

Concerning the quantification of the active principles in the solution, it was achieved either using 

UV-Visible spectroscopy or Fluorescence spectroscopy. 

UV-visible spectroscopy was employed to measure the concentration of all three drugs. The analyses 

were performed on a spectrophotometer 6850 UV/Vis Jenway (Stone, Staffordshire, UK). The type 

of cuvette (PMMA or quartz) was selected on the base on the absorbance peak wavelength of the 

analyte and solvent nature. Even though UV-Vis spectroscopy is a fast and simple  analytical tool, it 

may display some drawbacks. Indeed, for a colloidal system, it is known that the particles may absorb 

light at wavelengths similar to the ones of the particle diameter. Such a phenomenon, named Tyndall 

effect, may bias the spectrophotometric measurement (Heller et al., 1946). This bias on drug 

quantification due to the Tyndall effect is more significant when particle size is close to the 

absorbance peak wavelength of the analyte. Therefore, the quantification protocols based on 

spectrophotometric measurements were adjusted on the basis of the particle size and of the analyzed 

drug. 

 

Fluorescence spectroscopy was employed for curcumin quantification. Such a technique permits to 

collect the emission spectrum of a fluorophore and correlate it with its concentration. Being the 

fluorescence emission a peculiar phenomenon of the analyte, the colloidal nature of the sample does 

not interfere with the measurement. Therefore, the analysis is not biased by the Tyndall effect. An 
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RF-551 Spectrofluorometer (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) was employed. the analysis was performed 

using a quartz cuvette, a fixed wavelength of 422 nm was used for excitation.  

 

3.3.3 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used for the compositional analysis of the material 

surface. Such a technique provides information about the elements present in the material surface and 

their binding state. By detecting the binding energy, it is possible to identify the chemical element 

and the chemical bond to which it took part. The photon penetration regards the first atomic layer of 

the materials. The analysis was conducted on the caffeine loaded nanoparticles using an XPS Versa 

Probe 5000, PHI Electronic (Chanhassen, MN, USA) instrument.  

 

The system was equipped with a dual charging neutralization guns. They consist of an electron gun 

combined with and argon ion gun, at low energy, to minimize the charging effect during data 

acquisition. The same Argon gun was employed during the depth profile analyses. Particularly it was 

employed to perform the surface etching of the sample, with a rate of 5.9 nm/min. The etching 

procedure was performed simultaneously with the scanning to obtain a real time compositional 

analysis of the first atomic layers of the samples. 

 

 3.3.4 Attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 

 

Infrared spectroscopy was performed to obtain information about the chemical composition of the 

samples in terms of functional groups. The Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy was conducted 

in attenuated total reflectance mode (ATR-FTIR) to minimize the signal to noise ratio and simplify 

sample handlings. The analysis was performed both on the NPs, upon separation and drying, and on 

the textile samples. The penetration thickness of infrared radiation for the ATR set up was of 0.5-2 

µm. Therefore, this analysis was used to investigate the bulk composition of the materials. A Nicolet 

Nexus (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Villebon Sur Yvette, France), infrared spectrometer, connected to 

a PC was employed. Samples were placed on a ZnSe crystal for the analysis, particular care was taken 

to assure the full contact between the sample and the crystal to minimize biases due to air in the 

measurement. The spectra were collected in absorbance mode, using a 254 scan for each sample, the 

resolution was 1 cm-1. 
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3.3.5 Electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy 

 

The electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy (EPR) is a spectroscopic technique used to 

analyze paramagnetic species i.e. chemical substances in which an unpaired electron is present. The 

working principle of EPR is analogous to the one on H-NMR spectroscopy apart that the exited 

subatomic species are the electron spins instead of the nuclei. The spin excitation is obtained by 

applying a magnetic field to the sample. The applied magnetic field increases the energy gap between 

the positive and negative spin states. Since unpaired electron transit between the positive and negative 

spin state by absorbing or emitting an amount of energy equal to the gap between the states, the 

increase of the energy gap due to the magnetic field application records this electronic transition and 

detect the paramagnetic species. In the context of this thesis, the EPR spectroscopy was used for the 

analysis of radical oxygen species which are known to be the cause of several skin illnesses. Indeed, 

an EPR based method was developed to investigate the interaction of the produced NPs and 

functionalized fabrics with ROS. The aim was to observe whether NPs and functionalized fabrics 

were able to bind ROS acting as a shield for the skin and therefore exerting antioxidant activity. 

The capability of the materials to scavenge ROS species was evaluated by exploiting the EPR method. 

Since the radical species have a short half-life, a spin trapping method was employed. Firstly, free 

radical species were generated by using different chemical reactions tailored to the drug under 

analysis. The radical species reacted with DMPO which was used as a model spin trap. The oxidation 

reaction of DMPO in presence of hydroxyl radicals is reported in Figure 3.3. 

 

 

Figure 3.3. Oxidation of DMPO in presence of hydroxyl radicals. 

 

The reaction leads to the formation of the stable radical species DMPO-OH, whose concentration 

could be quantified by EPR spectroscopy. During the antioxidant assay, a given amount of the NP 

formulation or functionalized fabric was added to the reaction medium. The antioxidant activity was 

characterized based on the capability of the sample to preferentially react with the radical hydroxyl 

species compared to the model spin trap. This was quantified by observing the reduction of DMPO-
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OH concentration respect to the control medium (without sample). The antioxidant efficiency, 

expressed in percentage, was thereafter calculated according to Equation 3.4.  

 

𝐴𝐸 =
[𝐷𝑀𝑃𝑂−𝑂𝐻]𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙− [𝐷𝑀𝑃𝑂−𝑂𝐻]𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

[𝐷𝑀𝑃𝑂−𝑂𝐻]𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙
× 100   (3.4) 

 

Where [𝐷𝑀𝑃𝑂 − 𝑂𝐻]𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 is the molar concentration of oxidized DMPO obtained in the control 

trial using water and [𝐷𝑀𝑃𝑂 − 𝑂𝐻]𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 is the molar concentration of the oxidized DMPO 

obtained by adding the investigated material in the reaction medium.  

 

Specific chemical reactions were employed to generate free radicals. All the necessary reactants were 

mixed and homogenized in an Eppendorf tube, the solution was transferred to a quartz microcapillary 

tube and placed in the EPR cavity for measurement. The spectra were recorded after 15 minutes from 

the mixing of the reactants. A Bruker EMXnano X-Band spectrometer (Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA). 

The EPR measurement conditions were as follows: Frequency, 9.74 GHz; scan width, 100 G; receiver 

gain, 60 dB; time constant, 1.28 ms; sweep time, 80 s; scan, 1. The test was of particular interest for 

evaluating the biofunctional activity of the NP formulation and of the functionalized textile given the 

high number and variety of skin illnesses, which are correlated to ROS. 

 

3.3.6 Fluorescence Microscopy 

 

Fluorescence microscopy is widely employed in biological and pharmaceutical research. It is used to 

investigate the traceability of fluorophore loaded nanoparticles. Indeed, traceability is considered an 

advantageous feature for biomedical applications. The NP samples were observed with a fully 

motorized wide-field inverted fluorescence microscope (Eclipse TiE Nikon USA) equipped with a 

high resolution sCMOS camera (Zyla 4.2 Plus from Andor). The diluted particle suspensions were 

dropped on a glass slide and observed with immersion oil 60 X objective. Specific excitation 

wavelengths were selected to observe the different species.  

 

3.3.7 Scanning electron microscopy 

 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis was used to observe the morphology of the sample of the 

nanoparticles and the fabric samples. The samples were mounted on aluminum stubs using carbon tapes. 

For the NP samples, the suspensions were dropped on the stub and dried overnight. Before the 
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observation, the samples were metalized by sputter coating with chromium. Different SEM instruments, 

available in the partner universities, were used for the analysis.  

 

3.3.8 Thermogravimetric analysis 

 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was employed to investigate the thermal behavior of the 

nanoparticles. Furtherly TGA provides information about the structural and chemical properties of 

the material (Groenewoud, 2001a).  The analyses were performed on dried nanoparticle samples 

under a nitrogen atmosphere using a TGA 3+ (Mettler Toledo, Columbus, OH, USA). The samples 

were heated from 25 to 700°C with a heating rate of 10 °C/min; the weight of the samples was 

between 6-12 mg. 

 

 3.3.9 Differential scanning calorimetry 

 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis was employed to gain insights about the thermal 

properties and the phase transitions of the material in the operating conditions. Moreover, such 

analysis was also run to investigate whether polymer are in the amorphous state, a condition that eases 

the release of the drug (Groenewoud, 2001b). DSC was conducted on the dried nanoparticle samples 

using a DSC 3+ apparatus (Mettler Toledo, Viroflay, France). All samples, of weight between 6-12 

mg, were placed and sealed in aluminum pan crucibles. The analysis was conducted under a nitrogen 

atmosphere. Samples were heated from -20 to 200°C, stabilized by a 3 minutes isotherm and then 

cooled down to -20 °C. The heating and cooling cycle was repeated twice, the temperature ramp was 

10°C/min. From the DSC data, the degree of crystallinity of the polymer was calculated employing 

Equation 3.5. 

          𝑋𝑐 =  
∆𝐻𝑓𝑢𝑠

∆𝐻𝑓𝑢𝑠 
0  (1−𝑊𝑑)

     (3.5) 

Where 𝑋𝑐 is the polymer crystallinity degree expressed as a percentage, ∆𝐻𝑓𝑢𝑠 is the fusion enthalpy  

measured during the DSC experiment expressed in (J/g). ∆𝐻𝑓𝑢𝑠 
0  is the fusion enthalpy  

of purely crystalline PCL which as a value of 140 J/g  (Keroack et al., 1999) and 𝑊𝑑 is the weight 

fraction of the drug in the nanoparticle formulation.  
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3.3.10 Contact angle 

 

The contact angle measurement was employed to gain insights about the hydrophilic or hydrophobic 

nature of the functionalized textiles. The good characteristics in terms of hand and comfort of cotton 

fabrics are connected with its hydrophilicity. It was then considered important to inquire whether the 

functionalization of cotton fabrics with a hydrophobic polymer compromised the material 

hydrophilicity. Furtherly, contact angle measurement provides hints on the surface roughness of the 

material (Seo et al., 2015). To assess whether the cotton hydrophilic nature was affected by the surface 

treatment, the water contact angle was measured by a sessile drop method. A Digidrop apparatus from 

GBX instrument (France) was employed for the measurement. The samples were fixed on an optical 

microscope glass slide and placed under the Digidrop camera. 5 µL of water were poured on the 

sample and the droplet shape deposited on the textile was observed to calculate the contact angle by 

employing the GBX software. Water surface tension was measured by the Wilhelmy plate method. 

Water surface tension values of 70-75 mN/m were considered acceptable to conduct the sessile water 

test.  

 

3.3.11 Textile Zeta potential  

 

The Zeta potential of textile samples was measured by using the streaming potential technique. In 

this method, the textile sample is placed in a cylinder sealed at the extremities where two 

measurement electrodes are placed. An electrolyte solution is pumped through the sample holding 

cylinder by applying a controlled pressure gradient. The excess charges around the fabric are carried 

along with the liquid and accumulated at the tube downstream where an electric field is built, having 

an electrical potential which is defined as streaming potential. From the measurement of the streaming 

potential, the Zp, expressed in V, can be calculated by the mean of the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski 

equation (Equation 3.6). 

𝑍𝑝 =
𝑈𝑠𝑡𝑟

∆𝑃
 ×  

𝜈𝐶𝐿

𝜀𝜀0
       (3.6) 

Where 𝑈𝑠𝑡𝑟 is the streaming potential expressed in V, ∆𝑃 it the applied pressure expressed in Pa, 𝐶𝐿is 

the electrical conductivity of the electrolyte solution which is expressed in S/m. The term 𝜀0𝜀 accounts 

for electrical permittivity of the solution and is expressed in F/m. In the experimental setup, textile 

pieces of square shape and size of 5x5 cm were where analyzed. The electrolyte solution was a 0.0745 

mg/mL solution of KCl. Each textile sample was soaked in 1 L of KCl solution for 24 hours before 
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the analysis to achieve equilibrium conditions. The samples were then tested utilizing a Zetacad 

equipment (France). Such analysis was mainly conducted to understand the surface polarity of the 

samples and investigate whether such property affects the biofunctional properties of the developed 

material. 

3.3.12 Color intensity 

 

Color analysis is a widely exploited tool in the field of textile chemistry. The working principle 

consists in testing the textile material by data color spectroscopy. The samples are scanned for 

wavelengths between 360 and 700 nm in reflectance mode. The color intensity K/S is then calculated 

according to the Kubelka-Munk theory (Equation 3.7). 

𝐾

𝑆
=

(1−𝑅)2

𝑅2
           (3.7) 

Where K is the spectral absorption, S is the scattered light and R is the minimum spectral reflectance 

ratio expressed as dimensionless numbers. Such analysis was employed to the curcumin 

functionalized textiles to achieve information on the effectiveness of the functionalization. Moreover, 

given the simplicity and the fastness of this analytical method, it was possible to process multiple 

samples and gain insights about the repeatability and evenness of the functionalization process. The 

measurement was performed by using a Konica-Minolta CM3610A spectrophotometer (illuminant 

D65, 10° standard observer).   

 

3.3.13 UV protection factor 

 

UV radiation is well known to be a source of potential harm for skin and responsible for the arise of 

premature skin aging and cancer. It was therefore interesting to inquire whether the finishing with the 

NPs system could improve the UV protective properties of the fabric. The UV protection factor (UPF) 

was investigated according to the Australian Standard/New Zealand Standard AS/NZS4399:2017. 

The fabric samples were investigated by employing a Labsphere UV-1000F ultraviolet transmittance 

analyzer (Labsphere Inc., USA). The scanning was performed between 250 and 450 nm to fully cover 

all the UV region (UV-A and UV-B). Upon collecting the UV transmission spectrum, the UPF 

(dimensionless number) is calculated according to Equation 3.8 as reported by the norm (AS/NZS, 

2017). 

𝑈𝑃𝐹 =
∑ 𝐸𝜆𝑆𝜆𝛥𝜆

450
𝜆=250

∑ 𝐸𝜆𝑆𝜆𝑇𝜆𝛥𝜆
450
𝜆=250

                  (3.8) 
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Where 𝐸𝜆 is the relative erythemal spectral effectiveness expressed in 
𝑊

𝑚2𝑛𝑚
. 𝑆𝜆 is the solar spectral 

irradiance, a dimensionless number whose values were reported by the World health organization 

(1992). 𝑇𝜆 is the spectral transmittance at a given wavelength expressed as dimensionless number 

and  𝛥𝜆 is the wavelength step expressed in nm.. (World health organization, 1992). 

 

 3.3.15 Drug release test 

 

The drug release tests were run to the performances of the proposed controlled delivery system. 

Several in vitro drug release experiments have been proposed in the literature depending on the kind 

of delivery device employed, and the administration route. In the present work, the dialysis method 

and the Franz Cell experiment were used. These two methodologies display some common features 

in terms of experimental setup and protocols. Both the systems are divided into a donor and an 

acceptor compartment. The drug formulation is placed in the donor compartment while the acceptor 

compartment consists of a solution that mimics the body fluid in which the drug is released in real 

applications. During the release test given aliquots of the acceptor fluid were withdrawn and analyzed 

to quantify the amount of drug released at that specific time. The initial volume of the acceptor phase 

was restored by adding a volume of fresh acceptor fluid equal to the withdrawn one. From such a test, 

it is possible to assess the drug release kinetic curve. Such curve reports on the X-axis the time over 

which the experiment was run and in the Y-axis the cumulative mass of drug released. The cumulative 

mass of drug released at the time released upon n samplings, 𝑚𝑛, expressed in mg, is calculated from 

Equation 3.9. 

                                                           𝑚𝑛 = 𝐶𝑛𝑉 + ∑ 𝐶𝑖𝑉𝑖
𝑛−1
𝑖=1              (3.9) 

Where 𝐶𝑛 is the concentration of drug the n-th withdrawal, 𝑉 is the total volume of the acceptor fluid, 

the summation term serves to compensate for the effect of previous withdrawals. Therefore, 𝐶𝑖 is the 

concentration of the drug at the i-th withdrawal and 𝑉𝑖 the withdrawn volume, concentrations are 

expressed in mg/mL while volumes are expressed in mL.  

The dialysis test simulates the release of the drug from the carrier system directly to a body fluid. The 

experimental set up consists of incorporating the drug formulation inside a dialysis bag as shown in 

Figure 3.4.  
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Figure 3.4. Experimental set up to the dialysis release test. 

The latter consists of a membrane with a low molecular weight cut off to selective allow the drug to 

diffuse to the acceptor compartment while hindering the carrier system to pass. The dialysis bag filled 

with the formulation is sealed at the ends and sink in the acceptor fluid.  

The sinking condition is of particular importance to properly allow the dialysis phenomenon i.e. the 

exchange of solvent between the donor and the acceptor compartment to occur. The drug transport 

among the donor and acceptor compartment is driven by the concentration gradient between the donor 

and acceptor fluid and goes on until equilibrium is reached. The acceptor fluid was a phosphate buffer 

solution of pH=7.4 prepared according to the recipe reported in Table 3.1.  

 

Table 3. 1. Composition of the Phosphate Buffer solution with pH 7.4. 

Substance  Concentration 

(mg/mL) 

NaCl 8.00 

KCl 0.20 

Na2HPO4 • 2 H2O 1.44 

KH2PO4 0.24 

The dialysis test is quite well known and robust, indeed it allows to perform a release test with quite 

large volumes of receptor fluid and therefore it is less sensitive to solvent evaporation phenomena 

and other possible disturbance.  
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The Franz cell release test is the most used preclinical test to inquire about the efficacy of skin topical 

and transdermal formulations.  The Franz Cell device is built in different models and geometries to 

provide more reliable and close to biological reality results. In Figure 3.5 the two models of Franz 

Cell employed are sketched i.e. a single port (Figure 3.5 left) and a double port (Figure 3.5 right).  

Both apparatuses consist of a vertical shaped cell composed of a donor and acceptor compartments 

clamped together and separated by the skin mimicking membrane. Both models are jacketed to 

circulate the heating fluid and control the temperature of the receptor fluid.  

 

Figure 3.5. Scheme of the Franz Cell used: single port (left) double port (right). 

Therefore, the main difference between the two models is the geometry of the sampling port. In the 

single port model, the withdrawing and the refilling of the receptor fluid are done from a unique port 

placed in the middle of the receptor chamber. Instead in the double port model, it is possible to collect 

the receptor fluid from the bottom port while simultaneously injecting the fresh fluid in the top port.  

In order for the drug transport across the membrane to occur, it is necessary to have good contact 

between the formulation and the membrane and between the membrane and the acceptor fluid. In the 

experimental practice achieving good contact between the membrane and acceptor fluid can be tricky. 

This can be due to solvent evaporation or the formation of air bubbles during sampling and refilling. 

Concerning this issue, the double port Franz Cell model displays the advantage of allowing 

simultaneous sampling and refilling avoiding the formation of air bubbles. With the single port 

system, it was instead necessary to reverse the cell for avoiding the formation of air bubbles. This 

makes the usage of the single port cell limited to solid and semisolid formulations while for the liquid 

formulation the double port is considered more suitable. For this reason, the single port model was 

used to perform preliminary studies on the release from the melatonin functionalized fabrics. Instead, 
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a double port model was used to study dermal permeation of the caffeine and curcumin loaded 

nanoparticles and the fabrics functionalized with them. 

The skin mimicking membrane used in the Franz cell was either an artificial membrane or excised 

skin membranes. In the first case, it is said to be in vitro while in the second case is defined as ex 

vivo. In the first case, a cellulose acetate membrane with a pore size of 0.45 µm was used. For the ex 

vivo testing, the skin was excised from butchered pig ears. The in vitro test is indeed a good screening 

method which allows obtaining more replicable results thank the homogenous chemical structure of 

the membrane with determining pore size. On the contrary, the ex vivo methods allow obtaining 

results closer to the real systems even if the handling is more complicated and the results less 

replicable due to the biological variability of the excised skin samples.   

 

3.3.16 Modeling of the release kinetics  

To understand the mechanism controlling the kinetics of drug release the results of the release test 

were interpreted by fitting different empirical mathematical models such as the Zero-Order kinetic, 

the First-Order order kinetic, the Higuchi model, the Hixon-Crowell model and the Baker- Lonsdale 

model. Such models describe different drug mechanisms release and, by comparing the experimental 

data fitting of the different models, it is possible to ascribe the drug release to different phenomena 

(Costa and Sousa Lobo, 2001). The zero order kinetic also defined as linear kinetics describes the 

release of the drug under the assumption that the release rate does not depend on the concentration of 

the active substance in the acceptor compartment. It is described by Equation 3.10. 

Q − Q0 =  K0t      (3.10) 

where t is the release time expressed in s. Qo and Q, both expressed in mg, are the amount of drug 

released at the beginning of the test and at the time t respectively.K0 is the kinetic constant of the zero 

order model expressed in 
𝑚𝑔

𝑠
. The first order kinetics describes the drug release in the case where the 

release rate depends on the substance concentration. The first order model is expressed in Equation 

3.11.  

    log Q =  log Q0 −
Kt

2.303
                    (3.11) 
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where K is the first-order rate constant expressed in 
1

𝑠
. Higuchi model was derived from the Fick laws 

to describe the drug release from porous matrices by a diffusion mechanism. As reported in Equation 

3.12 the amount of drug released is proportional to the square root of the mass.  

         Q =  KH√t                     (3.12) 

where KH is the release constant of Higuchi’s model expressed in 
𝑚𝑔

√𝑠
. Baker and Lonsdale’s model 

was derived from the Higuchi one by applying geometrical constraints. It describes the diffusion 

controlled Fickian release occurring from a spherical matrix (Equation 3.13).                             

                           

                                                           
3

2
[1 − (1 −

Q 

Q∞
)

2

3] ×
Q 

Q∞
= 𝐾𝐵𝐿t                        (3.13) 

where 𝐾𝐵𝐿 is the release constant expressed in 
1

𝑠
. Q∞ is the cumulative released at the plateau expressed 

in mg. Therefore, the quantity 
Q 

Q∞
 is a dimensionless number indicating the fraction of the drug 

released at time respect to the total. Lastly, the Hixson-Crowell kinetics describes the release from a 

matrix whose size is changing over time (Equation 3.14).  

      √Q0
3 − √Q3 = Khct                (3.14) 

where Khc is the release constant of the model expressed in 
√𝑚𝑔3

𝑠
. The Hixon-Crowell model is used 

to describe the release phenomena controlled by erosion, dissolution or degradation of the matrix. For 

all the models the data were fitted by linear regression. The correlation coefficients R2 of the different 

models were compared to evaluate the best fitting one and obtain insights on the release mechanisms 

as proposed in the literature (Rodrigues et al., 2011). 

3.3.17 Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was conducted to better evaluate the effects of the different factors over the 

properties of the produced materials. One-way ANOVA analysis was carried out to check data 

statistical significance by means of Minitab 17. Conventionally, it was assumed p-values < 0.05 as 

the threshold to assess whether the factor had a significant effect on the material properties. The main 

effect function was employed to evaluate which factors had a more significant impact on the response. 

The interaction plots were employed to evaluate possible synergic effects of the factors over the 

response.  
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Chapter 4. Properties and characterization of the raw materials 

 

The main materials employed were PCL and cotton as well as the three model drugs. The main 

properties and applications of these substances are reviewed in this section. Furtherly the preliminary 

ATR-FTIR spectra of the mainly investigated substances were collected, discussed and compared to 

ones found in the literature. This allowed to preliminarily assess the quality of the raw materials 

employed in the study.  

 

4.1 Poly-ɛ-caprolactone 

 

Poly-ɛ-caprolactone is an aliphatic synthetic polyester which was synthesized for the first time by 

Carothers in the 1930s. Its chemical structure is depicted in Figure 4.1 (Natta et al., 1934). PCL 

became commercially available thanks to the fact that significant efforts were made in those times to 

develop polymers that could be degraded by microorganisms. It is indeed its biodegradability that 

made PCL extremely popular for biomedical applications (Hayashi, 1994).  

 

 

Figure 4.1. PCL chemical structure. 

The synthesis of PCL is obtained by exploiting the ring opening polymerization of the cyclic 

monomer ɛ-caprolactone as depicted in Figure 4.2. Such a reaction is conducted by employing 

catalysts such as Stannous Octoate while alcohols are generally used to control the molecular weight 

of the obtained polymer. The PCL polymerization can be affected by several mechanisms, such as 

cationic, anionic and radical ones. Each method has an impact on the obtained polymer molecular 

weight and molecular weight distribution. The same synthesis approaches are used to prepare PCL 

based co-polymers, either random or block. In this case, several monomers, such as ethylene oxide, 

vinyl chloride, ethylene glycol, styrene, glycolide, lactide and methyl methacrylate can be employed 

in the synthesis. The synthesis method also determines the functional groups, the chain length of each 

block and the overall characteristics of the macromolecule (Okada, 2002).  
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Figure 4.2. PCL synthesis by ring opening polymerization. 

The PCL molecular weight ranges between 3000 and 80000 Da; according to this characteristic, PCL 

is classified and commercialized in high, medium and low MW. PCL is a hydrophobic semi-

crystalline polymer, its melting temperature is around 60°. PCL is soluble in chloroform, 

dichloromethane, benzene, toluene, ethyl acetate, acetone, acetonitrile and tetrahydrofuran. 

Oppositely, it is not soluble in ethanol, diethyl ether and water (Coulembier et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 

2019).  PCL can be totally degraded by outdoor leaving microorganisms in a short time (e.g.few 

weeks) (Ohtaki et al., 1998). Oppositely, its biodegradation in animal bodies takes a long time. 

Indeed, depending on the molecular weight of the homopolymer, a PCL implant can take up to 2-4 

years to be fully biodegraded (Pitt et al., 1981). The biodegradation mechanism of PCL has been 

extensively studied and it was proved to occur in two stages. A first step consists of the degradation 

by cleavage of the ester bond which causes the molecular chain to be degraded and the amorphous 

domain to be significantly reduced (Sun et al., 2006).  The remaining macromolecules have low 

molecular weight and high crystallinity, therefore they are uptaken by the cells and be degraded inside 

their membrane (Woodward et al., 1985). The biodegradation time of PCL based materials can be 

tailored for by copolymerization an, blends. For these reasons, PCL has been widely employed for 

the production of biomedical devices, which include particulate drug carriers, suture yarns, wound 

dressings, scaffolds and stents. In the context of drug delivery applications, it is considered to be an 

optimal polymer when long lasting releases are required (Woodruff and Hutmacher, 2010). In fact, 

the drug carriers made with PCL showed a slow and prolonged release; their release kinetics was 

observed to be mainly dominated by diffusion phenomena. Nevertheless, contribution to the drug 

release due to surface erosion and depolymerization phenomena were observed (Kumari et al., 2010). 

Due to its hydrophobic nature, PCL is a good candidate for transdermal delivery applications. It could 
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be exploited to enhance the permeation through the lipophilic epidermis and deliver the drug in the 

dermal layer.  

 

The chemical structure of the raw PCL employed in the nanoparticles production was investigated by 

infrared spectroscopy. The ATR-FTIR spectrum of the PCL is reported in Figure 4.3 while the 

characteristic absorption bands are reported in Table 3.2.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.3. Infrared spectrum of the raw PCL. 

  

The PCL spectrum is characterized by the typical absorption bands of an aliphatic polyester. Two 

medium intensity peaks are present at 2941 and 2865 cm-1 which correspond to the asymmetric and 

the symmetric stretching vibration of the C-H bonds in the macromolecule skeleton. A strong 

absorbance peak is observed at 1720 cm-1 where the stretching vibration of the C=O bond in the ester 

group is commonly observed. Peaks connected to the bending vibration of the C-H bonds were 

observed at 1470, 1395, 1364 cm-1. The absorption peaks peculiar of the stretching of C-O bonds 

were observed at 1292, 1238, 1171, 1105, 1042 cm-1.  The observed absorption bands were analogous 

to one reported in the literature (Elzein et al., 2004).   
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Table 4.1. Characteristic IR absorption bands of the raw PCL used in the study. 

 

Wavenumber (cm-1) Attribution  

2943 Asymmetric C-H 

stretching 

vibration 

 

2865 Symmetric C-H 

stretching 

vibration 

 

1720 Stretching 

vibrations of C=O 

bond in esters 

groups 

 

1472, 1395, 1364 Bending 

vibrations of C-H  

 

1292, 1238, 1105, 1065, 1045 Stretching 

vibrations of C-O 

 

 

The thermal properties of the PCL used in the present study were inquired by DSC and TGA analyses. 

The DSC thermogram of the raw polymer is depicted in Figure 4.4 while the main thermal events 

observed are listed in Table 4.2.  

The main thermal event evidenced by DSC analysis is a sharp endothermic peak occurring between 

50 and 60 °C. The peak was attributed to the fusion of the polymer which was found to occur in the 

same temperature range reported in the literature (Gurarslan et al., 2013). The fusion enthalpy was 

observed to be of -60.8 J/g; from such a result the degree of crystallinity of the polymer was calculated 

to be 43.7 %. Thus the polymer was proved to be in a semicrystalline form as declared by the 

producer.  
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Figure 4.4. DSC thermogram of PCL for the second heating ramp. 

Table 4.2. List of the thermal events observed during the DSC analysis of PCL. 

Sample PCL 

 

ΔHfus (J/g) 

 

-60.8 

 

Tfus, onset (°C) 

 

51.8 

 

Tfus, peak (°C) 

 

55.9 

 

Χc (%) 

 

43.7 

 

In Figure 4.5 the results of the TGA analysis of PCL are reported, the main data obtained from the 

analysis are listed in Table 4.3. 
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Figure 4.5. TGA analysis of PCL. TG curve (top) and the first derivative of the TG curve (bottom). 

The TGA analysis evidenced PCL to be thermally stable until 300°C. Thereafter, the thermal 

degradation was initiated around 324°C, where the 5% by weight of the sample was degraded. From 
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that point, the rate of mass loss was observed to be increased up to its maximum at 409 °C. The 

degradation went on until 500°C, where the sample was completely degraded. The DTG curve was 

characterized by a main peak at 409 °C where the maximum degradation occurs and by a side shoulder 

around 340°C. This indicates that PCL thermal degradation occurs in two consecutive steps, 

consistently with what reported in the literature (Persenaire et al., 2001). A first degradation step was 

reported to occur around between 320 and 340°C and involved the pyrolysis of the polyester with the 

production of CO2 and hexenoic acid. Then, above 400°C, the depolymerization reaction occurred 

leading to the formation of the caprolactone monomer.  

 

Table 4.3. List of the thermal data obtained from the TGA analysis of PCL. 

Sample T5% (°C) Tmax (°C) MMLR (%/°C) Residue at 700 °C (%) 

 

PCL 

 

324 

 

409 

 

2.1 

 

1 

 

 

4.2 Cotton 

 

Cotton is a natural fiber of plant origin whose staples are harvested from the seed of cotton plants. 

The chemical composition of cotton fibers is mainly consisting of cellulose (90-95%). The remaining 

part is constituted by waxes, proteins and organic substances that are partially removed during the 

textiles processing operations. Cellulose is a linear polysaccharide whose brute formula is (C6H10O5)n. 

By observing the cellulose structure depicted in Figure 4.4 the monomeric unit of cellulose consists 

of two glucose units linked in positions 1 and 4 by the β-glucosidic bond.   

 

 

 

Figure 4.6. Cellulose chemical structure. 
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The degree of polymerization of cellulose is reported to be as high as 10000 (Klemm et al., 2005). 

The hydroxyl groups bonded to the carbon chain are mainly responsible for the supramolecular 

arrangement of cellulose polymer chains. The hydrogen bonding among the cellulose 

macromolecules causes the arrangement in microfibrils which constitute the building blocks of the 

fiber. Moreover, -OH groups impart the cotton fiber a strongly hydrophilic behavior. The degree of 

crystallinity of cotton fibers is normally between 70 and 80% (Dochia et al., 2012). The cotton fiber 

cross-section is characterized by a bean like shape which is composed of several layers. An internal 

hollow structure, called the lumen, constituted of the remaining nuclei and protoplasm of the plant 

cell. An intermediate layer constituted of microfibrils that arrange in a spiral network around the fiber 

center, this layer is constituted by the plant cell membrane. Finally, the outermost layer in a cuticle 

thin layer is constituted primarily by cell walls.  Overall, the cotton fiber morphology depicted in 

Figure 4.5 is characterized by a typical twisted structure (Dochia et al., 2012).  

 

 

 

Figure 4.7. Morphology of cotton fibers observed by SEM (Dochia et al., 2012). 

Being the cotton fiber mostly constituted by the plant cell residues, it is possible to observe the 

variation of the fiber properties depending on the botanical variety of the plants. The cotton fibers 

employed in the apparel industry commonly have the following properties: fiber length 20-32 mm 

and fiber diameter 12-22 µm. In standard textile laboratory conditions, its moisture regain is 7.5%. 
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The hydrophilicity is an advantageous characteristic that makes cotton to be easily dyed and finished 

by mean of water based processes (Grishanov, 2011). Being the most used fiber in garment 

production, cotton has been intrinsically proven to not cause any undesired effect on human skin. For 

this reason, cotton has been chosen to produce a transdermal delivery system and overcome the 

current limitation of adhesive patches which have been reported to cause skin irritations. 

The chemical structure of the cotton fabrics employed in the nanoparticles production was 

investigated by infrared spectroscopy. The ATR-FTIR spectrum of the PCL is reported in Figure 4.6 

while the characteristic absorption bands are reported in Table 3.3.   

 

 

Figure 4.8. Infrared spectrum of pristine cotton fabrics. 

The infrared spectrum of the pristine cotton fabrics exhibits the typical absorptions bands of the 

cellulose molecule. As reported in the literature (Cintrón and Hinchliffe, 2015) the cotton IR spectrum 

can be divided into 4 main regions. The first one ranges between 3700 and 3000 cm-1 and is 

characterized by wide absorption bands with peaks at 3270, 3328 cm-1 which are ascribed to the 

stretching vibration of the hydroxyl groups. The C-H stretching region is located between 3000 and 

2700 cm-1, in this zone of the spectrum, two weak peaks were observed at 2917, 2850 cm-1. The third 

region is observable between 2700 and 1150 cm-1. This zone is rich of weak peaks due to the bending 

vibrations of the O-H bond found precisely at 1465, 1426, 1364, 1335, 1314, 1280, 1200, 1158 cm-1. 

Lastly, the lower region of the spectrum is mostly characterized by the sharp and strong peaks of the 

C-O bond at 1107, 1054, 1029, 1001, 985 cm-1. 
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Table 4.4. Characteristic absorption bands of the cotton used in the study. 

 

Wavenumber (cm-1) Attribution  

3270, 3328 Stretching  O-H  

2917,2850 C-H stretching 

vibration 

 

1465, 1426, 1364, 1335, 1314, 1280, 1200, 1158 Bending of OH 

group 

 

1107, 1054, 1029, 1001, 985 Stretching 

vibrations of C-O 

 

 

4.3 Melatonin 

Melatonin, (IUPAC name N-[2-(5-methoxy-1H-indol-3-il) ethyl]etanammide is a hormone produced 

by the pineal gland of mammals.  It was isolated for the first time by the Lerner group in 1958. Its 

chemical structure consists of an amide bounded to an indol group that is bonded to a methoxy group, 

as sketched in Figure 4.7 It has a molecular weight of 232.3 Da.  

 

Figure 4.9. Chemical structure of melatonin. 

Melatonin is slightly hydrophobic with LogP=1.15 and low water solubility (Brainard, 1978; López-

Muñoz et al., 2016). It is highly soluble in acetone (up to 40 mg/mL); moreover, it was also reported 

to be slightly soluble in water (up to 2.5 mg/mL) (Kandimalla et al., 1999; Li et al., 2017). Such 
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intermediate properties make melatonin a potentially good candidate for transdermal release. In facts, 

its slight hydrophobicity permits diffusion in the epidermis and the non zero water solubility allows 

uptake in the systemic circulation. Therefore, it was selected as the first drug to be tested in the 

preliminary studies about drug encapsulation and transdermal release.  

 

In the human body, melatonin is naturally synthesized by the pineal gland during evening hours, it 

accumulates reaching its maximum during the night and finally gets eliminated with sunrise. Its 

bodily function consists in regulating the circadian rhythm and controlling the sleep and wake cycles 

(Utiger, 1992).  The biosynthesis of melatonin starts from the tryptophan amino acid which undergoes 

a series of reactions to produce melatonin. These reactions are normally inhibited by light, which is 

the reason why the synthesis of melatonin starts at sunset.  

Melatonin exerts its effects by interacting with specific membrane receptors (MT1 and MT2) present 

in different brain areas, it promotes sleep using neuronal firing. For these reasons, the main medical 

use of melatonin consists of the treatments of sleep disorder (Mor et al., 1999; Zlotos et al., 2014). 

The production of melatonin changes sensitively with age making the amount of melatonin produced 

by the pineal gland to lower in old people (Diss et al., 2013).  

Melatonin was also proved to exert an antioxidant activity against ROS being extremely reactive with 

the OH· radical, moreover, melatonin promotes the synthesis of enzymes which promotes radical 

scavenging such as glutathione peroxidase, superoxide dismutase, catalase, and glutathione reductase 

(Poeggeler et al., 1993; Reiter et al., 2017).  

Regarding melatonin pharmacokinetics, it was observed that, upon enteral administration, the drug 

reaches the maximum concentration in plasma in one hour. Thereafter it is metabolized in the liver 

and the kidneys; the main metabolite is the inert  6-sulfatoxymelatonin, which is excreted in the urines 

(Claustrat et al., 2005; Tordjman et al., 2017).  

In the context of skin applications, melatonin has been receiving significant attention in the last years. 

Indeed, the membrane receptors MT1 and MT2 are significantly present in skin cells, therefore 

melatonin molecule can provide interesting biochemical interactions within the skin tissue (Slominski 

et al., 2005). Significant studies showed how melatonin can be a significant ally in skin cancer therapy 

by several mechanisms. These mechanisms include anti-inflammatory action, induction of tumor cell 

apoptosis by ROS mediation and synergistic effects with chemo and radiotherapy (Pourhanifeh et al., 

2019).  
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Melatonin was also employed in studies regarding wound healing and tissue regenerations, in this 

context the drug was observed to promote re-epithelialization, granulation and wound closure. Such 

action was due to knockdown of MT2 receptors which promoted the synthesis of proteins involved 

in cytoskeletal reorganization such as F-actin, cofilin-1, profilin-1 (Lee et al., 2014; Majidinia et al., 

2018). 

 

4.4 Caffeine 

Caffeine, (IUPAC name 1,3,7-trimethylpurine-2,6-dione) is a naturally occurring alkaloid found in a 

wide variety of plants, beans and leaves (Heckman et al., 2010). It was firstly isolated from the coffee 

beans by Friedlieb Ferdinand Runge in 1819. From the chemical point of view, caffeine is a derivative 

of Xanthine which has three methyl groups substituted in position 1,3,7. Its molecular weight is 194.2 

Da. The caffeine chemical structure is represented in Figure 4.8. Caffeine is a hydrophilic compound, 

with a LogP of -0.55. Its solubility in water and acetone was reported to be about 22 mg/mL and 12 

mg/mL respectively (Shalmashi and Golmohammad, 2010). The pure product is obtained by solvent 

extraction from the coffee beans, thereafter other purification steps are done to obtain the pure product 

in the form of dried powder (Mottram and Chester, 2018). 

 

 

Figure 4.10. Caffeine chemical structure. 

The human consumption of caffeine mainly consists of drinking the infusion obtained from coffee 

beans and tea leaves. However, caffeine has wide applications in pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and 

supplements making caffeine the most consumed drug worldwide (Harpaz et al., 2017). Caffeine is 

commonly present in the diet of several population segments due to its well known properties of 

increasing mental alertness and concentration and reducing mental fatigue (Barone and Roberts, 

1996), it is used as a dietary supplement in sports activities to promote physical performance and ease 

weight loss (Goldstein et al., 2010; Heckman et al., 2010). Being structurally similar to adenine, 

caffeine binds to the adenosine receptors onto the cellular membranes, therefore it influences the 
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nerve regulation processes (Jandova et al., 2019). This leads to an increase of the adrenaline levels 

which in turn lead to an increase of cardiac rhythm and the blood delivered to the muscles. Moreover, 

caffeine facilitates the transmission of dopamine and glutamate, which are the neurotransmitter linked 

to motivation and memory (Nehlig et al., 1992). 

Caffeine was also proved to be a powerful antioxidant given its high reactivity with radical oxygen 

species (ROS) (Devasagayam et al., 1996). Upon oral administration, caffeine is absorbed quickly 

into the bloodstream, the clearance of caffeine into the stomach takes only 20 minutes and the caffeine 

concentration peak in the blood occurs in about 1 hour (Nawrot et al., 2003). The velocity at which 

caffeine reaches the circulatory system is mainly due to its marked hydrophilicity, thanks to which it 

easily diffuses in an aqueous medium such as human blood (Ginsberg et al., 2004). Once it reaches 

the liver, caffeine is degraded in three different metabolites with a dimethyl xanthine structure: 

paraxanthine, theobromine and theophylline. Each one of these metabolites furtherly has a stimulant 

effect, leading to the overall empowerment of caffeine stimulant properties (Jandova et al., 2019; 

Nawrot et al., 2003).  

Caffeine has been also applied dermally to achieve either a topical or a systemic effect. Caffeine can 

reduce skin aging caused either by endogenous and exogenous factors. It displays hyaluronidase 

inhibition and, thanks to its antioxidant activity, prevents ROS related aging effects (Furusawa et al., 

2011). Being a UV absorbing compound, caffeine protects the skin from damages caused by UV light 

showing that this molecule plays a key role in the prevention and cure of skin cancer (Koo et al., 

2007; Lu et al., 2007). A study conducted on mices proved a positive effect against UVB induced 

skin cancer development. A daily application of caffeine for 18 weeks allowed the decrease in the 

number of benignant and malignant tumors of 44% and 72% in each mouse (Lu et al., 2002). Caffeine 

topical administration is also gaining significant interest given its anti cellulite and anti hair loss 

effects. The anti cellulite activity arises from the inhibition of the phosphodiesterase enzyme in 

adipocytes cells which promotes the formation of cyclic adenosine monophosphate; the latter 

accumulates causing the activation of hormone sensitive lipase which degrades the subcutaneous fats 

(Herman and Herman, 2013; Rawlings, 2006). The anti hair loss activity is mainly ascribed to caffeine 

5-α-reductase inhibition activity. This enzyme is normally responsible for the conversion of 

testosterone in dihydrotestosterone which attacks hair follicles and induces hair loss. The inhibition 

of 5-α-reductase leads to prevention of hair loss and improves the hair renewal (Fischer et al., 2007). 

This highly hydrophilic nature makes caffeine administration to be uncontrolled in the oral route and 

not very effective at topical and transdermal level (Dias, 1999). Therefore, the main interest in 

developing an encapsulation system for this drug is to control over time its release kinetics. 
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The chemical structure of the pure caffeine employed in the nanoparticles production was investigated 

by infrared spectroscopy. The ATR-FTIR spectrum of the PCL is reported in Figure 4.9 while the 

characteristic absorption bands are reported in Table 3.4.  

 

 

Figure 4.11. The infrared spectrum of pure caffeine 

The pure caffeine IR spectrum was found to be analogous to the ones reported in the literature (Butt 

et al., 2019; Paradkar and Irudayaraj, 2002). Weak absorption peaks were observed at 3112, 2920, 

2851 cm-1 and correlated with the stretching vibrations of the C-H bonds. The strong absorption of 

the C=O bond was observed at 1700 cm-1. The presence of two sharp peaks at 1652 and 1545 cm-1 

was associated with the C=N double bonds in the caffeine structure. The region between 1500 and 

1400 cm-1 was mainly characterized by the peaks of the C=C stretching at 1480, 1454 and1428. The 

C-N bond stretching vibrations were observed in the fingerprint where peaks at 1354, 1284, 1235, 

1023 cm-1 are found. The lower frequency region was characterized by the peaks 970, 858 cm-1 due 

to the bending of the C=C bond. 
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Table 4.5. Characteristic absorption bands of the pure caffeine used in the study. 

 

Wavenumber (cm-1) Attribution  

3112, 2920, 2851 C-H stretching 

vibration 

 

1700  C=O stretching 

vibration 

 

1652, 1545 C=N stretching 

vibration 

 

1480, 1454, 1428 C=C stretching 

vibration  

 

1354, 1284, 1235, 1023 C-N stretching 

vibration 

 

970, 858 Bending of the 

C=C bond 

 

 

The thermal properties of the caffeine powder were inquired by DSC and TGA analyses. The DSC 

thermogram of the drug is depicted in Figure 4.12 while the main thermal events observed are listed 

in Table 4.6.  

The DSC thermogram of caffeine is mainly characterized by an endothermic event occurring between 

145 and 160 °C. According to the literature, caffeine molecule presents two crystalline polymorphs. 

The first one conventionally referred to as phase II is stable up 146 °C while the other, called phase I 

is usually observed above that temperature (Pinto and Diogo, 2006).  Therefore, the observed 

endothermic peak was ascribed to the crystalline phase II to phase I transition. Not any other thermal 

events were observed during the cooling and the second heating ramp. Therefore, for the caffeine 

containing samples only the first heating ramp was plotted throughout the present manuscript.  
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Figure 4.12. DSC thermogram of caffeine for the first heating ramp. 

 

Table 4.6. List of the thermal events observed during the DSC analysis of caffeine. 

Sample Caffeine 

 

ΔHtrans (J/g) 

 

-20.3 

 

Ttrans, onset (°C) 

 

146.3 

 

Ttrans, peak (°C) 

 

158.2 

 

In Figure 4.13 the results of the TGA analysis of caffeine are reported, the main data obtained from 

the analysis are listed in Table 4.7.  
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Figure 4.13. TGA analysis of caffeine. TG curve (top) and the first derivative of the TG curve (bottom). 
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The caffeine molecule was observed to be thermally stable until 221 °C, the temperature at which the 

5% by weight of the sample was observed to be degraded. Thereafter, the degradation proceeded in 

the main step, with the maximum weight loss rate was observed at 291°C. By observing the DTG 

curve it is observable a small peak around 230°C. According to the literature, the crystalline caffeine 

molecules undergo fusion around 235°C (Hubert et al., 2011). Therefore, the peak of DTG in that 

temperature range was ascribed to the release of volatile compounds occurring during the 

simultaneous melting and degradation of caffeine. Regarding the melting of the caffeine molecule it 

was not possible to collect further data by DSC analysis, indeed raising the temperature above 200 

°C during caffeine analysis caused problems and risks of damaging the employed DSC equipment. 

Therefore, the phase transition peak at 146°C was selected to gain information about caffeine 

crystalline state. This choice was also motivated by the fact that some thermal degradation phenomena 

were observed below the melting temperature and therefore it was preferred to keep the temperature 

range for DSC analysis below the onset of thermal degradation.  

 

Table 4.7. List of the thermal data obtained from the TGA analysis of caffeine. 

Sample T5% (°C) Tmax (°C) MMLR (%/°C) Residue at 700 °C (%) 

 

Caffeine 

 

221 

 

291 

 

3.0 

 

0 

 

 

  

4.5 Curcumin 

 

Curcumin, (IUPAC name (1E,6E)-1,7-bis-(4-idrossi-3-metossifenil)-epta-1,6-dien-3,5-dione ) is a 

yellow colored substance found abundantly in the Curcuma Longa plant. It was first isolated in 1842 

by Vogel, however, the chemical formula was not identified until 1910 by Milobedzka and Lampe 

(Gupta et al., 2012). It is an alkaloid compound that belongs to the family of polyphenols. Curcumin 

chemical structure (represented in Figure 4.10)  has three chemical entities: two aromatic ring systems 

containing o-methoxy phenolic groups, linked by a seven carbon skeleton which consists of an α,β-

unsaturated β-diketone moiety (Esatbeyoglu et al., 2012). It is important to notice that curcumin exists 

in two forms exhibiting a keto-enol tautomery on the di-keto group. In aqueous solution the 
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prevalence of one or the other tautomers can be controlled by pH; the keto form is mostly present for 

pH < 8, this imparts curcumin yellow color and fluorescence properties. Oppositely, for pH > 8 the 

enol form prevails, the color shifts to orange-brown and no fluorescence are observable (Kaur et al., 

2018).   

 

Figure 4.14. Representation of Curcumin chemical structure with keto form (left) and enol form (right) 

It has a molecular weight of 368.4 Da. Curcumin has markedly hydrophobic behavior, with LogP of 

4.12, it is not soluble in water at neutral pH. Its solubility in acetone was reported to be 6.5 mg/mL 

(Bazzano, 2018). Commercial curcumin powders are constituted by a mixture of curcuminoids, which 

are chemically similar among them. Average composition contains curcumin (66-85% b.w.), 

demetoxycurcumin (12-25% b.w.) and bisdemetoxycurcumin (1-10% b.w.) (Yadav et al., 2017). The 

chemical structure of these other curcuminoids is reported in Figure 4.15. 

 

 

Figure 4.15. Curcuminoids chemical structure: demetoxycurcumin (left) and bisdemetoxycurcumin (right). 

 

Curcumin has been historically used for centuries in the form of turmeric powders. It has been used 

as a spice in cooking, as a culinary dye and as a drug in the traditional medicine of eastern countries. 

Such traditional medicine applications arose the interest of the world scientific community toward 

this molecule (Aggarwal et al., 2007). In its chemical structure, the di-keto and the two phenol groups 

play important roles in promoting the biological reactions, which make this molecule of interest for 

pharmaceutical applications (Priyadarsini, 2014). In the first set of reactions in ROS scavenging, all 

the three functional groups of curcumin react with radical species by hydrogen abstraction and 

electron transfer reactions. In particular, the two phenyl groups are particularly reactive with ROS 

forming the phenoxyl radical, whose resonance is stabilized by the keto-enol structure. Thereafter, 

this more stable radical form of curcumin can be reconverted in molecular form by reaction with 
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proton donors, such as ascorbic acid. These reactivity properties are mainly responsible for the well 

known antioxidant properties of curcumin (Priyadarsini, 1997; Sun et al., 2002).  

 

Of significant importance for the biological activity of curcumin is the reactivity of the di-keto groups, 

which undergo nucleophilic addition with –SH in proteins and enzymes. Such a reaction is mainly 

responsible for curcumin capability to conjugate to glutathione and to inhibit the thioredoxin 

reductase enzyme. These reactions are of significant importance in imparting curcumin anticancer 

properties (Awasthi et al., 2000; Fang et al., 2005).   

 

Another important reaction of curcumin is the chelation of metal ions. The di-keto moiety shows very 

good chelating properties toward transition metals ions, who substitute the enol proton in the drug 

structure. Therefore, it can easily chelate different metal and metal oxide ions such as Fe3+, Mn2+, 

Ni2+, Cu2+, Zn2+, Al3+ and VO2+
 (Ferrari et al., 2013; Priyadarsini, 2014).

 Such metal-

curcumin interaction is of crucial importance, indeed it not only modifies the 

chemical structure of curcumin but also changes the biological activity of metal. 

This can lead for example to a reduction of some metal toxicity in the biological 

environment (Oguzturk et al., 2012). Moreover, the complex formed between curcumin 

and copper and manganese ions can mimic the activity of superoxide dismutase 

enzyme creating a metal-organic antioxidant (Vajragupta et al., 2004). The 

capability of chelating metals is what makes curcumin a drug of potential impact 

in the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease. In fact, the hydrophobic nature of 

curcumin helps to cross the blood brain barrier, thereafter its chelating 

properties allow to counteract the metals which are toxic to neurons (Baum and 

Ng, 2004).  

 

Regarding curcumin stability, several studies highlighted its tendency to quickly 

degrade in biological environments (Anand et al., 2007). It  has an half-life of 

10 minutes at 37°C and neutral pH. Moreover, having several reactive moieties, 

it can be easily biodegraded generating ferulic acid, vanillin and ferulic aldehyde 

(Nelson et al., 2017). Curcumin is sensitive to light and easily undergoes 
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photodegradation both in solution and in powder forms. Care must be taken in 

product storage to preserve the efficacy of the drug (Priyadarsini, 2009).  

 

Among the various therapeutic applications of curcumin, it is important to mention the dermatological 

ones, given the fact that this molecule has been recent studies for the treatment of several skin 

pathologies (Panahi et al., 2019). In the skin tissue, curcumin displays an antioxidant effect, indeed it 

not only exerts the radical scavenging effects by itself but also mediates the regulation of genes that 

codify the antioxidant properties at intracellular level (Kou et al., 2013). The antioxidant properties 

together with light absorbance make curcumin effective in protection from light radiations. It was 

shown that topical application of curcumin delays the appearance of dermal inflammations, tumors 

and skin aging (Li et al., 2016).  

Besides the great potential for skin cancer prevention, curcumin can also be applied in the treatment 

of developed melanomas. Indeed, it was demonstrated that curcumin can induce the apoptosis of 

melanoma cell lines by regulating cytokine expression (Jiang et al., 2015). Through the inhibition of 

cytokine expression, curcumin exerts anti-inflammatory properties (Panahi et al., 2019). Moreover, 

this molecule interferes with the bacterial cell wall and inhibits the cell division of these 

microorganisms acting therefore as a natural antibiotic (Krausz et al., 2015). The anti-inflammatory 

and anti-bacterial effects make curcumin a useful drug in wound healing applications. It was indeed 

demonstrated by in vivo studies that curcumin can promote re-epithelialization and accelerating the 

healing rate on rats (Kulac et al., 2013). According to some authors, the anti-inflammatory and anti-

bacterial properties of curcumin can be exploited for acne treatment. Indeed, it represents a valid 

alternative to traditional antibiotics to which the pathogens involved in acne ( such as Staphylococcus 

Epidermis ) are growing resistance (Liu and Huang, 2012; Panahi et al., 2019). Moreover, by the 

exploitation of anti-inflammatory action curcumin formulations can be employed in the treatment of 

psoriasis. Indeed, the anti-psoriasis action was proved both for topical and for oral formulations by 

in vivo testing in mice (Kang et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2017).  

Notwithstanding the multiple therapeutic properties of curcumin, the effective applications of this 

substance are nowadays limited. This occurs because this molecule suffers several limitations such 

as low water solubility, poor cellular uptake, low chemical stability and fast systemic elimination 

(Rafiee et al., 2019). The incorporation of curcumin into nanostructured carriers has been proposed 

as an approach to overcome these issues (Moballegh Nasery et al., 2020).  
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The chemical structure of the pure curcumin employed in the nanoparticles production was 

investigated by infrared spectroscopy. The ATR-FTIR spectrum of the PCL is reported in Figure 4.12 

while the characteristic absorption bands are reported in Table 3.5.  

The used curcumin powder has an infrared spectrum analogous to the ones reported in the literature 

(Siregar et al., 2018). A weak absorption peak was observed in 3501 cm-1 and correlated with the 

stretching vibrations of the O-H bond in the phenol group. A strong absorption signal due to the C=O 

bond in the keto-enol group was observed at 1626 cm-1. The presence of sharp peaks at 1602, 1507, 

and 1456  cm-1 was associated to the C=C double bonds in the curcumin aromatic rings. The peak at 

1427 cm-1 was ascribed to the bending of the olefinic C-H.  The absorption band between 1300 and 

1000 cm-1 was mainly characterized by the peaks of the C-O stretching at 1274, 1232, 1152, 1114 

and 1026.  

 

 

Figure 4.16. Infrared spectrum of curcumin powder. 

 

Table 4.8. Characteristic absorption bands of the curcumin used in the study. 

 

Wavenumber (cm-1) Attribution 

3501 Streching  O-H in phenol group 
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1626 Stretching C=O in the keto-enol  

1602, 1507, 1456 Stretching vibration C=C aromatic 

1427 Bending C-H olefinic 

1274, 1232, 1152, 1114, 1026 Stretching vibration C-O 

962 Stretching vibration C-H aromatic 

 

The thermal properties of the curcumin powder used in the present study were inquired by DSC and 

TGA analyses. The DSC thermogram of the for curcumin is depicted in Figure 4.17 while the main 

thermal events observed are listed in Table 4.9.  

 

Figure 4.17. DSC thermogram of curcumin for the first heating ramp. 

Table 4.9. List of the thermal events observed during the DSC analysis of curcumin. 

Sample Curcumin 

 

ΔHfus (J/g) 

 

-129.0 
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Tfus, onset (°C) 

 

177.3 

 

Tfus,peak (°C) 

 

178.7 

 

The DSC analysis highlighted a single endothermic peak between 175 and 180 °C. The presence of 

this peak was attributed to the curcumin melting which is known to occur around 180°C. No other 

thermal events were observed during the second heating and the cooling scans, therefore for the 

curcumin containing samples only the first heating ramp was plotted throughout the present 

manuscript. Such observations were consistent with the one observed in the literature for the DSC 

analysis of curcumin (Souguir et al., 2013).  

In Figure 4.18 the results of the TGA analysis of curcumin are reported, the main data obtained from 

the analysis are listed in Table 4.10.  
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Figure 4.18. TGA analysis of curcumin. TG curve (top) and the first derivative of the TG curve (bottom). 

The analysis evidenced that the curcumin molecule was fully stable until 180°C. The peak observed 

on the derivative curve in this temperature range was due to the release of volatile substances during 

the melting process. More marked degradation phenomena were observed from 259 °C where the 5% 

by weight of the sample was observed. From that temperature on, the sample degradation proceeded 

with a mechanism similar to one observed in the literature (Jasim and Talib, 1992). The degradation 

proceeded with two consecutive overlapped steps as observable from the DTG curve where the main 

peak and a side shoulder were observed. The maximum degradation rate was observed at 386 °C. A 

char residue of 33% of the initial sample weight was found at 700°C. 

 

Table 4.10. List of the thermal data obtained from the TGA analysis of the curcumin powder. 

Sample T5% (°C) Tmax (°C) MMLR (%/°C) Residue at 700 °C (%) 

 

Curcumin 

 

259 

 

386 

 

0.5 

 

33 

 

 

Overall, in the present chapters the properties of the main raw materials employed in the present 

research were reported. The preliminary characterization conducted on the raw materials highlighted 
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that they own physical and chemical properties consistent with the ones reported in the literature, thus 

they were considered to be suitable to be employed in the experimental procedures. 
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Chapter 5. Production of PCL nanoparticles  

 

5.1 Scope of the study  

 

In the development of a nanoencapsulation process, the first issue to be tackled is the formation of 

the polymeric nanoparticles. Therefore, the first set of experiments was focused on the preparation of 

PCL nanoparticles by exploiting the flash nanoprecipitation protocol. These preliminary experiments 

aimed to firstly confirm the suitability of the FNP method to produce polymeric particles with proper 

size for transdermal delivery, and thereafter to investigate the most suitable process condition to run 

the particle production process.  

To tune the particle formation process, the results reported in the literature about the nanoprecipitation 

of PCL in a confined impinging jet mixer were carefully analyzed. Furtherly some of these 

experiments were replicated to assure their replicability in the used experimental setup. Particular 

attention was paid to the works investigating the effects of process conditions on the particle size 

when acetone was used as solvent (Lince et al., 2008; Zelenková et al., 2014).  

Furtherly, the potential use of other organic solvents such as acetonitrile and tetrahydrofuran was 

inquired. Indeed, it was considered of potential interest to increase the spectrum of solvents which 

allows to run the FNP process without compromising the properties of the particles. Such finding can 

indeed open new possibilities in terms of drugs which can be incorporated.  

The FNP process was run under different process conditions, mainly investigating the effect of inlet 

flow rate and quenching ratio. The known property of the FNP process to decrease the particle size 

while increasing the FR, and so the productivity was one of the reasons for which this encapsulation 

method was selected. Then it was crucial to confirm the validity of such property before proceeding 

to drug loading experiments. 

Upon having identified suitable solvent and process conditions, the produced particles were 

characterized with the scope of highlighting both the particle properties and formation mechanisms. 

The specific experiments conducted for the synthesis and analysis of the PCL nanoparticles are 

reported in the following lines. 

 5.1.1 Nanoparticles preparation 

The nanoparticles were prepared by flash nanoprecipitation in a confined impinging jet mixer. The 

process scheme is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Stream 1 was constituted of water. The pumped volume 
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was the same for each stream and equal to 3 mL. The inlet flow rate was varied between 10 and 80 

mL/min.  In the case of production of PCL nanospheres, Stream 2 was constituted of a PCL solution 

of 6 mg/ml; the solvents were acetone, acetonitrile and THF alternatively. The NPs were collected in 

a vial in which a given amount of water was placed to achieve quenching ratios of 0.12, 0.5, and 1. 

 

 

Figure 5.1. Scheme of the process of nanoparticle production by FNP. 

 

5.1.2 PCL Nanoparticle characterization 

The size of the PCL nanospheres produced with the different solvents was measured by the DLS 

technique. From the study of particle size, the best solvent and operative conditions were selected. 

Further characterization was conducted on the PCL nanospheres produced in the selected conditions.  

 

The SEM analysis was conducted to observe the morphology and shape of the produced species. The 

samples were prepared by dropping the NP suspension on an aluminum stub and letting it dry 

overnight. Upon drying, the samples were metalized with chromium and observed by mean of field 

emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) Zeiss Merlin (Oberkochen, Germany). 
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The ATR-FTIR analysis was conducted on the nanoparticles to test whether the process induces 

modification in the chemical structure of PCL. The thermal properties of the nanoparticles were 

studied by trough TGA and DSC analyses. 

 

5.2 Production of PCL nanospheres in different solvents 

The formation of polymeric nanoparticles by flash nanoprecipitation occurs as a consequence of 

several phenomena that are influenced by the different operating parameters. The particle formation 

mechanism was studied by running some preliminary experiments on the production of plain PCL 

particles. The effect of the process conditions on the particle size was evaluated. Three different 

solvents, i.e. acetone, acetonitrile, and THF were employed. 

5.2.1 Production of particles in acetone 

The effect of the inlet flow rate on the particle size for the initial concentration of PCL of 6 mg/ml 

and QR=1 is shown in Figure 5.2.  

 

Figure 5.2. Effect of inlet flow rate on the particle size for CPCL= 6 mg/ml and QR=1. 

The average diameter of the particles decreased as the flow rate increased. This is mainly due to the 

fact that turbulence inside the reactor increased at higher flow rates. Therefore, mixing was more 

efficient at a higher flow rate allowing a higher extent of nucleation and limiting the growth. Although 
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such a trend is well known from the literature (Lince et al., 2008; Zelenková et al., 2014), it was of 

significant importance to confirm it experimentally. Indeed, the tuning of particle size with flow rate 

is a promising feature to match the gap between pharmaceutical carrier production and textile 

functionalization. The particle size was found to be smaller than the skin pores for all the tested flow 

rates, this makes the necessary quality parameters to be satisfied. Moreover, the possibility of 

increasing FR and, as a consequence, the process productivity (while keeping the particle size low 

and so furtherly improving the product quality) makes this technology worth of further investigation 

for application in dermatological delivery.  

5.2.2 Production of particles in acetonitrile 

Although acetone has proved to be a good solvent for PCL NP production, some experiments were 

run with other solvents to evaluate if interesting performances in terms of particle size control were 

achievable and furtherly increase the versatility of the proposed process. In Figure 5.3, the plots of 

the particle mean diameter as a function of inlet flow rate are reported for formulations with the same 

initial concentration of PCL (6 mg/ml) at varying quenching ratios.  

 

Figure 5.3. Effect of inlet flow rate on the particles size for particles produced with CPCL = 6 mg/ml in 

acetonitrile for different quenching ratios: QR= 1 (red triangle), QR=0.5 (blue square) and QR=0.12 (black 

circle). 
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It was observed acetonitrile (instead of acetone) does not significantly alter the already observed 

inverse proportionality between particle size and flow rate. Moreover, it was also observed that the 

particle size decreased as QR was decreased. The effect of QR was more marked for the lower flow 

rate. Both the effects of FR and QR on the particle size are due to the fact that the nucleation 

phenomenon occurs when the solvent is effectively displaced and the polymer molecules come in 

contact with water. The increase in FR makes the mixing more efficient and leads to the fast formation 

of PCL water interphases and a higher extent of nucleation. For lower flow rates the lower mixing 

efficiency hinders the fast formation of nuclei, in this condition increasing the amount of quenching 

water plays a critical role in promoting effective solvent displacement due to dilution, leading to finer 

particle production. For higher flow rates instead, a good mixing efficiency already promotes the 

solvent displacement and nuclei formation and therefore increasing the quenching water causes less 

significant size decrease. The production of finer particles at lower QR occurs because the addition 

of water in the collection vial freezes the particle growth; furtherly, increasing the amount of dilution 

water, causes the polymer concentration to sharply drop below the range in which the growth is 

thermodynamically favored (recall Figure 2.11). Regarding the particle size, it was possible to 

achieve sufficiently fine particles upon having properly adjusted the operational parameters.  

These results are indeed similar to those published by  Zelenkova et al for the formation of PCL 

nanoparticles produced using acetone (Zelenková et al., 2014). In conclusion, it was demonstrated 

that acetonitrile is a suitable solvent for NP production. This finding displays significant interest also 

because it allows expanding the spectrum of the drugs which can be incorporated in PCL 

nanoparticles by the FNP method to the one soluble in acetonitrile. 

5.2.3 Production of particles in tetrahydrofuran 

The production of PCL nanoparticles in THF was performed similarly to acetonitrile, the particle size 

was measured for different formulations having initial PCL concentration of 6 mg/ml while changing 

the inlet flow rate and the quenching ratio. The results of these trials are represented in Figure 5.4.  It 

can be observed that using THF as a polymer solvent, the obtained nanoparticles do not display a 

clear trend of Dp as a function of FR.  Moreover, the effect of QR is not univocally identified as well, 

indeed while for QR=1 the particles produced are bigger than the ones produced with a QR of 0.5 

and 0.12, between these last two conditions no significant difference was observed for FR of 20 and 

60 mL/min. As the flow rate is increased, the particles sizes for QR = 0.5 becomes either proximate 

to the one with QR = 0.12.  
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Figure 5.4. Effect of inlet flow rate on the particle size for particles produced with CPCL = 6 mg/ml in THF 

for different quenching ratios: QR= 1 (red triangle), QR=0.5 (blue square) and QR=0.12 (black circle). 

Such results can be discussed by taking into account the peculiarities of the different solvents, 

Comparing the characteristics of the solvent-antisolvent it was evidenced that the diffusivity of THF 

in water is 10 times lower if compared to acetone (Donaldson et al., 2016; Hellwege, 1969). 

Moreover, the PCL was estimated to have a higher solubility in THF compared to acetone (Ferri et 

al., 2017). This makes the process of nanoprecipitation of PCL in THF more complex and difficult to 

control. In fact, the lower diffusivities hinder a fast displacement of the solvent. This combined with 

the good solubility of PCL in THF makes more complex to achieve the supersaturation conditions 

and the nuclei formation. Based on these considerations it can be stated that using THF the process 

stability is reduced. In these less stable conditions, the improvement of the mixing efficiency does 

not significantly affect the particle size. The decrease in diameter upon QR increase, observed in 

some cases can instead be ascribed to the inhibition of the growth mechanism previously described. 

The mechanism of PCL particle formation using THF as a solvent is complex and yet to be fully 

understood. Indeed, as reported by Ferri et al. (2017) the consideration of the thermodynamic and 

chemical properties of the solvent and antisolvent couple may not fully describe the phenomena 

occurring in the PCL-THF-Water ternary system. Moreover, no studies about the formation of PCL 

nanoprecipitation in THF by computational tools such as molecular dynamics were reported in the 
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literature as instead it was done for the PCL-acetone-water system   (Di Pasquale et al., 2014). This 

makes the knowledge of the phenomena occurring in the THF based system to be much fuzzier respect 

to the acetone based one. (Ferri et al., 2017), 

5.2.4 Choice of the solvent 

Based on the analyzed literature reports and the preliminary experiments some comparison among 

the different solvents can be made to decide which one is more suitable in the drug loading 

experiments. In Figure 5.5 the particle size of the samples produced with the same initial 

concentration, i.e. 6 mg/ml and same operative conditions, i.e. QR=1 are shown.  

 

 

Figure 5.5. Particle size obtained by using different solvents: acetone (red bar), acetonitrile (black bar) and 

THF blue bar. CPCL = 6 mg/ml and QR=1 

It is noticeable that the solvent displays a remarkable effect on the particle size. Particles produced in 

acetone are finer while the ones produced in acetonitrile and THF are bigger. The effect of the solvent 

on particle size is complex and has to take into account the thermodynamic of mixing of the binary 

mixtures formed between each solvent with water. Recalling the previously conducted discussion and 

the results reported by Ferri et al. (2017), the different sizes obtained with different solvents were 

explained taking into account the diffusivity of water in the three different solvents.    
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The diffusivity of water in acetone is greater than the one in acetonitrile and THF respectively. It is 

noticeable that the higher the diffusivity of water in the solvent, the lower the particle size. Such 

observation can be explained by considering that both mixing and nucleation are promoted if water 

diffuses easily inside the solvent and this leads to smaller particles. To select the proper solvent for 

our applications several factors were taken into account. THF is indeed the worst performing solvent 

among the investigated ones. This consideration is supported not only by observing that the coarsest 

particles are produced in THF but also that no clear correlation between particle size and the operating 

the parameters was identified. Therefore, it is difficult to control particle size by adjusting the flow 

rate, thus frustrating the main purpose for which the FNP was selected as the encapsulation technique. 

In the case of acetonitrile, clear Dp versus FR trends was observed proving that it is a potential 

candidate for the desired application. However, acetone is considered to be the most suitable choice. 

In fact, the finest particle size was achieved by using acetone, furtherly the process of PCL particle 

formation using acetone is very well-known and this provides a solid starting base that is necessary 

to understand the phenomena occurring when different kind of drugs are added to the mixtures. 

Furthermore, acetone has a lower boiling point than acetonitrile, this simplifies the separation 

procedure and permits the solvent removal by evaporation without risking to damage the particle 

structure or the drug activity.  Finally, acetonitrile displays higher acute toxicity than acetone and it 

is more expensive. Considering these aspects acetone was chosen as PCL solvent in the drug loaded 

nanoparticles production.  

5.3 PCL Nanoparticles characterization 

 

For the PCL nanoparticles produced in acetone, some additional analyses were conducted to better 

understand the chemical and structural properties of the polymer before and after the 

nanoprecipitation process. All the analysis was conducted on dried samples of a formulation produced 

with initial PCL concentration of 6 mg/mL processed at FR=20 mL/min with QR=1. In such 

conditions, it was proved that particle size is sufficiently low, however, extremely low sizes were also 

avoided to not complicate the particle separation process by centrifugation. Such conditions were 

proved to allow effective particle separation using reasonable centrifugation times and intensities and 

thus avoiding particles to be damaged in the centrifuge. SEM images of the dried PCL nanoparticles 

are displayed in Figure 5.6. 

From the low magnification images (top pictures) it can be observed that the particles tend to 

agglomerate during drying, forming a film. In the image at 5000 X dark shades are observable, (red 

circles), in this zones the boiling of water bubbles was observed during the analysis. This was due to 
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residual liquid entrapped in the nanoparticles, that suddenly evaporated upon being heated by the 

SEM electron beam. The presence of residual liquid in the nanoparticles was considered to be due to 

the non completed evaporation of water present in the formulation, which was not fully removed 

during the drying procedure. Moreover, considering that PCL is a hygroscopic polymer, it is 

reasonable to assume that the nanoparticle system tends to easily entrap water in its network. 

 

Figure 5.6. SEM images of PCL nanoparticles at different magnifications: 5000 X (top left) 25000 X (top 

right) 50000 X (bottom left) 150000 X (bottom right). 

Increasing magnification (bottom pictures), a cluster of particles with spherical shape was observed. 

Although it is difficult to univocally assess the morphology of the obtained products due to the high 

extent of aggregation, SEM images provide clear proof that spherical nanoparticles were obtained. 

Lastly, by observing the highest magnification images, it can be seen that the nanoparticles have 

similar diameters to the one measured by DLS, thus corroborating the results obtained by the latter 

analysis. 
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From the SEM analysis of the pure PCL analysis, it was, therefore, possible to conclude that, from 

the nanoprecipitation process, spherical shaped particles were obtained; these particles had size 

consistent with the one measure by DLS. Highlights on the drying mechanism were obtained, it was 

confirmed that the particles tend to significantly aggregate during the drying and that water is 

entrapped in the dried product. 

The chemical structure of the obtained PCL nanoparticles was analyzed by ATR-FTIR to investigate 

the possible chemical changes occurring on the polymer structure upon the nanoprecipitation process. 

The ATR-FTIR spectrum of the PCL NP and raw PCL are reported in Figure 5.7 while the 

characteristic absorption bands are reported in Table 5.1.  

  

Figure 5.7. Infrared spectrum of the raw PCL (black curve) and PCL NPs (red curve). 

The PCL nanoparticles display an infrared spectrum similar to the one of the pristine PCL. The NPs 

spectrum shows two medium intensity peaks are present at 2943 and 2864 cm-1 which correspond to 
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the asymmetric and the symmetric stretching vibration of the C-H bonds in the macromolecule 

skeleton. A strong absorbance peak is observed at 1721 cm-1 where the stretching vibration of the 

C=O bond in the ester group is commonly observed. Peaks connected to the bending vibration of the 

C-H bonds were observed at 1472, 1396, 1367 cm-1. Further absorption bands peculiar of the 

stretching of C-O were observed at 1292, 1238, 1105, 1065, 1045 cm-1.  

 

Table 5.1.  Characteristic absorption bands of the raw PCL and PCL NPs. 

 

Wavenumber (cm-1) Attribution 

Raw PCL PCL NP  

2943 2943 Asymmetric C-H stretching 

vibration 

2865 2864 Symmetric C-H stretching 

vibration 

1720 1721 Stretching vibrations of 

C=O bond in esters groups 

1472, 1395, 1364 1472, 1396, 1367 Bending vibrations of C-H 

1292, 1238, 1105, 1065, 1045 1294, 1241, 1107, 1064,1046 Stretching vibrations of C-O 

 

Comparing the characteristic absorption peaks of the PCL nanoparticles with one of the raw PCL, it 

is possible to notice that no significant changes in the characteristic absorption wavenumber have 

occurred. In fact, only small peak shifts were reported (about 2-3 cm-1). These minor peak shifts 

observed were interpreted taking into account the presence of water in the NPs already observed 

during SEM analysis. The interaction of water with the functional groups in the polymer chains by 

hydrogen bond was considered responsible for the minimal differences among the two spectra. The 

infrared analysis proved that during FNP the PCL does not undergo significant chemical modification 
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as it is expected from the fact that throughout the nanoparticle formation process the PCL is only 

dissolved and precipitated without reacting with the other species involved. 

The thermal properties of the PCL nanoparticles were investigated by and TGA analyses. The DSC 

thermogram of the raw polymer and the polymeric nanoparticles are plotted in Figure 5.8 while the 

main thermal events observed are listed in Table 5.2.  

 

Figure 5.8. DSC thermogram of raw PCL (black curve) and PCL NPs (red curve) for the second heating ramp. 

The DSC curves of the raw PCL and the PCL nanoparticles own similar shapes. The main thermal 

event observed is the endothermic peak attributed to the PCL melting between 50 and 60 °C. Overall 

no significant peaks in the melting temperature were observed. It was observed a marked decrease in 

the enthalpy of fusion as well as the crystallinity degree of the nanoparticles sample. Such a 

phenomenon is explained considering that during the nanoprecipitation process, the polymer 

molecules are precipitated in a very short time, which does not allow the macromolecules to 

reassemble in a crystalline state. The crystalline fraction observed in the nanoparticles is attributed to 

the primary nuclei which crystallize at the beginning of the FNP process as a consequence of the 

supersaturation.  
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Table 5.2. List of the thermal events observed during the DSC analysis of PCL NPs. 

Sample PCL PCL NP 

 

ΔHfus (J/g) 

 

-60.8 -10.8 

 

Tfus, onset (°C) 

 

51.8 52.1 

 

Tfus, peak (°C) 

 

55.9 54.3 

 

Χc (%) 

 

43.7 

 

7.8 

 

 

In Figure 5.9 the results of the TGA analysis of PCL NPs are reported, the main data obtained from 

the analysis are listed in Table 5.3. 

The TGA curves of the PCL nanoparticles display a shape similar to one of the pristine polymer. The 

main difference observed among the two samples is the onset temperature of the thermal degradation 

process, which, in the case of PCL NPs occurred at a lower temperature. The decrease in the 

degradation onset was attributed to a decrease in the polymer molecular weight, in accordance with 

the results reported by Persenaire et al. (2001). Considering that, the FNP process was not reported 

to cause depolymerization, the reason for the MW decrease in the NPs sample was attributed to the 

storage conditions. It was taken into account that between the particle production and the thermal 

analysis 2-3 days passed to assure the complete drying of the particles. During this time the PCL NP 

sample was likely to be subject to the attack of the microorganisms normally present in the laboratory 

environment. Indeed PCL can be de easily degraded by these microorganisms, moreover being 

nanostructured, higher surface area was available for the bacterial attack (Woodruff and Hutmacher, 

2010). Thereafter, the MW loss was attributed to a partial PCL biodegradation occurring during the 

time between the nanoparticle synthesis and thermal analysis. This MW decrease due to partial 

biodegradation was also considered to be in part responsible for the lower crystallinity degree of the 

NP sample observed by the DSC analysis.  
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Figure 5.9. TGA analysis of PCL (black curve) and PCL NPs (red curve). TG curve (top) and the first 

derivative of the TG curve (bottom). 
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Table 5.3. List of the thermal data obtained from the TGA analysis of PCL NPs. 

 

Sample 

T5% (°C) Tmax (°C) MMLR (%/°C) Residue at 700 °C (%) 

 

PCL 

 

324 

 

409 

 

2.1 

 

1 

 

PCL NP 298 414 1.8 0 

 

 

Overall, in the present chapter the results regarding the formation of PCL nanospheres by the FNP 

methods were reported. The effects of the solvent and of the operating paramenters on the particle 

size were assessed. Moreover, the different characterization conducted provided insights on the 

particles physical, chemical and morphological properties.  
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Chapter 6. Preliminary study on drug encapsulation and release: 

melatonin as a case study  

6.1. Scope of the study  

The flash nanoprecipitation method was verified to be effective in producing PCL nanospheres with 

a suitable size for transdermal application. The FNP technique was then inquired for its applicability 

in the context of biofunctional textile production. Therefore, some preliminary investigations were 

conducted to test the drug encapsulation, the textile finishing and the transdermal release properties 

of the obtained materials. Overall, this research line aimed to verify whether the proposed approaches 

are suitable for the production of biofunctional textiles by means of a proof of concept study.  

For this preliminary set of experiments, melatonin was chosen as the model drug to be tested. 

Melatonin is known to have partially hydrophobic behavior, it is however also slightly soluble in 

water. These characteristics make melatonin ideally suitable both for encapsulation by a solvent 

displacement method and for transdermal release. Indeed, as previously discussed, poorly water 

soluble substances are known to be easily encapsulated by solvent displacement methods since they 

cannot diffuse in the antisolvent and so tend to partition inside the core of the polymeric particle. 

Concerning transdermal release, it is known that, to effectively cross the epidermis, a substance 

should have a hydrophobic character. However, the drug should have a partial hydrophilic character 

to diffuse through the dermis and reach the systemic circulation. So the substances with a partially 

hydrophilic and partially hydrophobic behavior are the ones that can more easily overcome the skin 

barrier. 

Since melatonin has the ideal hydrophilicity characteristics it was selected for these preliminary proof 

of concept experiments. Indeed the fact that the proposed system works with melatonin was identified 

as a necessary condition for it to work also with markedly hydrophilic and hydrophobic drugs. 

Furtherly, the preliminary results obtained for melatonin were considered of significant importance 

to develop improved methodologies for synthesis and analysis of caffeine and curcumin based 

biofunctional materials.  

To summarize, the scope of the present preliminary study consisted of developing synthesis methods 

for melatonin loaded nanoparticle suspensions. The produced NPs were employed for the 

functionalization of cotton fabric whose transdermal release ability was evaluated by the Franz cell 

test. The specific methodologies used are here described in major detail. 
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6.1.1 Nanoparticles preparation 

For the production of melatonin loaded nanoparticles, the drug was dissolved in the acetone 

solution together with PCL. Water was used as the antisolvent. PCL was dissolved at a 

concentration from 6 to 25 mg/mL while melatonin concentrations ranged between 4.56 and 36 

mg/mL. The nomenclature of the formulation indicates the initial concentration of PCL and 

melatonin used in the preparation, and this codification was adopted throughout the manuscript 

for all preparations. As an example, the name PCL6MEL36 indicates a formulation obtained using 

6 mg/mL of PCL and 36 mg/mL of melatonin. Furtherly, the formulation were also described in 

terms of drug to polymer mass ratio (MR), the latter parameter is defined in equation 6.1. 

      𝐌𝐑 =
𝒎𝒅𝒓𝒖𝒈,𝒊𝒏

𝒎𝒑𝒐𝒍,𝒊𝒏
;                            (6.1) 

Where 𝒎𝒅𝒓𝒖𝒈,𝒊𝒏 and 𝒎𝒑𝒐𝒍,𝒊𝒏 are the initial mass of drug and polymer fed to mixer respectively. 

The nanoparticles were collected in the glass vial where 4 mL of water was placed to achieve a 

QR=1.  

6.1.2 Characterization of the nanoparticles suspension 

The particle size and Zeta potential of the formulations were measured by DLS technique. The zeta 

potential analysis was conducted on particle formulations having an initial polymer concentration of 

6 mg/mL and melatonin concentration varying from 4.56 to 36 mg/mL.  

 

The LC and EE were evaluated by an indirect protocol, as described in Chapter 3. The suspensions 

were placed in a rotary evaporator at 45 °C, under vacuum for 15 minutes, to remove acetone; then, 

it was centrifuged for 10 minutes at 19700 g and the liquid phase was finally separated from the solid 

NPs.  0.1 ml supernatant sample was diluted in 50 ml of water, filtered through a 0.2 µm cellulose 

syringe filter and analyzed via UV-Vis spectroscopy. EE and LC were calculated by quantification 

of free melatonin in the supernatant by mean of the UV/Vis spectrophotometer. The formulations on 

which it was run the LC and EE test are listed in Table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1. List of the formulations produced. 

Sample name 

Melatonin 

concentration 

(mg/mL) 

PCL 

concentration 

(mg/mL) 

MR 

PCL6MEL4.56 4.56 6.00 0.76 

PCL6MEL36 36.00 6.00 6.00 

PCL25MEL4.56 4.56 25.00 0.18 

PCL25MEL36 36.00 25.00 1.44 

 

6.1.3. Fabric functionalization and testing 

Knitted cotton fabrics (100% cotton, Nm 30/1, single jersey) were scoured at 95 °C for 30 min in a 4 

mg/ml Na2CO3 water solution and rinsed under tap water for 10 min to remove impurities and waxes. 

Thereafter, the fabrics were functionalized by imbibition. A volume of 0.5 mL of freshly prepared 

nanoparticles suspension was distributed on a 2.5-cm diameter fabric disk. The suspension was added 

dropwise, taking care that each drop was completely absorbed by the fabric and that any leakage of 

the suspension from the textile was not occurring, thus assuring a controlled amount of the active 

substance to be deposited onto the fabric. After the desired suspension volume was delivered to the 

fabric, the samples were dried in standard textile laboratory conditions (20°C and 65% RH) for 8 

hours. The textile sample produced was named based on the NP formulation employed. As an 

example, COT-PCL6MEL36 indicates cotton fabrics functionalized with the PCL6MEL36 nanoparticle 

formulation. 

To assess the effectiveness of the finishing treatments the fabric surface morphology was examined 

by a Leica Electron Optics 435 VP scanning electron microscope (Cambridge, UK) with an 

acceleration voltage of 15 kV, a current probe of 400 pA and a working distance of 20 mm. The 

samples were mounted on aluminum specimen stubs and sputter-coated with gold in a rarefied argon 

atmosphere using an Emitech K550 Sputter Coater with a 20 mA current for 240 s. 

The capability of functionalized fabrics to release the active principle was tested in vitro using single 

port Franz diffusion cells. The system was characterized by a 12-ml acceptor compartment and a 

contact surface of 1.8 cm² was used. The acceptor compartment was filled with pH 7.4 phosphate 

buffer solution kept at a temperature of 33°C by a heating jacket. The skin mimicking membrane was 
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boiled for 60 minutes to remove glycerol or any other additives and enhance wettability; finally, the 

fabric patches were placed over the membranes in the donor compartment and sealed over the 

membrane by a clamp. A drop of acceptor solution was drawn on the fabric sample to ensure contact 

with the membrane and mimick sweat. Samples of the acceptor fluid were withdrawn at a fixed time 

interval and analyzed by spectrophotometry; after withdrawal, an equal volume of fresh PBS solution 

was replaced into the cell. Melatonin's release data were fitted by Zero-Order, First-Order, Higuchi, 

Hixon-Crowell and Baker-Lonsdale models. The regression was performed by interpolating the data 

of the curve until the plateau in the cumulative release was reached. The coefficient of determination 

(R2) was used to discriminate the best fitting model. 

 

6.2 Production of Melatonin loaded PCL nanoparticles  

The nanoparticles were characterized in terms of size, zeta potential, loading capacity and 

encapsulation efficiency. It was tested whether the proposed methodology displayed effective 

incorporation of the active principle. Moreover, it was elucidated how the addition of drugs to 

formulation affected the properties of the PCL nanoparticles.  

6.2.1 Particles size and zeta potential  

Particle size was measured for different batches produced at different flow rates. The results obtained 

for the formulation PCL6MEL12 are reported in Figure 6.1. It can be observed that the particle 

diameter decreased dramatically as the inlet flow rate was increased. A sharp decrease in the particle 

diameter was observed up to a value of 40 mL/min, above which the NP size tended to reach an 

asymptotic value of about 280 nm. This trend is analogous to the one observed and discussed in 

Chapter 5 dealing with the formation of PCL nanospheres. Moreover, these observed trends are 

consistent with the ones found in the literature for the preparation of nanoparticles by the FNP 

technique both by experimental and numerical approaches (Chow et al., 2014; Gavi et al., 2007).  
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Figure 6.1. Mean particle diameter for different flow rates for the PCL6MEL12 formulation. 

Therefore, it was verified that the addition of the drug in the formulation does not compromise the 

possibility of reducing particle size in accordance with the previously found results (Ferri et al., 2017). 

To minimize the diameter as required for transdermal applications, further experiments were 

conducted at 80 mL/min, namely, the value above which NP size was leveled off. 

Given that the amount of drug dissolved in the solvent may affect particle formation mechanism, the 

effect of formulation parameters, i.e. the PCL and the Melatonin initial concentration were studied. 

In Figure 6.2 the particle size for the different formulations was shown. The increase of either polymer 

or melatonin concentration causes an increase in the particle size. Such an increase was found to be 

dependent on the melatonin concentration if PCL concentration was kept constant. Moreover, the 

increase in particle size versus melatonin concentration was steeper for the higher polymer 

concentrations. Thus the two factors were observed to act synergistically in displaying a diameter 

increase. 
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Figure 6.2. Particle size versus inlet PCL and melatonin concentration for samples produced at FR= 80 

mL/min at different PCL concentrations: CPCL=6 mg/mL (blue circles), CPCL=10 mg/mL (red triangles) and 

25 mg/mL (black diamonds). 

The impact of polymer concentration on the diameter of the particles is a well known phenomenon. 

Indeed, high polymer concentration determines the increase of the number of macromolecules that 

could assemble over the formed nuclei. Concerning the effects of melatonin addition, it is reasonable 

that the observed increase of particle size could be due to the loading of the active substance into the 

particles.  

From the investigation of particle size, it was evidenced that it was possible to tune particle size both 

by adjusting the formulation and the operating parameters. In this way, particles with sizes ranging 

from 300 nm to a few micrometers were obtained.  

Observing the values of zeta potential reported in Figure 6.3. it is noticeable that, upon the addition 

of the drug, the Zp tends to increase (becoming less negative). Although it is not possible to identify 

a clear trend Zp as a function of Cmel, it is clear that the colloidal stability of the particles decreased 

upon melatonin addition. Therefore, it is also possible to correlate the particle size increase with 
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aggregation phenomena that may be more significant when melatonin is added to the system. Surface 

charge increase is explained by taking into account the melatonin chemical structure. Indeed, the 

molecule has an amino group that can undergo protonation in the aqueous environment, thus the 

presence of this molecule on the particles surface, or in the liquor (as free drug) would be responsible 

for the zeta potential increase.  

  

Figure 6.3. Zeta potential of formulations with PCL 6 mg/ml and different melatonin concentrations (Black 

bars) and for pure PCL (Red line). 

 

6.6.2 Drug incorporation study 

The effective drug incorporation was evaluated by calculating the loading capacity and encapsulation 

efficiency of different formulations with different mean diameters, the results are plotted in Figure 

6.4. High process yields were always achieved, leading to the minimum depletion of the active 

substance during nanoparticle production. This result is because aqueous solubility of melatonin is 

not particularly high (∼2.5 mg/mL) (Kandimalla et al., 1999). Samples produced with low initial 
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melatonin concentration presented the lowest EE.  Also, this result should be interpreted taking into 

account the drug solubility in water that, even though it is low, is not negligible. Therefore, some 

melatonin is transferred and dissolved in water during the flash precipitation process and this amount 

is in percentage more relevant for low initial melatonin concentration. It can then be concluded that 

in the case of slightly hydrophobic drugs, due to low water solubility, the FNP methods display high 

but not full incorporation of the active substance. Similar results and encapsulation mechanisms were 

reported for doxorubicin, a drug with a LogP value of 1.3, thus close to the one melatonin 1.15 (Tam 

et al., 2016).  

 

 

Figure 6.4. Values of EE (red bar) and LC (blue bar) on the primary y-axis and of mean diameter (black 

triangles) on the secondary y-axis for the different formulations. 

It is also observed that a slight increase in EE occurs upon increasing the MR. Especially higher 

values of EE are displaced when the formulation contained a melatonin concentration approaching 
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the saturation level   (Li et al., 2017). The high values of EE of such formulation are then explained 

taking into account two possible phenomena. Firstly, being the initial melatonin in acetone solution 

quite close to the saturation point, a fast mixing with the antisolvent causes a higher level of 

supersaturation, thus the nucleation of melatonin molecules together with the polymer one and 

improving the extent of encapsulation. Secondly, it is considered that being partially hydrophilic, 

melatonin partition between the polymer and liquor. Therefore, with high initial melatonin 

concentration, a small percentage of the initial melatonin concentration can easily saturate the liquor 

solution, while the rest remains inside the polymeric matrix. These proposed incorporation 

mechanisms were found to be consistent with the one previously reported  (Chow et al., 2014).  

The loading capacity was instead found to be more strongly dependent on the drug-to-polymer mass 

ratio. This correlation is explained considering the previously described encapsulation mechanisms 

and recalling the definition of EE and LC. Assuming that the polymer undergoes complete 

precipitation, which is a reasonable assumption because of the scarce solubility of PCL in water 

acetone mixtures (Bordes et al., 2010; Ferri et al., 2017), Equation 3.2 and 3.3 can be re-written as: 

𝐿𝐶 =
𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑔,𝑒𝑛

𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑙,𝑖𝑛+ 𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑔,𝑒𝑛
     and    𝐸𝐸 =

𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑔,𝑒𝑛

𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑔,𝑖𝑛
 ; 

By solving Equation 3.3 for 𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑔,𝑒𝑛 and substituting in Equation 3.2 it is obtained: 

𝐿𝐶 =
𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑔,𝑖𝑛×𝐸𝐸

𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑙,𝑖𝑛+ 𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑔,𝑖𝑛×𝐸𝐸
; 

And by dividing all the terms for 𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑙,𝑖𝑛: 

      𝐿𝐶 =
𝑀𝑅×𝐸𝐸

1+ 𝑀𝑅×𝐸𝐸
;                            (6.2) 

From Equation 6.1 it can be observed that, for a given value of EE, LC is a function of the MR. This 

property is of particular interest since it allowed to achieve the desired drug content in the nanoparticle 

formulations by adjusting the initial formulation. Finally, it was observed that EE and LC are 

independent of the diameter of the particles.                                                            

To conclude, the investigation of LC and EE proved the effective incorporation of melatonin in PCL 

nanoparticles, which is indeed a necessary requisite to proceed to the textile finishing. Proving 

effective incorporation of the drug in the particles also provided a better understanding of the increase 

of particle size upon melatonin addition.   
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6.3 Fabric finishing and in drug release studies 

 

Cotton fabrics were impregnated with the nanoparticles formulation. For the imbibition experiments, 

four formulations were selected. The first two, namely PCL25MEL4.56 and PCL25MEL36 characterized 

by high polymer concentration and micrometric size (853 and 2316 nm respectively). The other two 

formulations, i.e. PCL6MEL4.56 and PCL6MEL36 were prepared using lower concentration and were 

characterized by lower diameter (260 and 378 respectively). The choice of these specific formulations 

aimed to investigate the quality of functionalization using particles of different sizes, particularly 

above and below the 450 nm limit of skin mimicking membrane pore size.  

     

Figure 6.5. SEM image of treated cotton. On top sample COT-PCL25MEL4.56 at 500 X (top left picture, 

scale bare of 10 µm) and 2000X (top left picture, scale bare of 10 µm). On the bottom sample COT-

PCL25MEL36 at 200 X (top left picture, scale bare of 20 µm) and 200. 

The fabrics obtained upon NP applications were observed by SEM to investigate NPs adhesion on 

the fibers and understand the interaction of the particles with the structure of cotton fibers. In Figure 
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6.5 the SEM images of the samples obtained upon functionalization with bigger size particles, i.e. 

COT-PCL25MEL4.56 and COT-PCL25MEL36 are shown. 

Observing sample COT-PCL25MEL4.56 (Figure 6.5 Top) the surface of the fibers appears to be mostly 

covered with polymer aggregates which tend to form a film. In the lower magnification image (Figure 

6.5 top left) some particles are observed in the background. These latter are attached to the outer 

surface of the cotton fibers. Similarly, sample COT-PCL25MEL36 showed a few particles to be present 

on the fibers in low magnification image (Figure 6.5 bottom left); while observing the sample at 

higher magnification (Figure 6.5 bottom left) a polymer film appears to be covering the fiber. 

The SEM images of the samples PCL6MEL4.56 and PCL6MEL36 are reported in Figure 6.6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. 6. SEM image of treated cotton. On top sample COT-PCL6MEL4.56 at 2000 X (top left picture, 

scale bare of 3 µm) and 6000X (top left picture, scale bare of 1 µm). On the bottom sample COT-PCL6MEL36 

at 1000 X (top left picture, scale bare of 10 µm) and 4000X 
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Overall, the fabric samples functionalized with small particles display different morphology with 

respect to big ones. In both cases, the nanosized particles are hosted inside the cavities of the bean-

shaped structure of the cotton fiber. Inside the structure of the fibers, the particles have maintained 

their characteristic spherical shape, even if significant aggregation had occurred. This latter 

phenomenon is known to occur to the particles during the drying as it was observed in the preliminary 

investigation about the PCL nanospheres morphology (Figure 5.5).  

Overall the SEM analysis highlighted the interaction of the finishing with the fabrics. First of all, it 

was proved that the proposed finishing treatment leads to the effective functionalization of the 

textiles. Secondly, two mainly different morphologies were observed, upon functionalization with 

particle formulations of different sizes. When particles with a diameter in microscale were used the 

fibers appeared to be covered with a polymeric film and spherical species were rarely observed. 

Oppositely, employing nanosized particles, these were hosted inside the fiber structure and kept their 

spherical shape. These morphologies are due to the fact the finer particles can more easily access the 

interior part of the fiber; once in the core of the fiber they are more protected from the external 

environment and they keep their spherical shape. Oppositely, coarser particles cannot easily diffuse 

inside the fabric core and thus tend to interact more with the outer part of the fiber surface. In this 

part of the fiber, they are more sensitive to the external environment and have a higher tendency to 

collapse in a polymer film.  

Even if aggregation among the particles was observed to occur, it is worth noticing that the 

nanoparticles supported on the fabrics surface (Figure 6.6) show less significant aggregation if 

compared with the raw PCL particles, which were observed to drastically collapse and almost lose 

their spherical structure during drying (Figure 5.5). The fact that these formulations can better hold 

their structure upon being dropped and dried on the fabrics hints that the fabrics can effectively 

support and protect these carriers from collapsing during drying.  

6.3.1. In vitro Franz cell test 

The cumulative drug released for the different formulations is plotted in Figure 6.7. For each 

formulation, the cumulative drug released was normalized over the total amount of active substance 

collected in the acceptor compartment during the test.    

 

Observing the cumulative release curves of the four samples it emerges that two samples, namely 

COT-PCL25MEL4.56 and COT-PCL6MEL4.56 exhibited fast release kinetics reaching a plateau within 
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Figure 6. 7. Cumulative release curves for the functionalized patches. 

150 minutes. Oppositely, samples COT-PCL25MEL36 and COT-PCL6MEL36 were able to release the 

drug for a prolonged time, indeed the total amount of drug was released over 500 minutes. Such a 

difference in the characteristic release times between the two couples of samples is due to the 

significantly different melatonin concentrations in the formulation, and so to the higher melatonin 

quantities onto the fabrics. Considering that differences in drug concentration is the driving force that 

makes the mass transfer to occur, higher initial drug concentrations make this driving force higher. 

The release phenomenon goes on until the driving force lowers to the point at which an equilibrium 

of concentration between donor and acceptor compartment is reached. Therefore, longer times are 

required for the system to reach equilibrium with high drug concentration.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Sample name Label Dp (nm) LC (%) 

COT-PCL6MEL4.56 ■ 260 40 

COT-PCL25MEL4.56 ♦ 853 13 

COT-PCL25MEL36 ▲ 2316 56 

COT-PCL6MEL36 ● 378 84 
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Comparing the release curves of the two samples produced with lower melatonin concentration it is 

observed that COT-PCL6MEL4.56 displays a faster drug release respect to COT-PCL25MEL4.56. These 

results are ascribed to the different characteristics of the particles used for the fabric imbibition. 

Indeed, the formulation PCL6MEL4.56 was characterized by a lower size. Being the particles smaller 

than the pores of the membrane used in the Franz cell experiment, the NPs were capable of crossing 

the membrane and release the drug. Oppositely, having PCL6MEL4.56 size above the membrane pores, 

the particles cannot cross the membrane. The release of melatonin then must occur through the 

diffusion of the drug from the textile substrate and then by the crossing of the skin mimicking 

membrane by the drug molecules. Taking into consideration the LC of these two formulations, it is 

noticeable that the one with higher drug content displays faster release kinetics. This is attributed to 

a combination of the higher LC and small Dp, in facts, being the particles small they can easily cross 

the membrane and having higher LC they can deliver the melatonin dosage very fast reaching soon 

the equilibrium concentration.  

 

Focusing on the comparison between the samples with a higher amount of melatonin, i.e. COT-

PCL25MEL36 and COT-PCL6MEL36, it is noted that the latter samples display the slowest release 

kinetics. This result is interpreted taking into account the particular properties of the formulation 

PCL6MEL36. Indeed, these NPs had a characteristic size comparable to one of the skin mimicking 

membrane. This led the particles to partly cross the membrane and partly get stuck inside its pores. 

Moreover, taking into consideration the high loading content of this formulation, the particles stuck 

inside the membrane pores can act as a reservoir system with high drug delivery capability. Then the 

release mechanism hypothesized for this specific sample consists of a first step in which the nanosized 

particles migrate to the membrane and a second one in which the particles stuck inside the membrane 

keep releasing the drug. Being the LC high, the same is the time required to release the drug contained 

inside the structure of the particles leading to slow and controlled release kinetics. 

 

Overall from the analysis of the release curves, it can be concluded that the factor that mostly affected 

the kinetics of drug release was the initial concentration of melatonin which is known to determine 

the driving force of mass transfer phenomena. Thereafter, the properties of the nanoparticles, mainly 

the particle size and the LC, impact drug release kinetics allowing to observe different effects for a 

given level of initial drug concentration. 

 

The release curves were fitted using the semi-empirical models presented in Chapter 3; the correlation 

coefficients of every model are listed in Table 6.2. It can be observed that the best fittings are achieved 
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for the diffusion based models, such as first-order, Higuchi and Baker-Lonsdale. The poor fitting of 

the Hixon Crowell model is consistent with PCL long degradation kinetics, which makes polymer 

erosion negligible in the time of the release test.  

Among the three diffusion based models, the best fitting model is the Baker and Lonsdale one. The 

latter was derived for drug diffusing from a spherical matrix, it is then not surprising it most accurately 

describes the release from the nanospherical system. It of interest to notice that regardless of the 

different properties of the formulations (such as particle size and loading capacity) the best fitting 

model was always found to be the Baker and Lonsdale one. This shows that the incorporated drug in 

a spherical matrix affects mostly the release kinetics. Such an observation is indeed consistent with 

the characteristics of the samples analyzed and the properties of the models selected for data fitting 

(Peppas and Narasimhan, 2014). 

 

Table 6.2. Coefficients of determination (R2) values for release data fitting. 

 
Zero 

order 

First 

order 
Higuchi 

Hixon-

Crowell 

Baker-

Lonsdale 

COT-PCL6MEL4.56 0.33 0.94 0.88 0.79 0.97 

COT-PCL6MEL36 0.63 0.90 0.97 0.82 0.99 

COT-PCL25MEL4.56 -0.46 0.71 0.65 0.45 0.94 

COT-PCL25MEL36 0.84 0.95 0.98 0.92 0.99 

 

By knowing the initial amount of melatonin deposited onto the fabric, the percentage of drug released 

from the fabric was calculated at the end of the Franz Cell test, these results are reported in Figure 

6.8.  

Above all, it is observed that for all the fabric samples less than half of the loaded drug was effectively 

released. The percentage of drug release was found to be similar for all the investigated samples with 

values between 34 and 39%. Slightly higher values of the released drug were observed for samples 

COT-PCL6MEL4.56 and COT-PCL6MEL36, these samples were characterized by small particle size. 

This shows that incorporating the drug in nanometric size particles leads to an effective enhancement 

of the transdermal penetration.  
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Figure 6.8. Amount of melatonin released respect to the theoretical amount on the fabric. 

For all tested samples, the highest percentage of the drug was not released from the textile. This 

finding evidenced that the release of the active species from the biofunctional textile structure is a 

critical step that significantly affects the overall release phenomena. As evidenced by in the literature 

a good contact between the fabric is a necessary condition for the nanocarrier to be released toward 

the membrane (Martí et al., 2011). Furtherly it is also important to have a transfer medium that allows 

the drug diffusion, this is generally done by wetting the fabrics at the beginning of the release test 

(Rubio et al., 2010).  This commonly adopted strategy ensure that diffusion phenomena occur in the 

liquid state and so in relatively short times. However, as the Franz cell test goes on, the liquid at the 

interface between the fabric and the skin mimicking membrane tends to evaporate. Upon drying, the 

mass transfer phenomena occurring are limited to the diffusion in the solid state, which is known to 

occur over a very long time (Bird et al., 1979). This causes the drug elution from the textile to be 

stopped. The amount of drug released will then be limited to a small part of the total amount deposited 

onto the fabric.  

 

To conclude, the Franz cell experiments provided insights on the drug release performances of the 

proposed biofunctional textiles. All the treated samples exhibited a controlled drug release kinetics 

fitted at best by the Baker and Lonsdale model, as expected from a drug delivery device that exploits 

spherical carriers. The peculiar properties of the particle formulations showed an impact on both the 
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time for which the active delivery went on and on the controlled dosage. The nanometric size carriers 

allowed higher delivery of the active principle thanks to their ability to overcome the skin mimicking 

membrane.   
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Part III final remarks 

Preliminary studies were conducted to test the validity of the proposed approaches in the context of 

biofunctional textile preparation. This was done by firstly validating an FNP protocol for the 

production of PCL nanoparticles. Thereafter the drug loading and the textile finishing were 

investigated.  

Concerning the production protocol of PCL nanospheres three different solvents i.e. acetone, 

acetonitrile and THF were tested. By conducting experiments with acetone, experiments reported in 

the literature were replicated, obtaining particles with a suitable size for the dermatological 

application. Moreover, it was confirmed that the increase in the inlet flow rate leads to a decrease in 

the particle size. Similar trends were observed when acetonitrile was used as the solvent for PCL. 

Oppositely such trends were not verified when THF was employed. Finally, among the three solvents 

acetone was selected for particle production. It was indeed confirmed to produce particles with the 

lowest diameter. Moreover, acetone has lower toxicity respect to acetonitrile and THF. 

Further characterization on the PCL nanoparticles evidenced that the chemical structure of the 

polymer does not undergo significant changes during the particle formation process. The 

morphological analysis confirmed that the produced carriers own a spherical shape. A significant 

tendency to aggregate during the drying was observed, moreover, it was observed that the NP network 

tends to incorporate water in its structure during drying.  

The intermediately hydrophilic substance melatonin was employed for the preliminary loading 

experiments. The addition of the drug to the formulation was not observed to change the mechanisms 

of decreasing particle size while increasing the flow rate. Moreover, it was observed that adjusting 

the initial polymer and drug concentration allowed to produce particles with size ranging from a few 

hundreds of nanometers to a pair of micrometers.  Melatonin was incorporated in the PCL 

nanostructures with encapsulation efficiency between 80% and 90%. The high but not total 

incorporation of the active was ascribed to the partition of active molecules between the particles and 

the liquor as expected from a partially hydrophilic drug. The LC was observed to strongly depend on 

the drug to polymer mass ratio. 

The NPs formulations were used for the cotton fabrics functionalization. The SEM analysis was 

employed to assess the effectiveness of the finishing treatment. It was evidenced that carriers were 

successfully attached to the fiber surface. In particular, it was observed that the formulation with 

small particle diameter displayed a tendency to be incorporated into the interior part of cotton fiber 

bean like structure while coarser particles did not. 
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The Franz cell release experiments proved that the biofunctional textile can effectively act as a 

transdermal delivery system. For all the analyzed samples controlled release kinetics, the Baker-

Lonsdale model was fitted at best among semiempirical kinetics models. For all the samples, less 

than half of the initial dosage was release. Particularly, it was evidenced that particles with a size 

lower than the pores of the skin mimicking membrane lead to an enhancement of the transdermal 

delivery. 
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Part IV  Encapsulation of hydrophilic and hydrophobic active 

principles 
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Chapter 7. Caffeine, the incorporation of a hydrophilic substance by 

the FNP method. 

7.1 Scope of the study  

In this chapter the results concerning the preparation of caffeine loaded PCL nanoparticles are 

presented and discussed. The present research aims to test the feasibility of incorporating a 

hydrophilic substance such as caffeine through the FNP technique. Furtherly, the scope of this study 

is to develop a caffeine nanoformulations with suitable properties for dermatological applications. As 

more deeply reported in Chapter 4, caffeine aroused significant interest in the field of dermatology; 

therefore, the successful nanoencapsulation of this drug was considered as a potential advancement 

in the context of dermatological posologies.  

The encapsulation of hydrophilic substances by FNP is a scarcely tackled issue in the literature and 

the present study delivered novel insights. In a recent review by Martinez Rivas et al. (2017), it was 

clearly stated that one of the actual limitations of the nanoprecipitation method is its scarce suitability 

for the encapsulation of hydrophilic molecules. In fact, the use of water as the antisolvent greatly 

promotes the drug to dissolve in the liquor rather than being incorporated in the polymer spheres. In 

the last few years, a limited number of studies proposed the use of FNP for the incorporation of 

partially hydrophilic drugs such as doxorubicin (Tam et al., 2016). However, the incorporation of a 

strongly hydrophilic substance such as caffeine (logP=-0.55) was not deeply inquired.  

 

Besides the primary aim of testing FNP application to the encapsulation of a hydrophilic substance, 

the present research proposed a novel method for caffeine carriers production. Indeed, caffeine 

encapsulation was proposed in the literature to better control the burst release typical of such a 

hydrophilic drug (Puglia et al., 2016; Rodrigues et al., 2016) through the use of liposomes (Budai, 

2013; Chorilli et al., 2013), and polymeric nanoparticles (Yew and Misran, 2016). However, the 

scientific literature also highlighted that caffeine encapsulation efficiency higher than 30% was rarely 

achieved using the above-mentioned carriers, whichever the encapsulation method adopted. Thus, 

caffeine encapsulation is a challenging issue to be tackled.  

 

In the here proposed approach, two FNP protocols were proposed, i.e. using either acetone or water 

as drug solvent. The effects of caffeine addition on particle size were evaluated, thereafter, the EE 

and LC were measured both by the direct and indirect method. The effect of the caffeine solvent on 

the structure of the particles was evaluated as well as the drug release kinetics. Upon having identified 
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the formulation with the most suitable properties for dermal applications, it was characterized in terms 

of antioxidant activity.   

Taking into account the results obtained and the drawn consideration from the preliminary 

experiments, the experimental protocols for the nanoparticle synthesis and analyses were adjusted as 

described in the following paragraphs.  

7.1.1 Nanoparticles preparation  

The nanoparticle preparation was performed with the FNP protocol described in Chapter 3 with slight 

modifications. Since caffeine is a very hydrophilic molecule and is soluble both in acetone and in 

water, two process configurations, as described in Figure 7.1, were used.  

 

 

 

Figure 7.1. Production of caffeine loaded nanoparticles by FNP: on the left caffeine in water configuration, 

on the right caffeine in acetone configuration. 

 

The first one, hereby defined as caffeine-in-acetone configuration (CIA) consisted of a classic FNP 

protocol where the drug and the polymer where both dissolved in the solvent stream (Figure 6.1 left). 

For these experiments, formulations were prepared by dissolving PCL at concentrations between 4.5 
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and 10 mg/mL and caffeine at concentrations between 0 and 9 mg/mL. The second protocol hereby 

defined as caffeine-in-water configuration (CIW) consisted of dissolving the drug in the antisolvent 

stream while the polymer was dissolved in the organic solvent (Figure 6.1 right). Such an approach 

followed the rationality of dissolving the hydrophilic drug in the solvent in which it was more soluble 

and thereafter mixing it in the solvent in which it displays lower solubility. For these experiments, 

formulations were prepared by dissolving PCL at concentrations between 6 and 15 mg/mL and 

caffeine at concentrations between 0 and 22 mg/mL. 

 

To assess the effect of the flow rate on the particle size, the flow rate was varied between 20 and 80 

mL/min. Each particle batch was produced by pumping to the microreactor a 3-ml volume of the 

solution, the 3 ml volume of antisolvent and the suspensions were collected in a vial containing 3 mL 

of quenching water achieving a QR = 1.  The quenched samples were kept under magnetic stirring 

for two minutes before being analyzed. The particle size measurement was performed by the DLS 

technique.  

 

7.1.2 Caffeine encapsulation assessment 

 

The correct assessment of caffeine encapsulation was among the most critical issues tackled in the 

present research line. Being the incorporation of a hydrophilic substance an uncommon common topic 

in the literature, it was considered necessary to develop rigorous protocols to prove caffeine 

incorporation and furtherly calculate the LC and EE values, while eliminating at best the possible 

bias. Firstly, ATR-FTIR analysis was conducted on the dried nanoparticle to qualitatively assess the 

presence of caffeine in its structure.  

 

To calculate EE and LC both direct and indirect protocols were developed. In this way, it was possible 

to analyze both the solid nanoparticles and the liquid supernatant and check the consistency with the 

initial caffeine quantity by closing the mass balance. Furtherly, particular care was taken to eliminate 

possible biases in the EE indirect quantification method.  

 

For the EE and LC measurement particles were produced at a FR of 20 mL/min. Right after being 

synthesized, the polymeric nanoparticles were carefully separated from the liquid phase by an 

experimental procedure consisting of several steps. Firstly, the NPs suspension was placed in a rotary 

evaporator at 45 °C, under vacuum for 15 min, to remove acetone. Then, the particles were transferred 

in a 12 mL falcon tube. An amount of water equal in volume to the one of evaporated acetone was 
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used to rinse the rotovapor glass and added to the NP suspension to both restore the initial volume of 

suspension and recover caffeine adhering to the rotovapor glass surface. The NP and the nanoparticles 

were centrifuged for 1 hour at 15777 g (12000 rpm). The excess supernatant was removed from the 

particles by a pipette. A 0.1 mL supernatant sample was diluted in 25 ml of water and filtered with a 

0.2 µm cellulose syringe filter to furtherly eliminate residual particles. The obtained solution was 

analyzed by UV-Vis spectroscopy. The centrifuged solid nanoparticles were dried overnight at 40°C. 

Throughout the described procedures, DLS measurements were taken to check whether PSD 

significantly changed.  

 

The calculation of LC and EE was performed both by the direct and the indirect method to double-

check the reliability of the analysis. In the indirect method, EE and LC were calculated by the 

determination of free caffeine in the filtered supernatant. The filtered supernatant was analyzed by 

UV-visible spectrophotometry and the absorbance peak at the wavelength of 273 nm was considered 

for caffeine quantification. The supernatant of an unloaded PCL suspension was used as blank in the 

spectrophotometric measurement, to eliminate the interference of unfiltered suspended nanoparticles 

(smaller than 0.2 µm) in the supernatant due to Tyndall effect. Such a precaution was found to be 

necessary since the particle size was found to be close to 270 nm thus to caffeine absorption 

wavelength. The light absorption from the particles due Tyndall effect was found to cause a false 

increase in the measured concentration of caffeine.  Such an issue was considered to be negligible in 

the quantification of melatonin due to the larger size of the produced particles which were not 

considered to cause a disturbance in the UV spectroscopy measurement.  

 

In the direct method, LC and EE were calculated by dissolving a weighed amount of dry nanoparticles 

in acetonitrile and analyzing caffeine absorbance in the resulting solution. This method allowed to 

estimate gravimetrically the amount of polymer in which caffeine was contained, without relying on 

the assumption that all PCL was precipitated in the nanoparticle form (as assumed in the indirect 

method). To verify the quantification procedure, the caffeine mass balance was checked by summing 

up the amount in the supernatant and the one in the dry nanoparticles. In the case recovered caffeine 

was lower than 97%, the batch was considered unreliable and discarded. 

 

A complete outline of the formulations investigated for the LC and EE tests is reported in Table 7.1. 

The formulations were labeled similarly to the melatonin one, the last letter indicates the solvent used 

for caffeine.  
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Table 7. 1. List of PCL-caffeine formulations used in the EE and LC test. 

Sample label CPCL
 (mg/mL) CCAF (mg/ml) CAF solvent MR 

PCL4.5CAF9A 4.5 9.0 Acetone 2.00 

PCL6CAF9A 6.0 9.0 Acetone 1.50 

PCL10CAF7.6A 10.0 7.6 Acetone 0.76 

PCL6CAF9W 6.0 9.0 Water 1.50 

PCL10CAF9W 10.0 9.0 Water 0.90 

PCL15CAF9W 15.0 9.0 Water 0.60 

 

 

7.1.3. Structural characterization of the nanoparticles 

 

The investigation of the effects of the two process configuration onto the structure of the particles 

was conducted. For this scope, the particles were characterized by Zeta potential, SEM and XPS. The 

zeta potential was measured by DLS. For the Zp analysis, particle formulations were appositely 

produced using a fixed initial PCL concentration of 6 mg/mL and FR of 20 mL/min, the caffeine 

concentration was varied from 0 to 9 mg/mL. The electron microscopy was used to gain insights 

about the nanoparticle morphology. The analysis was conducted using FESEM Zeiss Merlin 

(Oberkochen, Germany) with an acceleration voltage of 5 kV and a current probe of 200 pA. Samples 

were prepared by dropping the just produced formulation on the aluminum stub. The XPS analysis 

was used to inquire about the nanoparticle superficial composition. The analysis was performed in 

etching mode to obtain information about the caffeine content in the outer 20 nm of the surface of the 

particles.  

 

7.1.4. In vitro release test 

In vitro release tests were performed by the dialysis method, using pH=7.4 phosphate buffer solution 

(PBS) as a receptor medium. Each release sample was prepared as follows: three batches of NP 

suspensions were produced and centrifuged, then 7 ml of the supernatant volume was removed from 

each batch and analyzed in terms of LC and EE. 2 ml suspensions from each batch were mixed inside 

the dialysis tube (MW cut-off 12000 Da, Sigma Aldrich) and sank inside the receptor fluid to make 

a single release test. The volume of the acceptor fluid was 800 mL, and it was kept under gentle 

stirring and covered to prevent solvent evaporation. At given time, 5-ml liquid samples were 
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withdrawn and the withdrawn volume was replaced by fresh PBS solution. Caffeine concentration 

was determined by UV spectrophotometry. Caffeine cumulative release data were collected and fitted 

by 5 models, i.e. (i) Zero-Order, (ii) First-Order, (iii) Higuchi, (iv) Hixon-Crowell, (v) Baker-

Lonsdale model. The regressions were carried out by interpolating the data until the asymptote in the 

cumulative release curve was reached. The contribution of free caffeine to the released curves was 

calculated by subtracting the free caffeine curve from NP curves before regression. 

7.1.5. Characterization of the optimal formulation  

The results of the different analyses were taken into account to select an optimal PCL-CAF 

formulation to be employed in the textile finishing. The selected formulation was furtherly 

characterized in terms of thermal properties and antioxidant activity.  

The thermal properties of the caffeine loaded PCL nanoparticles were inquired employing TGA and 

DSC analyses. 

 

The antioxidant activity of the nanoparticles was investigated by EPR spectroscopy coupled with the 

spin trapping technique. For the analysis hydroxyls, radicals were generated by mean of the Fenton 

reaction reported in Equation 7.1. 

 

Fe2+ + H2O2 → Fe3+ + OH• + HO-                    (7.1) 

  

The oxidation of the DMPO spin trap by the generated OH• radical was studied by EPR. For the 

experiments, the selected nanoparticle suspension was used upon undergoing successive dilutions 

and acetone removal. 78 μL of the investigated substance were mixed 20 μL H2O2 (0.34 mg/mL), 100 

μL of DMPO (5.66 mg/mL) and 2μL of FeSO4 (1.52 mg/mL) in an Eppendorf tube. The resulting 

solution was briefly homogenized, transferred to a quartz microcapillary tube, and placed in the EPR 

cavity. The spectra were recorded after 5 minutes since the addition of FeSO4. 

 

7.2. Nanoparticle size 

 

The effects of the formulation parameters and process conditions on the particle size were studied. In 

Figure 7.2 the average diameters of the particles produced with fixed caffeine concentration and 

varying PCL concentration are reported. It was observed that for both process configurations, the 

particle size increased as the polymer concentration was increased. Such results are consistent with 
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the findings of the preliminary experiments and with the ones reported in the literature (Zelenková et 

al., 2014).  

 

 

 

Figure 7.2. Effect of PCL concentration onto particle size for CIA (top) and CIW (bottom). Caffeine 

concentration was kept at  9 mg/mL. Particles were produced with FR=20 mL/min. 
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The particle size increase was observed to be more marked when caffeine was dissolved in acetone. 

Particles produced with the CIW configuration were found to be smaller with respect to the one 

produced with the CIA, even though the same initial polymer and drug concentration were used.  

In Figure 7.3 the size of particles produced with constant PCL concentration and varying caffeine 

concentration is presented.  

 

 

 

Figure 7.3. Effect of caffine concentration onto particle size for CIA (top) and CIW (bottom). Caffeine 

concentration was kept at  9 mg/mL. Particles were produced with FR=20 mL/min. 
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The increase of the initial drug concentration was observed again to cause the formation of coarser 

particles for both process configurations. Also, this result is consistent with what observed in the 

preliminary results and with the one observed in literature for other kinds of drugs (Mossotti et al., 

2015). 

 

Considering the different formulations, it was evidenced that both the polymer and drug 

concentrations displayed an effect over the particle size. The ANOVA analysis proved that such 

effects were statistically significant for both the process configurations. Furthermore, the statistical 

analysis provided insights on which factor displayed a more significant effect over the particle size. 

The main effect analysis evidenced that for the CIA configuration the PCL concentration is the factor 

that mainly influences the particle diameter. On the contrary, if water is used as the caffeine solvent, 

it was evidenced that the drug concentration is the main factor affecting the particle size.  

 

To inquire the effect of the inlet FR on the particle size upon adding a hydrophilic drug to the 

formulations, PCL6CAF9A and PCL6CAF9W were processed between 20 and 80 mL/min and 

compared with plain PCL nanoparticles with an initial concentration of 6 mg/ mL. The particle 

diameters collected at different flowrates are reported in Figure 7.4. 

 

 

Figure 7.4. Size of PCL-caffeine nanoparticles obtained at different flow rates with different formulations:  

black triangle: PCL 6 mg/ml; blue square: PCL6CAF9W; red circle: PCL6CAF9A. 
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It is observed that, in the selected range of operating conditions, nanoparticles with the required size 

(from 250 to 400 nm) can be obtained. The average diameter decreases as the inlet flow rate increases, 

confirming that the flow rate has the already discussed influence. Therefore, it was confirmed that 

the addition of the hydrophilic drug did not compromise the possibility of controlling the particle 

diameter by modulating the flow rate. 

Overall from the particle size analysis, it was evidenced that, by adjusting formulations and process 

conditions, particles with a characteristic size between 300 and 400 nm were obtained, thus fulfilling 

the size requirements for the dermatological applications. 

 

7.3. Drug incorporation 

 

The drug incorporation is a critical issue to be assessed. A first qualitative analysis of the drug 

incorporation was performed by collecting the infrared spectra of a separated and dried nanoparticle 

powders; the infrared spectra of the nanoparticles were compared with those of the raw materials, i.e. 

PCL and caffeine. The FTIR spectra of PCL6CAF9W as well as the ones of raw caffeine and pure 

PCL NPs are reported in Figure 7.5. The characteristic absorption bands are reported in Table 7.2. 

 

The polymer spectrum showed two medium intensity peaks at 2943 and 2864 cm-1 which correspond 

to the stretching vibration of the C-H bonds in the macromolecule skeleton. The peaks at 1721 cm-1 

were ascribed to the stretching vibration of the C=O bond in the ester groups. The peaks connected 

to the bending vibration of the C-H bonds were found at 1472, 1396, 1367 cm-1. Further absorption 

bands peculiar of the stretching of C-O were observed at 1292, 1238, 1105, 1065, 1045 cm-1.  

 

The caffeine spectrum exhibited some weak absorption at 3112, 2920, 2851 cm-1 due to the stretching 

vibrations of the C-H bonds. The peak at 1700 cm-1 was correlated to the C=O stretching. The two 

sharp peaks at 1652 and 1545 cm-1 were attributed to the C=N double stretching. The signals typical 

of the C=C stretching were observed at 1480, 1454, 1428 cm-1. The C-N bond stretching vibrations 

were observed at 1354, 1284, 1235, 1023 cm-1. Lastly, the peaks at 970, 858 cm-1 were attributed to 

the C=C bond bending. 
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Figure 7.5. ATR-FTIR spectra of PCL (black) caffeine (red) and nanoparticles with PCL6CAF9W (blue) 

formulation. 
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Table 7.2. Characteristics IR absorption bands for of PCL NP, curcumin and PCL10CUR4 formulation. 

 

Wavenumber (cm-1) Attribution 

PCL NP Caffeine PCL6CAF9  

2943, 2864 3112, 2920, 2851 2944, 2864 C-H stretching vibration 

1721 1700 1721, 1700 C=O stretching 

vibrations  

- 1652, 1545 1653, 1545 C=N stretching 

vibration 

- 1480, 1454, 1428 1478, 1456, 1429 C=C stretching 

vibration  

1472, 1396, 1367  1397, 1361 C-H bending vibrations  

 1354, 1284, 1235, 1023 1361, 1289, 1239 C-N stretching vibration 

1294, 1241, 1107, 

1064,1046 

 1289, 1239, 1107, 1064, 

1046 

Stretching vibrations of 

C-O 

 970, 858 970, 860 C=C bending vibrations 
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The caffeine loaded nanoparticles spectrum exhibited two medium peaks at 2944, 2864 cm-1 typical 

of the stretching vibrations of the C-H bonds in the PCL macromolecular chain. The signal of the 

C=O stretching was observed at 1721 and 1700 cm-1,the first peak was attributed to the C=O vibration 

in the ester group of PCL while the second one to free carbonyl in the caffeine molecule. The peaks 

typical of the C=N bond stretching of the caffeine molecule were observed at 1653, 1545 cm-1. The 

signals due to the C=C stretching vibrations in the caffeine molecule were observed at 1478, 1456, 

1429 cm-1. The peaks connected to the C-H bending were found at 1397, 1361 cm-1. Three sharp 

peaks were observed at 1361, 1289, 1239 cm-1 and attributed to the stretching of the C-N bond in the 

caffeine structure. Several peaks connected to the stretching of the C-O bonds in the polymer chain 

were observed at 1289, 1239, 1107, 1064, 1046 cm-1. Lastly, the peaks typical of the C=C bending in 

the caffeine molecule were observed at 970, 858 cm-1. 

 

The infrared analysis of the caffeine loaded nanoparticles showed that the particle powders display 

the characteristic absorption bands of both the polymer and the drug chemical structures. Therefore, 

it was concluded that caffeine was successfully incorporated in the polymeric particles. It is 

interesting to notice that no significant changes in the peak positions have been observed. This 

confirms that the incorporation of caffeine in the PCL nanoparticles does not cause the chemical 

modification of the drug and the polymer structure. The slight shifts in some peak positions (of about 

2-4 wavenumbers) suggested that caffeine and PCL undergo some weak interaction such as Van der 

Walls forces and Hydrogen bonding. This suggests an encapsulation mechanism based on weak 

chemical interaction similar to the ones reported in the literature (Ke et al., 2019; Pinkerton et al., 

2017).   

 

Upon having qualitatively proved the presence of caffeine in the nanoparticles system, a quantitave 

analysis was run by measuring the LC and the EE. The the latter properties were calculated both by 

the direct and indirect methods. The LC and EE measured for different formulations as a function of 

MR are shown in Figure 7.6.  

 

It is possible to observe the consistency of the direct and indirect methods; this proves the effective 

encapsulation of the drug by the NPs system; moreover, it also means an almost complete recovery 

of caffeine, which proves that no significant degradation of the molecule occurs.  
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Figure 7.6. LC and EE as a function of MR for samples produced with caffeine in acetone (top) and caffeine 

in water (bottom). Results obtained with direct (▲ ) and indirect (●) protocols.  

EE values did not show a proportionality with the MR in both cases. Such a bell shaped trend is 

consistent with what reported by some authors, indeed increasing the MR caused a higher amount of 

drug leak out of the polymer structure and to partition in the aqueous liquor where caffeine is highly 

soluble (Dong and Feng, 2004; Martínez Rivas et al., 2017). The process configuration played an 

effect on the EE, indeed, for CIW configuration the encapsulation efficiency values were found to be 

5-10% higher respect to CIA. This result is consistent with the literature, which showed that for FNP 

processes the EE is mostly affected by the solvent employed and by the drug solubility in the solvent 

and the antisolvent (Chow et al., 2015; Tam et al., 2016). Overall the EE values are comparable with 

the ones achieved with those obtained for caffeine by other drug encapsulation procedures (Budai, 

2013; Rodrigues et al., 2016; Yew and Misran, 2016) thus confirming the suitability of the FNP 

method for the encapsulation of a hydrophilic substance.  
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From the loading capacity analysis, it was observed that the LC is proportional to the MR when 

caffeine was dissolved in water. Such a trend suggests that LC can be controlled by adjusting the 

relative content of caffeine and PCL. On the contrary, the CIA formulations did not exhibit a similar 

proportionality. Particularly, for an MR=2, i.e. for formulation P4.5C9A a lower LC was achieved. 

such behavior was ascribed to the low initial PCL amount in the formulation, leading to insufficient 

polymer available for drug encapsulation. LC values were again larger if caffeine is dissolved in water 

similarly to what observed for the EE.  

 

7.4. Particles structures 

 

Particle size and drug loading analyses confirmed the production of caffeine loaded nanoparticles 

with characteristics suitable for transdermal release applications, moreover, they evidenced that the 

process configuration has some impacts on the Dp and drug loading. Such data suggest that different 

encapsulation mechanisms may occur in the two process configurations, therefore the structure of the 

particles was investigated by analyzing samples with the same polymer and drug concentrations but 

produced using different solvents for caffeine. For this inquiry, the formulations PCL6CAF9W and 

PCL6CAF9A were selected such a comparison since they both presented relatively high LC and fine 

size. The chosen samples were analyzed by SEM, Zp measurement, and XPS to obtain insights on 

their surface properties. 

 

In Figure 7.7 the particles obtained from formulation PCL6CAF9W and PCL6CAF9A are observed. 

The microscopical analysis evidenced that the particles have a spherical shape and size consistent 

with the one measured by DLS. Regarding the surface morphology, it was observed that the 

nanoparticles produced by dissolving caffeine in acetone own a rough surface; on the contrary, one 

of the particles produced in CIW appeared smoother. 
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Figure 7.7. FESEM image of NPs produced at 20 ml/min for magnification for PCL6CAF9W (top, 90000X 

magnification) and PCL6CAF9A (bottom 150000X magnification). 

 

The zeta potential of the nanoparticles was measured to gain further information about the particle 

surface properties. The Zp values for formulation produced with the same initial caffeine and PCL 

concentration but opposite process configuration are reported in Figure 7.8. 
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Above all it is observed that all the analyzed samples displayed a negative Zp; this was due to the 

negative charges induced by the carbonyl groups of PCL, which oriented its polar groups toward the 

aqueous environment during the precipitation process.  

 

 

Figure 7.8. The trend of Zp with caffeine concentration for loaded nanoparticles obtained with caffeine 

dissolved in water (black square) and caffeine dissolved in acetone (red circle).  

Regarding the effects of caffeine concentration on the Zp, two different trends were observed for the 

two process configurations. For the CIW configuration, the changes in caffeine initial concentration 

were not observed to display any significant changes in particles Zp. On the contrary, when caffeine 

was dissolved in acetone, it was observed an increase in the zeta potential as the caffeine 

concentration was increased. This result was explained by considering that the caffeine molecule has 

nitrogen containing groups in its structure, which can be easily protonated in the aqueous 

environment.  

 

The increase in zeta potential as a consequence of caffeine addition can, therefore, be correlated to 

the presence of caffeine on the particle surface which induced a positive charge. Interestingly, a 

marked increase of Zp was observed only for the CIA configuration. This fact suggests that caffeine 

is present on the particle surface when it is dissolved in acetone. On the contrary, if the drug was 
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dissolved in water,  it was not present on the particle surface in a sufficient quantity to cause 

significant changes in the Zp.  

 

The XPS analysis was conducted to obtain further information about the presence of caffeine onto 

the surface and to verify if the process configuration affects the drug distribution in the thickness of 

the nanoparticle . Indeed, this technique allows obtaining clear and univocal information of the single 

elements present on the external surface layers of our system. Considering that caffeine is the only 

species containing nitrogen atoms, XPS analysis aimed to quantify this atomic species and correlate 

it to superficial caffeine concentration. An example of a survey scan of the caffeine nanoparticles 

system is reported in Figure 7.9.  

 

 

Figure 7.9. XPS survey scan spectrum of the  PCL6CAF9A formulation. On the top high resolution of the 

spectral region in which the N1s signal was observed. 

 

The spectrum is characterized by two strong peaks at 285 and 530 eV which were correlated C1s and 

O1s respectively. Such a result was well expected considering that the carbon and the oxygen are the 

main atomic species present in PCL and caffeine structure. Moreover, a signal correlated to the 

presence of  N1s was also observed at 400 eV (top of Figure 7.9).   
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By integrating the area of the peaks the percentage of nitrogen atoms in the samples, thus the caffeine 

content was calculated. Furthermore, by conducting the XPS analysis in etching mode, it was possible 

to determine the percentage of caffeine in the first 20 nm of the surface of the particles. These values 

were compared with the ones of loading obtained by the direct protocol which were considered as the 

index of the caffeine concentration in the total particle volumes. In Figure 7.10 the superficial and the 

total caffeine content for the PCL6CAF9W and PCL6CAF9A are reported.  

  

 

Figure 7. 10. Comparison of surface weight percentage measured by XPS (red bar), with overall LC measured 

by UV-Vis (black bar) for samples PCL6CAF9W and PCL6CAF9A. 

For the PCL6CAF9A it was observed that a significant part of the globally encapsulated drug was 

present in the surface layers. On the contrary, for the PCL6CAF9W a much smaller percentage of 

caffeine was found in the outer 20 nm of the particle shell. These results evidenced that when caffeine 

was dissolved in the acetone stream it tended to be mostly adsorbed or incorporated in the outer 

surface layers of the particles. On the contrary, when water was used as the caffeine solvent it was 

more incorporated in the particle core. Such a finding was found to be consistent with the results of 

the Zeta potential measurement.   

 

Based on the data coming from the different analyses, it was concluded that the two different process 

configurations produced particles with different structures. These were explained by proposing two 
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different encapsulation mechanisms that are sketched in Figure 7.11. These mechanisms are based on 

the caffeine chemical structure, taking into account its possible interactions with the solvents and the 

polymer. 

When caffeine is dissolved in water it tends to be protonated (Bahrami et al., 2013) and can, therefore, 

interact with the negatively charged carbonyl group of PCL by hydrogen bonding and Van der Walls 

interactions. The interactions between the oppositely charged species contribute to drug encapsulation 

in the polymer matrix with a mechanism similar to the one explained by Pinkerton et al (2017).  

Oppositely, when caffeine is dissolved in acetone, it does not undergo protonation before the FNP 

process occurs. It can be assumed that it diffuses toward water upon jet collision since it is the solvent 

to which the drug has the greatest affinity. Oppositely, PCL tends to nanocluster in an acetone 

environment during the solvent displacement process (Di Pasquale et al., 2014; Lavino et al., 2017). 

Once caffeine-water interaction occurs, the drug can undergo protonation and thereafter interact 

electrostatically with PCL, but such interactions would occur only during the growth and aggregation 

stages on the FNP process.  

These two different proposed particle formation mechanisms not only provide a qualitative 

explanation to the two observed morphologies but also provide some insights on the observed loading 

and particle size. In fact, the electrostatic interaction favors the encapsulation of caffeine, and this 

justifies the higher drug loading observed with caffeine fed in the water stream.  

On the other hand, notwithstanding the loading is lower, a more marked increase in the NP diameter 

is observed when caffeine is fed in acetone. The PCL-caffeine electrostatic interactions reduce the 

stability of the colloidal system and, as evidenced by Zp measurement, may enhance growth and 

aggregation phenomena causing the final particle size to be higher. 
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Figure 7.11. Different encapsulation mechanisms for the CIW and CIA configurations. 
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7.5. In vitro drug release 

 

The release kinetics was studied by dialysis test and the cumulative release curves, shown in Figure 

7.12, were obtained by normalizing the release data over the maximum mass of drug recovered in the 

receptor fluid; in the histogram of the same Figure, it is plotted the percentage amount of drug released 

respect to the initial amount encapsulated in the nanoparticles.  

 

 

 

The caffeine solution, used as control, displayed a very fast release and the concentration peak in PBS 

was reached in one hour, as it occurs in the human body. The NPs systems curves instead are 

characterized by a smoother rise in drug release with the plateau reached in approximately 6 hours, 

demonstrating the capability of NPs to delay and control caffeine release.  

Figure 7.12. Cumulative normalized release curves and total drug released histograms for caffeine (blue), 

PCL6CAF9A (red) and PCL6CAF9W (green). 
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An initial burst release was noticed and was ascribed to free caffeine in the supernatant, such amount 

was quickly released in less than 30 minutes after which a change in the slope of the curves occurs, 

suggesting that the release from the nanoparticles was taking place. Concerning the total amount of 

caffeine released at the plateau, the control caffeine solution released the whole drug amount while 

the NPs formulations only a fraction of it. These results can be explained considering the slow 

degradation of PCL, occurring over a long time (e.g. weeks).  

 

The observed release was therefore only due to caffeine diffusion from the core to the NP surface 

without any effect of polymer erosion; being the kinetics dominated by diffusion, the shapes of the 

release curves are similar for both the nanoparticle systems. 

 

The two different formulations showed, instead, different fractions of caffeine released respect to the 

loaded amount. As a matter of fact, it can be easily forecasted that caffeine is released more easily if 

located in the outer surface layers. Therefore, the PCL6CAF9A which contains about 70% of the 

incorporated drug in the outer 20 nm (as evidenced by XPS analysis) displayed a higher amount of 

drug released if compared to sample PCL6CAF9W. 

 

To better elucidate the drug release mechanism, the release test data were fitted by different kinetic 

models. The regression coefficients for each model (R2) were reported in Table 7.3.  

 

Table 7.3. The correlation coefficient for fitting of the release curves with different kinetic models. 

Sample  Zero order  First order  Higuchi  Hixon 

Crowell  

Baker 

Lonsdale 

Caffeine 0.14 0.90 0.60 0.48 0.70 

PCL6CAF9A 0.19 0.85 0.84 0.69 0.89 

PCL6CAF9W 0.07 0.94 0.84 0.84 0.99 

 

Free caffeine solutions fit the first order model, as expected when release is controlled by only by 

diffusion through the dialysis membrane and without any other resistance to mass transfer. 

Concerning the NPs samples, they were better fitted by diffusion-based models rather than erosion 

based ones, thus corroborating the hypothesis that the polymer degradation did not occur.  For the 

sample PCL6CAF9W, the best fitting was by Baker and Lonsdale equation, as it was expected given 

the spherical structure of the particles and the distribution of the drug inside the polymer matrix.  
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The PCL6CAF9A sample displayed a higher correlation coefficient when fitted with the first order or 

Baker and Lonsdale equation, therefore exhibiting a release behavior between the one of free caffeine 

and PCL6CAF9W. Such a release pattern was considered consistent with the particle structure; indeed, 

caffeine adsorbed onto particles surface, was promptly released according to the first order model 

while that incorporated was released according to Baker–Lonsdale kinetics, which describes the 

release from a spherical matrix.  

 

The evaluation of drug release showed that the two different NPs structures obtained by dissolving 

caffeine either in acetone or in water lead to different functional properties, as sketched in Figure 

7.13. If acetone is used as the solvent, the particle displayed a fast and total release, while if water is 

used as the solvent, the particle displayed a more controlled and partial release of the active principle, 

acting indeed as reservoir systems.  

 

 

Figure 7.13. Particle structure and release properties obtained with different process configurations. 
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The particles produced with CIW configuration were smaller in size and higher loading capacities. 

Furthermore, they displayed higher surface polarity, as evidenced by Zp measurement and were able 

to act as a drug reservoir upon in vitro testing. Considering these particle properties, the formulation 

PCL6CAF9W was identified as the optimal one to be employed in the textile finishing. 

 

7.6. Thermal properties  

 

The thermal properties of the caffeine loaded nanoparticles were investigated by DSC and TGA 

techniques. The analysis was run on the PCL6CAF9W formulation and compared with one of the raw 

materials.  The DSC thermogram of the for caffeine loaded nanoparticles is depicted in Figure 7.14 

while the main thermal events observed are listed in Table 7.4.  

 

Figure 7.14. DSC thermogram of PCL (black curve), caffeine powder (red curve) and caffeine loaded 

nanoparticles (blue curve). 

As already discussed, the PCL thermogram was mainly characterized by a single fusion peak between 

50 and 60 °C while the caffeine powder exhibited an endothermic phase transition around 145 °C. 

Concerning the caffeine nanoparticles sample, it was observed a single melting peak around 50 °C. 

The peak was attributed to the fusion of the PCL shell of the nanoparticles. Instead, no endothermic 
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peak for the caffeine crystalline phase transition was observed. The absence of this endothermic 

transformation was ascribed to the fact that upon being encapsulated caffeine was not anymore in a 

crystalline phase. Such an observation is consistent with some results reported in the literature where 

the absence of phase transition endothermic peak in the DSC analysis was correlated to the drug to 

be molecularly dispersed inside the nanocarrier (Mihailiasa et al., 2016; Puglia et al., 2016). 

 

Table 7.4.  List of the thermal events observed during the DSC analysis of curcumin loaded nanoparticles. 

Sample PCL Caffeine PCL-CAF NP 

 

ΔHendo (J/g) 

 

-60.8 -20.3 -13.8 

 

Tendo, onset (°C) 

 

51.8 146.3 51.5 

 

Tendo, peak (°C) 

 

55.9 158.2 53.7 

 

Χc (%) 

 

43.7 

  

24.8 

 

 

In Figure 7.15 the results of the TGA analysis of caffeine loaded PCL nanoparticles are reported, the 

main data obtained from the analysis are listed in Table 7.5. 

Caffeine thermal degradation was initiated around 220 °C and proceeded sharply until the total 

degradation of the sample. PCL displayed the degradation onset at a higher temperature, the sample 

was completely degraded and no residue was left.  
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Figure 7.15. TGA analysis of PCL (black curve), caffeine (red curve) and PCL6CAF9W (blue curve). TG 

curve (top graph) and first derivative of the TG curve (bottom graph). 
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The caffeine loaded nanoparticle TG curve showed a degradation onset similar to the one of the pure 

drug. The degradation proceeded with lower rate respect to the caffeine one until 340°C where only 

5% of the sample was left. Thereafter, the rest of the sample was fastly degraded being the 

temperature above the one where PCL degradation occurs. Comparing the DTG curve of pure caffeine 

and caffeine loaded nanoparticles it was observed that the nanoparticles sample does not present the 

small peak at 230 °C. Such a peak observed on the caffeine sample was ascribed to the release of 

volatile compounds during the fusion. Therefore, the absence of this fusion related peak furtherly 

confirms that the caffeine contained in the NPs is not in crystalline form, consistently with what 

observed by DSC analysis. Overall, observing the degradation pathway of the PCL6CAF9W sample 

it was observed a unique degradation step. It was observed that the PCL degradation was initiated 

earlier respect to the pure PCL sample. This fact led to the hypothesis that some interactions between 

the two materials occurred. The caffeine degradation products were supposed to interact with PCL 

decreasing its thermal stability, thus making the overall sample degradation to occur in a unique step. 

Overall it was observed that the material is fully stable at the usage temperature for the biomedical 

and textile applications.  

 

Table 7.5. List of the thermal data obtained from TGA analysis of PCL-caffeine nanoparticles. 

 

Sample T5% (°C) Tmax (°C) MMLR (%/°C) Residue at 700 °C (%) 

 

PCL 

 

324 

 

409 

 

2.1 

 

1 

 

 

Caffeine 

 

221 

 

291 

 

3.0 

 

0 

 

PCL-CAF NP 219 289 1.5 1 
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7.7. Antioxidant activity 

 

In Figure 7.16 the EPR spectra collected in the presence of the different samples are reported. It is 

possible to observe that the control spectrum, obtained by letting the oxidation of DMPO freely occur, 

is characterized by the presence of four antiphase signals (namely at an applied magnetic field of 

3407 G, 3408 G, 3422 G, 3423 G, 3437 G, 3438 G, 3452 G, 3453 G). These signals are due to the 

presence of OH groups attached to the spin trap DMPO upon its oxidation by OH· radical.  

 

 

Figure 7.16. EPR spectra for the analyzed samples: Control (black curve), PCL NP (green curve), caffeine 

(red curve) and caffeine loaded nanoparticles (blue curve). 

The intensity of the antiphase signals is known to be proportional to the quantity of the oxidized 
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differences can be observed with the control one. This fact shows that the PCL interacts neither with 

the radical generation by Fenton reaction nor with the oxidation of the spin trap.  

 

On the contrary, in the presence of caffeine, either free or encapsulated, it is possible to observe that 

the intensity of the antiphase signals of the DMPO-OH is significantly reduced. This phenomenon is 

due to the fact that caffeine molecules can interact with OH· radical preferentially respect to DMPO 

and therefore prevent it from getting oxidized to DMPO-OH.  

By correlating the intensity of the EPR antiphase signals with the DMPO-OH concentration the 

antioxidant activity was calculated. In Figure 7.14 the antioxidant efficiency of the nanoparticles 

formulation upon different dilutions and of the equivalent free caffeine solution is reported.  

 

 

Figure 7. 17. Antioxidant efficiency of the caffeine loaded nanoparticles (blue bar) and free caffeine (red bar). 

It can be observed that the less diluted samples displayed higher antioxidant efficiencies. For more 

concentrated samples, it can be observed that free caffeine solutions displayed higher antioxidant 

properties respect to the encapsulated ones. Such a result was due to the fact that upon being 

encapsulated caffeine was less available to interact with OH· radical if compared to free caffeine, due 

to the shielding effect exerted by the polymer. Interestingly, the gap between the antioxidant activity 
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of the NP formulation and the solution becomes narrower for more diluted samples. This phenomenon 

is due to the fact that being caffeine a hydrophilic molecule, was partially extracted from the 

nanoparticle system upon dilution; therefore, the quantity of caffeine available for reaction and 

consequently the antioxidant activity was increased. Overall, it was proved that the nanoparticle 

formulation displays a strong antioxidant activity being able to halve the OH· radical attacking the 

DMPO molecule and therefore proving its potential effectiveness in protecting the skin from radical 

oxygen species.  

 

Overall the analysis conducted in the present chapter proved the feasibility of producing caffeine 

loaded PCL nanoparticles with suitable size for dermatological applications and controlled structure. 

The nanocarriers displayed a control over the release kinetics and an effective antioxidant activity.  
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Chapter 8.  Incorporation of hydrophobic drugs: curcumin  

 

8.1 Scope of the study  

The flash nanoprecipitation technique was proven to effectively incorporate drugs of marked 

hydrophilic and mild hydrophobic character. To gain insights about the performances of the proposed 

FNP system in the incorporation of hydrophobic drugs, curcumin was selected as a model substance.  

Besides being a valid model as hydrophobic active principles, curcumin owns peculiar characteristics 

which make it of particular interest for the present application. Firstly, it is a chromophore, this makes 

it particularly interesting in textile finishing applications. Indeed, the colorimetric techniques can be 

exploited to test the quality of the finishing treatment. Secondly, being a fluorescent molecule, it can 

be easily traced and this is a significant advantage for biological applications. More specifically 

curcumin was proved to be a powerful antioxidant that attracted significant attention in the treatment 

of skin diseases. 

The production of curcumin loaded nanoparticles by FNP was reported by some authors (Chow et 

al., 2015; Ke et al., 2019). These works were considered in designing the synthesis and the analyses 

of the present work. Furtherly, the presented research proposed different concepts respect to the ones 

already reported in the literature. Indeed the present work aims to produce NPs for textile finishing 

application. Therefore the synthesis method was significantly simplified avoiding the use of chemical 

auxiliaries such as stabilizers or crosslinking agents. Moreover, a homopolymer was employed 

instead of block-co-polymers. 

Overall the present research aims to produce curcumin loaded PCL nanoparticles with optimal 

properties for dermatological treatment while keeping the process conditions simple and cost 

effective. Another important scope of the present research line is to inquire whether the proposed 

encapsulation technique has the potential of improving curcumin interactions with living tissues. 

To tackle these issues, several curcumin-PCL formulations were synthesized. The properties of such 

nanoparticle formulations were investigated to individuate the one with the ideal properties for 

dermatological and textile applications. Thereafter the selected formulation was furtherly 

characterized with different techniques, thus a more complete picture of its physical-chemical 

properties was obtained. Finally, an investigation of the potential biological application was run with 

a particular focus on the antioxidant activity and the drug release profile.  
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Taking into account the results obtained and the consideration from the previous research lines, the 

experimental protocols for the nanoparticle synthesis and analyses were adjusted as described in this 

chapter.  

8.1.1 Preparation of curcumin-PCL formulation 

The curcumin loaded PCL nanoparticles were prepared by direct FNP protocol. The polymer and the 

drug were both dissolved in the acetone stream. PCL was dissolved at the concentration of 6 and 10 

mg/mL while curcumin concentration was set to 1, 4 and 6.5 mg/mL. The complete list of the studied 

formulations is reported in Table 8.1. 

Table 8.1. List of the tested formulations for PCL-Curcumin nanoparticles. 

Formulation 

Curcumin 

concentration 

(mg/ml) 

PCL 

concentration 

(mg/ml) 

MR 

PCL6CUR1 1.0 6.0 0.2 

PCL6CUR4 4.0 6.0 0.7 

PCL6CUR6.5 6.5 6.0 1.1 

PCL10CUR1 1.0 10.0 0.1 

PCL10CUR4 4.0 10.0 0.4 

PCL10CUR6.5 6.5 10.0 0.7 

The flow rate and the quenching ratio were kept at 50 mL/min and 0.5 respectively. The pumped 

volume was 3 mL for each stream and the collection vial was filled with 6 mL of water, the collected 

suspensions were stirred for about 2 minutes before being analyzed.  

8.1.2 Particles analysis and formulation optimization  

Several analyses were conducted on the curcumin loaded nanoparticles to investigate the properties 

of the different formulations and identifies the more suitable for the textile finishing. Particle size and 

zeta potential were measured trough the DLS technique.  Statistical analysis was conducted on the 

DLS data to evaluate the effects of curcumin and PCL concentration on the particle size and zeta 

potential.  
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The EE and LC were evaluated by the indirect method. The separation of the nanoparticles from the 

supernatant was performed by filtration using a syringe filter in cellulose with a porosity of 0.2 µm. 

The filtered liquid was diluted with acetone and analyzed either by spectrophotometry or by 

fluorescence spectroscopy. The separation and analysis method was validated by running preliminary 

centrifugation: however, since centrifugation did not display any changes in the results, this step was 

aborted to simplify the overall procedures. The spectrophotometric intensity of the absorption peak 

at 420 nm was considered. For fluorescence spectroscopy analysis the samples were excited at a fixed 

wavelength of 422 nm to collect the fluorescent emission spectra, the emission peak at 560 nm was 

used for curcumin quantification.  

 

8.1.3 Characterization of the optimal formulation 

The properties of the selected formulation were furtherly investigated. The chemical structure of the 

curcumin loaded NP studied using ATR-FTIR. The particle morphology was inquired by SEM. To 

avoid the excessive aggregation observed in the previous set of SEM images, the NP suspension was 

diluted 1:10 before being applied to the SEM aluminum stubs. Particular care was paid to allow the 

suspensions to be spread uniformly on the stub. The prepared samples where metalized by sputter 

coating with chromium and observed with an SEM JEOL JSM-7800F LV equipped with a Field 

Emission Gun (Tokyo Japan). 

 

A colloidal stability test was conducted to investigate the shelf life of nanoparticle products. The 

samples were collected in vials, covered with aluminum paper to protect curcumin from 

photodegradation. The vials were stored in the fridge at a temperature of 4°C. At given times, the 

samples were recovered and shaken to assure homogenization, thereafter an aliquot of the suspension 

was analyzed by DLS to monitor the changes in particle size and zeta potential over a time of 2 

months.   

 

The traceability of the nanoparticles was investigated by fluorescence microscopy. The particles 

were marked by adding the Nile red dye together with curcumin and PCL in the acetone solution 

fed to the CIJM. The Nile red quantity in the formulation was fixed to 5% by weight respect to 

curcumin. The excitation wavelength of 480 nm was used for curcumin imaging while Nile red 

observation was set at 540 nm. The two images were then merged to inquire about the co-

localization of the two fluorescent species. DSC and TGA were conducted to gain insights on the 

thermal properties of the optimal formulation.   
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8.1.4 Biofunctional properties assessment 

The biofunctional properties of the selected formulation were investigated through antioxidant 

activity and Franz cell test. For the antioxidant assay, the EPR spin trapping method was used. Since 

curcumin displays a chelating effect toward metal ions such as Fe3+, a non-Fenton reaction based 

protocol was developed for the radical generation. The selected reactions involved the auto 

degradation of hydrogen peroxide which generates hydroxyl radicals (Equation 8.1). 

 

                                                                  H2O2 => 2OH·                                                   (8.1) 

 

The generated hydroxyl radicals react with the dimethyl sulfoxide medium to generate methyl radicals 

as described in Equations 8.2 and 8.3:  

 

           (CH3)2SO + OH· => CH3· + CH3SOOH                                   (8.2) 

                                                  DMPO + OH· => DMPOOH·                                        (8.3) 

 

The produced methyl radical reacts with the DMPO spin trap to form the DMPOCH3· radical adduct 

(Equation 8.4).  

DMPO + CH3· => DMPOCH3·                                     (8.4) 

 

The formation of the DMPOOH· and DMPOCH3· was monitored by EPR spectroscopy to investigate 

the radical scavenging activity of the NPs toward the OH· and CH3· radical respectively. 

The experiments were performed by mixing 25 μL of the investigated formulation, 25 μL of DMSO, 

25 μL of DMPO (5.66 mg/mL) and 25 μL of H2O2 (0.34 mg/mL) in an Eppendorf tube. Distilled 

water was used as control while nanoparticle suspensions were tested after dilution. Spectra of 

unloaded nanoparticles suspensions and free curcumin solution were collected for comparison.  

 

The release test was conducted on a double ported vertical Franz diffusion cell with 2.6 cm2 of the 

exchange area and 6 mL of acceptor compartment. The drug loaded nanoparticle formulation was 

placed in the donor compartment; an equivalent amount of curcumin solution was used as control. 

The skin mimicking membrane consisted of a dialysis membrane similar to the one used for caffeine 

loaded nanoparticle release test (MW cut-off 12000 Da, Sigma Aldrich). The acceptor fluid was a 

PBS solution, to which 10% by volume of ethanol was added to avoid curcumin saturation in the 

acceptor solution. Regular withdrawals were performed during the first 5 hours and thereafter the 
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experiment was left to run overnight. After 24 h, the last withdrawing was done and the total amount 

of drug released was obtained. Data from the first 5 hours of release test were used to fit the kinetic 

models of zero order, first order, Higuchi, Baker and Lonsdale and Hixon Crowell.  

 

8.2 Nanoparticles properties and evaluation of the optimal formulation 
 

In the first part of the study, six curcumin PCL formulations were produced. To identify the optimal 

formulation, the particles were characterized in terms of size, zeta potential, loading capacity and 

encapsulation efficiency.  

8.2.1 Particle size analysis 

 

The particle size for the different formulations was measured by the DLS technique. In Figure 8.1 the 

average diameters of the different NPs formulations are plotted against the initial polymer 

concentration for the different curcumin concentrations.   

 

 

Figure 8.1. The particle size of the different formulation as function of the polymer concentration for different 

curcumin concentrations i.e. 1 mg/mL (blue bar) 4 mg/mL (red bar) and 6.5 mg/mL (green bar). 
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For all the produced formulations, particle diameters between 200 and 230 nm were found. These 

values of particle sizes are below the skin pores, therefore all the proposed formulations display 

suitable size for transdermal release.  

 

It is worth noticing that, in the case of curcumin, lower average sizes were observed respect to the 

other drugs. Such an outcome can be explained by taking into account the hydrophobic nature of 

curcumin and its almost null water solubility. Given the fact that the solvent solution contained two 

water insoluble species, the supersaturation level upon jet collision was much higher respect to the 

already discussed cases in which the drug was at least partially water soluble. The higher level of 

supersaturation is known to significantly increase the nucleation rate leading to the formation of finer 

particles. 

 

The effects of the drug and polymer concentration on the particle size were not immediately evident. 

Indeed, from Figure 8.1, it is observed that the differences in average diameter appear to be lower 

than standard deviations. By performing statistical analysis, it was evidenced that the change in the 

polymer concentration does not display statistically significant effects over the particle size (p-value 

> 0.05); on the contrary, the curcumin concentration does (p-value < 0.05). The main effect analysis 

furtherly proved that it is the curcumin concentration that mostly affects the Dp. The interaction 

analysis revealed that the two factors display a synergistic effect on the diameter of the particles.  

 

8.2.2 Zeta potential  

 

The zeta potentials of the different formulations were measured and plotted in Figure 8.2 as a function 

of curcumin concentration for the two different initial PCL concentrations. For all the formulations 

the zeta potential has negative values between -30 and -20 mV similarly to the other drugs.  

 

The average zeta potential tended to be affected by the changes in concentration of either the curcumin 

and the PCL. The ANOVA analysis revealed that both curcumin and PCL concentrations display a 

statistically significant effect on PCL the zeta potential (p-value < 0.05). In particular, the main effects 

analysis revealed that PCL concentration is the main factor affecting Zp.   

 

The zeta potential is conventionally used as an index of the particle's colloidal stability. Indeed, such 

property is an important requirement for particle application since particle aggregation leads to 

undesired side effects. Higher absolute values of zeta potential are taken as an index of greater 
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colloidal stability. For all the PCL curcumin formulation, the average Zp values allow classifying the 

particle population as stable according to the literature (Bhattacharjee, 2016). Formulation 

PCL10CUR4 displays indeed the highest absolute value of average values of zeta potential making it 

potentially more stable than the others.  

 

Figure 8.2. Particle zeta potential as function of curcumin concentration for different initial PCL 

concentrations: CPCL= 10 mg/mL (red circle) and CPCL= 6 mg/mL (black square) 

 

8.2.3. Drug loading evaluation 

 

In Figure 8.3 the values of LC and EE are reported as a function of the drug initial concentration. It 

is clear that, regardless of the polymer or curcumin concentration, high values of encapsulation 

efficiency were achieved. Indeed, for the investigated formulations, the EE was found to be between 

97% and 99%.  
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Figure 8.3. EE (blue bar) and LC (red bar) values for a function of curcumin concentrations for CPCL= 6 mg/mL 

(top) and CPCL= 10 mg/mL (bottom). 
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These high values of EE are explained by the hydrophobicity of curcumin. Being not soluble in water, 

this drug does did not partition between the polymer and the aqueous liquor, as it occurred with 

melatonin and caffeine. Therefore, curcumin was incorporated in the core of the particles; this result 

was found to be consistent with the ones reported in the literature for poorly water soluble substances 

(Tao et al., 2019).  

 

Moreover, the high EE values corroborated the hypothesis that, being a hydrophobic molecule, 

curcumin nucleated together with the polymer upon mixing with water. Such an incorporation 

mechanism explains also the small particle sizes and is consistent with the ones reported for these 

kinds of substances (D’Addio and Prud’homme, 2011). 

 

The loading capacity was found to increase as the curcumin concentration was increased, this trend 

was valid for both the tested PCL concentrations. It can also be observed that the increase in loading 

capacity was more marked for an initial PCL concentration of 6 mg/mL. Recalling Equation 6.1 and 

assuming the EE to be unitary (which is a reasonable assumption given the values obtained for 

curcumin) the following expression can be obtained:  

 

                                                 𝐿𝐶 =
𝐶𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑔,𝑖𝑛

𝐶𝑝𝑜𝑙,𝑖𝑛+ 𝐶𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑔,𝑖𝑛
;    (8.1) 

 

From Equation 8.1 it is clear that for very high values of encapsulation efficiency the loading capacity 

can be expressed as an increasing function of the initial drug concentration. The polymer 

concentration is a parameter that determines the extent of the LC increase. Having established such a 

correlation between the loading capacity and initial drug and polymer concentrations, it is 

straightforward to design the formulation to obtain the desired loading capacity. Furtherly, it can be 

concluded that among the investigated properties, the LC is the one that is more significantly 

dependent on the formulation parameters. 

 

The formulation PCL10CUR6.5 showed peculiar characteristics, displaying the lowest size and 

encapsulation efficiency as well. Since, the supersaturation level and the nucleation rate are high, it 

can be assumed that curcumin molecules form nuclei independently from the polymer ones. This 

caused a fraction of these curcumin molecules to not be incorporated in the polymeric particles, 

leading to lower EE. Furtherly, due to the high nucleation rate, also the particle size was lowered 

(Saad and Prud’homme, 2016). However, it is important to point out that the measured differences 
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with the other formulations are quite low (25 nm in size and 3% in EE) and so they were not 

considered to be extremely meaningful.  

 

Based on the data collected by the analysis of particle size, zeta potential, loading capacity and 

encapsulation efficiency, a proper choice of the optimal formulation for the textile finishing was 

made. Among the tested formulations, PCL10CUR4 was selected as the optimal one. First of all, it 

displayed fine particle size and almost total encapsulation efficiency. Secondly, it was evidenced to 

have the highest absolute values of zeta potential. Furtherly it displayed a loading capacity value of 

28.5% which was reported to be optimal for dermatological formulations (Argenziano et al., 2017).  

Moreover, it displayed properties similar to the ones of the optimal PCL caffeine formulation 

(PCL6CAF9W). This last point makes formulation PCL10CUR4 to be the ideal candidate for textile 

finishing to compare the effects of the different drugs on the properties of the biofunctional textile.   

 

8.3 Characterization of the optimal formulation 
 

Upon testing the different particle formulations and identification of the optimal one, further 

characterizations were performed to better inquire about the properties and performances of such 

formulation. Therefore, the PCL10CUR4 nanoparticles were investigated by FTIR and SEM, the 

colloidal stability of the particles was monitored over time and their traceability was observed by 

fluorescence microscopy. The thermal properties of the optimal formulation were investigated by 

TGA and DSC. 

 

8.3.1 SEM observations 

 

The morphology of the particles was observed by SEM. The analysis was conducted on the optimal 

curcumin loaded formulation as well as on unloaded PCL nanoparticles processed under the same 

PCL concentrations and process conditions. The SEM images of the unloaded PCL nanoparticles and 

PCL10CUR4 formulation are shown in Figure 8.4.   

 

Regarding the unloaded PCL NPs samples, a particle assembly in the low magnification image is 

shown (Figure 8.4 top left). Again this is due to the tendency of the particles to agglomerate during 

drying.  
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Figure 8. 4. SEM image of un loaded PCL nanoparticles (top images) with magnification of 2000X (top left) 

and 50000X (top right) and of PCL10CUR4 formulation (bottom images) with magnification of 5000X (bottom 

left) and 40000X (bottom right). 

 

It is noticeable that some particles present some holes in their structure. The presence of these holes 

is explained taking into account the particle formation mechanism proposed by Di Pasquale et al. 

(2014). In that study, molecular dynamics simulations highlighted that upon jet collision nanoclusters 

of PCL and acetone were formed. Therefore, it is reasonable that the formed particles entrap some of 
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the solvents in their structure. This solvent leaked out during particle drying causing the formation of 

the holes observed in the image. By observing the PCL NPs at higher magnification (Figure 8.4 top 

right) it was furtherly confirmed that the particles own round shape and smooth surface. 

(Di Pasquale et al., 2014)   

From the images of the curcumin loaded samples, it was observed no curcumin crystals are present. 

Such crystals generally show a flower like morphology (Thorat and Dalvi, 2014); the absence of free 

curcumin species is consistent with the results of EE analysis and furtherly proves the optimal 

incorporation of the drug in the polymeric nanospheres.  

 

8.3.2 Colloidal stability test 

 

The colloidal stability was performed by monitoring the size and zeta potential of the PCL10CUR4  

formulation.  The particles were stored in the fridge at 4°C for over two months. The test was run for 

three independent samples and the results are plotted in Figure 8.5. It can be observed that both the 

particle size and zeta potential of every single sample, do not undergo significant changes over the 

investigation time.  

 

Taking the average of the three tested samples the diameter is found to stay stable between 230 and 

240 nm. Similarly, the zeta potential values are found to be mostly in between -30 and -25 mV. A 

slight decrease in the average diameter over the three samples after the 60 days. However, the 

ANOVA analysis highlighted that time does not display a statistically significant effect on the particle 

size (p-value > 0.05). This allows concluding that in the considered storage conditions the particle 

aggregation and size variation are negligible.  

 

The fact that both the particle size and the zeta potential were not undergoing significant changes 

over time proved the high colloidal stability of the nanoparticle suspensions. This finding can be 

explained, according to the DLVO theory, by the balance between the electrostatic repulsive forces 

and the attractive Van der Walls interactions (Missana and Adell, 2000) 
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Figure 8.5. Trends of zeta potential (top graph) and (bottom graph) particle size for PCL10CUR4 NPs 

formulations. The three curves represent three independent replicates. 
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In the present system, the electrostatic repulsive forces due to the electric double layer can be 

considered high as observed by the high absolute values of zeta potential.  Concerning the Van der 

Waals attractive forces, it can be roughly estimated that in a PCL based system they are quite low. In 

fact, such forces can be correlated to the difference of the refractive indexes of the colloid material 

and the dispersant (Bhattacharjee, 2016). In the present case, the differences between the refractive 

indexes of PCL (1.476) and water (1.511) is quite small. Therefore, the good stability of the presented 

system can be attributed to the combination of low attractive forces and high repulsive forces which 

overall prevents particle aggregation.  Such good colloidal stability was considered a reason why the 

SEM images of sample PCL10CUR4 showed well dispersed particles and scarce NPs agglomeration.  

 

8.3.3 Infrared spectroscopy analysis  

 

The chemical structure of the selected curcumin loaded nanoparticle formulation was inquired by 

infrared spectroscopy. The FTIR spectra of PCL10CUR4 as well as the ones of the raw curcumin and 

pure PCL NPs are reported in Figure 8.6. The characteristic absorption bands are reported in Table 

8.2. 

 

The PCL NPs spectrum was characterized by two medium intensity peaks at 2943 and 2864 cm-1 

which correspond to the asymmetric and the symmetric stretching vibration of the C-H bonds in the 

macromolecule skeleton. The strong absorbance peak at 1721 cm-1 was attributed to the stretching 

the C=O bond in the ester group. Peaks connected to the bending vibration of the C-H bonds in the 

polymer chain were observed at 1472, 1396, 1367 cm-1. Further absorption bands peculiar of the 

stretching of C-O were observed at 1292, 1238, 1105, 1065, 1045 cm-1. 

 

The Curcumin spectrum exhibited a weak absorption peak at 3501 cm-1 correlated with the stretching 

vibrations of the O-H bond in the phenol group. The strong absorption signal at 1626 cm-1 due was 

attributed to the C=O bond in the keto-enol group. The presence of sharp peaks at 1602, 1507, and 

1456  cm-1 was associated to the C=C double bonds in the curcumin aromatic rings. The peak at 1427 

cm-1 was ascribed to the bending of the olefinic C-H.  The absorption band between 1300 and 1000 

cm-1 was mainly characterized by the peaks of the C-O stretching at 1274, 1232, 1152, 1114 and 

1026.  
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Figure 8.6. ATR-FTIR spectra of: PCL (bottom), curcumin (middle) and nanoparticles with PCL10CUR4 

formulation (top). 

The infrared spectrum of the PCL10CUR4 formulation displays absorption bands similar to one of the 

two constituent materials. A weak absorption peak at 3503 cm-1 was ascribed to the stretching 

vibrations of the O-H bond in the curcumin phenol group. Two medium intensity peaks were found 

at 2945 and 2863 cm-1 and correlated to the asymmetric and the symmetric stretching vibration of the 

C-H bonds in the PCL polymer chain. Two strong absorbance peaks of C=O stretching were observed 

at 1722 and 1626 cm-1 and correlated to the ester group of PCL and to the keto-enol group of curcumin 

respectively. The peaks at 1602, 1508, and 1456 cm-1 were associated to the C=C double bonds in the 

curcumin aromatic rings. The peaks connected to the bending vibration of the C-H bonds in PCL 

skeleton and curcumin were observed at 1472, 1427, 1396, 1366 cm-1. Several signals connected to 

the stretching vibration of the C-O were found in the region between 1300 and 1000 cm-1; more 
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precisely at 1276, 1232, 1152, 1065, 1113 1026, 1045, 1026 cm-1. Lastly, the peak C-H aromatic 

stretching was found at 962 cm-1. 

 

Table 8.2. Characteristics IR absorption bands for PCL NP, curcumin and PCL10CUR4 formulation. 

 

Wavenumber (cm-1) Attribution 

PCL NP Curcumin PCL10CUR4  

- 3501 3503 Streching  O-H in 

phenol group 

2943 - 2945 Asymmetric C-H 

stretching vibrations 

2864 - 2863 Symmetric C-H 

stretching vibration 

1721 - 1722 Stretching vibrations of 

C=O bond in esters 

groups 

- 1626 1626 Stretching C=O in the 

keto-enol group 

- 1602, 1507, 1456 1602, 1508, 1456 Stretching vibration 

C=C aromatic 

1472, 1396, 1367 1427 1472, 1427, 1396, 1366 Bending vibrations of 

C-H 

1294, 1241, 1107, 

1064,1046 

1274, 1232, 1152, 1114, 

1026 

1276, 1232, 1152, 1113, 

1065,  1045, 1026 

Stretching vibrations of 

C-O 

- 962 962 Stretching of C-H 

aromatic 
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Overall no significant changes in the peak positions nor the formations of new peaks were observed. 

This confirms that the incorporation of curcumin in the PCL nanoparticles does neither imply the 

chemical modification of the drug and the polymer structure nor the chemical interaction among the 

two species. The slight shift in some peak positions (of about 2-4 wavenumbers) suggests that 

curcumin and PCL undergo some weak interaction such as Van der Walls forces and Hydrogen 

bonding. Indeed similar kinds of interaction between the drug and the polymer, upon encapsulation 

by an FNP method, were reported in the literature (Ke et al., 2019). 

 

8.3.4 Fluorescence microscope observations 

 

The nanoparticles were marked by the addition of the Nile Red dye to the formulation and observed 

by fluorescence microscopy. The images of the nanoparticles under different excitation wavelengths 

and their colocalization is reported in Figure 8.7.  

 

In the picture a), it can be observed that, upon excitation at a 480 nm wavelength, green fluorescence 

is emitted. This green fluorescence is known to be due to the curcumin molecules (Akbari et al., 

2018). It is important to notice that the fluorescent light comes from circular spots that can be 

identified as the nanoparticles. 

 

In image b), the sample is observed under an excitation wavelength of 540 nm, in this case, the 

particles are characterized by red fluorescence emission which is due to the Nile red dye added in the 

formulation. It was observed the total incorporation of the red dye in the structure of the particles, 

which is well expected since it is more hydrophobic than curcumin (LogP = 5) (Bader et al., 2016). 

The incorporation of the dye was furtherly verified with an EE indirect test similar to the one 

conducted for curcumin and no residual Nile red was found in the supernatant. Therefore, being 

entrapped in the core, the dye can act as a tracking system for the particles.  

 

Image c) is obtained by the superposition of images a) and b). Very precise colocalization of the 

fluorescent marker and the drug is observed. The possibility of easily observing both the red marked 

polymer particle and the green fluorescent drug allows tracking of the interaction of the NP system 

with living tissues.  
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Figure 8.7. Fluorescence microscopy observations of the PCL10CUR4 nanoparticles upon marking with the 

Nile red fluorescent dye: a) excitation wavelength of 480 nm, b) excitation wavelength of 540 nm and c) 

colocalization of pictures a) and b). 
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8.3.5 Thermal analyses 

 

The thermal properties of the curcumin loaded nanoparticles were investigated by DSC and TGA 

techniques. The analysis was run on the PCL10CUR4 formulation and compared with one of the raw 

materials.  The DSC thermogram of the for curcumin loaded nanoparticles is depicted in Figure 8.8 

while the main thermal events observed are listed in Table 8.3.  

 

Figure 8.8. DSC thermogram of PCL (black curve), curcumin loaded nanoparticles (blue curve) curcumin 

powder (red curve). 

As already discussed the PCL thermogram was mainly characterized by a single fusion peak between 

50 and 60 °C while the curcumin powder exhibited a melting peak around 180 °C. Concerning the 

curcumin nanoparticles sample, it was observed a single melting peak around 50 °C. The peak was 

attributed to the fusion of the PCL shell of the nanoparticles. Instead, no trace of the curcumin fusion 

peak was observed in the nanoparticle sample. The absence of the curcumin fusion peak was 

connected to the fact that the drug was incorporated in polymeric nanoparticles. Indeed, while the 

curcumin powder owned a crystalline structure, the encapsulated one was dispersed at the molecular 

level inside the polymer matrix; having lost its crystalline structure it did not undergo fusion. Such a 

result was consistent with the ones reported in the literature regarding drugs incorporated inside 

nanocarriers (Mihailiasa et al., 2016; Puglia et al., 2016). 
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Interestingly, it was observed that in the case of curcumin loaded nanoparticles the polymer did not 

undergo a significant reduction of the crystallinity degree. As explained in Chapter 5 the reduction of 

Xc was partially due to the fast nanoprecipitation process and partially ascribed to the sample 

biodegradation during storage. The addition of curcumin was supposed to play a role in both 

phenomena. Firstly, it was observed to increase the nucleation rate leading to a higher formation of 

crystalline nuclei. Secondly, being an antimicrobial active principle it was likely to hinder the 

biodegradation of the PCL molecule during the storage conditions. 

 

Table 8.3. List of the thermal events observed during the DSC analysis of curcumin loaded nanoparticles. 

Sample PCL Curcumin PCL-CUR NP 

 

ΔHfus (J/g) 

 

-60.8 -129.0 -39.7 

 

Tfus, onset (°C) 

 

51.8 177.3 47.1 

 

Tfus, peak (°C) 

 

55.9 178.7 53.0 

 

Χc (%) 

 

43.7 

  

39.9 

 

 

In Figure 8.9 the results of the TGA analysis of for the curcumin loaded nanoparticle are reported, 

the main data obtained from the analysis are listed in Table 8.3. 
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Figure 8.9. TGA analysis of PCL (black curve) and curcumin (red curve) and PCL10CUR4 (blue curve). TG 

curve (top graph) and first derivative of the TG curve (bottom graph). 
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As previously reported curcumin thermal degradation started around 260°C, thereafter it went on 

leaving a char residue of about 33% of the initial sample weight. PCL instead displayed the 

degradation onset at a higher temperature, the sample was completely degraded and no char residue 

was left. The curcumin loaded nanoparticle TG curve display characteristics between the ones of the 

two raw materials. The onset of degradation was observed to be around 290°C. The degradation 

proceeded in a unique step reaching the maximum degradation rate at 400°C. A residue of 15% of 

the initial sample weight was observed. This char residue was ascribed to residual curcumin since 

PCL was completely degraded at 700°C. Considering that the fraction of curcumin in the sample was 

28.5% and that for pure curcumin one the observed residue was one third of the initial weight, in the 

PCL10CUR4 a higher residue than the theoretical one (about 9.5%) was found. This result hinted that 

some interaction occurred between curcumin and PCL during the degradation process. Such positive 

interaction led to a lower percentage of the active molecule to be degraded, therefore, it was concluded 

that the incorporation in polymer shell protects curcumin from thermal degradation phenomena.  

 

Table 8.4. List of the thermal data obtained from TGA analysis of PCL-curcumin nanoparticles. 

Sample T5% (°C) Tmax (°C) MMLR (%/°C) Residue at 700 °C (%) 

 

PCL 

 

324 

 

409 

 

2.1 

 

1 

 

 

Curcumin 

 

259 

 

386 

 

0.5 

 

33 

 

PCL-CUR NP 291 400 1.4 15 

 

 

8.4 Biofunctional properties of the PCL-curcumin nanoparticles 

  

The increasing interest in using curcumin in dermatological formulations is connected to its 

antioxidant properties, which are known to be effective in the prevention and treatment of skin 

diseases. Therefore, the biofunctional properties of the nanoparticles were assessed by testing their 

antioxidant activity and by evaluating the drug release kinetics by the Franz cell experiment. 
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8.4.1 Antioxidant properties of the nanoparticles 

 

The antioxidant properties of the curcumin loaded NPs were investigated by EPR/spin trapping 

method. The spectra of the spin trap DMPO were recorded upon the addition of the different species 

and reported in Figure 8.8. It is possible to observe that the control spectrum was characterized by 

ten positive antiphase signals due to the binding of the radical species to the spin trap. The signals at 

an applied magnetic field 3407 G, 3421 G and 3438 G are attributed to the binding of the OH · radical 

while the ones at 3398 G, 3404 G, 3415 G, 3418 G, 3431G, 3433 G and 3448 G due to the binding 

of the CH3· radical. In the presence of the unloaded PCL nanoparticles, no significant change in the 

peak intensity was observed meaning that the polymeric system did not exert any antioxidant effect.  

 

 

Figure 8.10. EPR spectra for the analyzed samples: Control (black curve), PCL NP (green curve), curcumin 

(red curve) and curcumin loaded nanoparticles (blue curve). 
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Such finding is indeed consistent with the polymer chemical structure which does not contain any 

functional group that can be reactive against the generated free radicals. Concerning the spectra of 

curcumin and curcumin loaded nanoparticles, it is, instead, evident that the intensity of the antiphase 

signals was lowered. This phenomenon is due to the fact that curcumin molecule preferentially reacts 

with the OH · and CH3· radicals causing the measured concentration of DMPO-OH and DMPO-CH3 

to be lowered.The scavenging activity of the curcumin formulation against these two radical species 

was calculated and reported in Figure 8.9.  

 

Concerning the scavenging effects of the curcumin formulations against the hydroxyl radicals, it can 

be observed that, for all the tested concentrations, about half of the generated radicals were absorbed 

by the curcumin formulations. The free curcumin tends to have better OH· scavenging efficiency for 

lower concentrations. Such a result can be associated with the fact that the analysis was conducted in 

an aqueous environment. Therefore, curcumin molecules tend to form precipitates for higher 

concentrations and have poor dispersion that limits the extent of reactions with the hydroxyl radical. 

 

For the nanoparticles formulation instead, the highest scavenging activity was observed for the not 

diluted sample. It is interesting to notice that for all the tested concentrations the curcumin loaded 

nanoparticles displayed higher hydroxyl radical scavenging effects respect to the free drug; 

particularly, for the not diluted formulation, the scavenging efficiency raises by 20% upon 

encapsulation. This indeed shows that the incorporation in the PCL matrix improves the activity of 

curcumin allowing more effective reactions with the OH· radical. 

 

Regarding the scavenging activity against the methyl radical, it was found to slightly increase with 

concentration both for free and encapsulated curcumin. This highlights that the reactivity of free 

curcumin with CH3· radical was not hindered by the scarce solubility of the drug as, on the contrary, 

it occurs for the OH· radical. The encapsulation in the PCL matrix leads to an improvement of the 

scavenging activity also against the methyl radical.  
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Figure 8.11. Scavenging efficiency of the curcumin (red bar) and curcumin loaded nanoparticles (blue bar) 

against OH· radical (top graph) and CH3· radical (bottom graph). 
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By summing and normalizing the individual scavenging properties toward the two studied radical 

species, the total antioxidant activity was obtained. The antioxidant activity values, represented in 

Figure 8.10, show that, for all dilution ratios, the nanoparticles display antioxidant activity above 50% 

thus halving the number of harmful radicals potentially interacting with the living tissues. In 

particular, the direct application of the PCL10CUR4 formulation led to the depletion of 66% of the 

radical species proving to be a powerful antioxidant.  

 

 

Figure 8.12. Antioxidant efficiency of the curcumin (red bar) and curcumin loaded nanoparticles (blue bar). 

Overall it can be concluded that the incorporation in the PCL system boosted the antioxidant 

properties of curcumin. This finding is consistent with the literature regarding the nanoencapsulation 

of curcumin or other hydrophobic molecules (Coradini et al., 2014). Indeed, the antioxidant activity 

of these species tends to be hindered by their scarce chemical activity in biological (aqueous 

environment). The nanoencapsulation was therefore identified as a strategy to structure and improve 

the activity of this species leading to an improvement of their biofunctional properties (Yen et al., 

2010) 
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8.4.2 In vitro Franz cell test 

 

The drug release kinetics of the PCL10CUR4 formulation was assessed via the in vitro Franz diffusion 

cell test. In Figure 8.11 the release profiles of the nanoparticle formulations are shown, an equivalent 

curcumin solution was used as control.  

 

Figure 8.13. Curcumin permeation kinetics from free curcumin (red curve) and curcumin loaded nanoparticles 

(black curve). Results are plotted in terms of percentage respect to the total amount of curcumin released in 

each test. 

The experiment was monitored regularly for the first 5 hours, then left overnight and, after 24 hours, 

the acceptor solutions were withdrawn. The cumulative amount of curcumin released after 24 was 

used to normalize the amount of drug released and to calculate the cumulative release curve.  It is 

possible to observe that the curcumin control starts to fast release the drug after 2 hours and reaches 

an amount of 95% after 5 hours.  

 

The curcumin loaded nanoparticles, instead, gradually elute the drug, releasing about the same 

amount of substance for each time unit. The nanoparticles system is also observed to act as a drug 
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reservoir since the amount of curcumin released after 5 hours is 40% respect to the total amount 

released after 24 h; such values are less than half the one observed for the free curcumin solution. To 

better investigate the drug release kinetics, the data were fitted with semi-empirical kinetic models, 

the correlation coefficient of the data fitting are reported in Table 8.3. 

 

Table 8. 5. The correlation coefficient for the fitting of the release curves with different kinetic models. 

Sample  Zero 

order  

First order  Higuchi  Hixon 

Crowell  

Baker 

Lonsdale 

Drug 

released 

after 24 h 

Free Curcumin R2=0.93 R2=0.94 R2=0.85 R2=0.96 R2=0.90 18.8 µg 

Curcumin NP R2=0.99 R2=0.98 R2=0.84 R2=0.98 R2=0.82 78.5 µg 

 

It can be observed that, in the case of free curcumin, it is not easy to identify predominant kinetics 

since the R2 are very close to each other. Slightly higher correlation values were observed for the 

Hixon Crowell model. Such correlation is connected to the fact that curcumin has very low aqueous 

solubility and therefore may also form precipitates in the donor compartment. Then such aggregates 

must undergo dissolution causing the data to be well fitted by the Hixon model based on matrix 

erosion. For the nanoparticle formulation, it is evident that the zero order kinetics displays the best 

fitting. This fact is due to the good capability of the nanoparticles systems to slowly and continuously 

release the drug; this allows to not reach the saturation concentration in the time interval among each 

withdrawing. Therefore, the curcumin concentration in the acceptor compartment is kept low and 

does not affect the release of the drug. By comparing the total amount of drug released after 24 hours, 

reported in Table 8.3 it can be observed that the nanoparticle formulation delivered a drug amount 4 

times higher respect to the curcumin solution. This result is strictly related to the continuous and 

controlled release of the nanoparticles respect to the free drug. Indeed being curcumin a poorly water 

soluble molecule,  the burst release typical of the free drug causes an immediate saturation of the 

acceptor compartment. On the contrary, the encapsulated drug was slowly eluting the active principle 

without saturating the solution in the time elapsing between two withdrawings. Therefore it is 

concluded that the incorporation in the nanoparticles both controls and enhances the transdermal 

delivery of curcumin.   
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Part IV final remarks 

 

In the present part of the thesis, the results regarding the encapsulation of the active principles were 

presented. Particularly, the focus was paid on highlighting the performances of the proposed FNP 

method on two drugs with marked differences in terms of hydrophilicity, i.e. caffeine and curcumin. 

For both the substances, the properties of the different formulations were inquired to select the most 

suitable one to be used in biofunctional textiles preparation. 

The research conducted on the caffeine encapsulation proved the feasibility of incorporating a 

hydrophilic active principle in the nanoparticles matrix by employing the flash nanoprecipitation 

technique. Such results allowed to overcome one of the limitations of the FNP method. Interestingly 

it was observed that the choice of caffeine solvent affected the particle structure. Indeed, the classical 

FNP configuration, in which the drug is dissolved in the organic solvent lea to nanospheres where the 

drug was mainly adsorbed onto the surface of the particles in the outer surface layers of the particles. 

Oppositely, when the hydrophilic drug was dissolved in the antisolvent, the drug was found to be 

more incorporated in the core polymeric structure. The differences in particle structures were ascribed 

to different encapsulation mechanisms. Furtherly the process configuration influenced the particle 

critical particle properties. Indeed, the particles produced in CIW mode displayed finer size, higher 

EE and slower release kinetics if compared with the ones produced in CIA configuration. Therefore, 

considering the different analyses performed, the formulation PCL6CAF9W was selected as the 

optimal one to be employed in the textile finishing. This chosen formulation was proven to have a 

marked scavenging effect against the OH· radical species achieving an antioxidant efficiency above 

50%.  

The research about curcumin incorporation investigated six PCL-CUR formulations designed based 

on the results obtained in the previous research lines. The formulations were screened by mean of 

size, zeta potential, LC, EE analyses. All the formulations displayed fine particle size and high EE. 

Taking into account all the performed analyses the PCL10CUR4 was chosen as the optimal 

formulation. This NP formulation was proven to own exceptional colloidal stability since it did not 

exhibit aggregation phenomena for at least two months. The EPR spectroscopy analysis showed how 

the proposed formulation displays strong scavenging properties against different radical species. The 

incorporation of curcumin in the PCL system was proven to enhance the radical scavenging activity 

of curcumin displaying an antioxidant efficiency of 66%. The in vitro Franz cell test evidenced that 

the curcumin loaded nanoparticles can deliver the active principle in a controlled way according to a 

zero order kinetics furthermore the amount of curcumin release was increased upon encapsulation 
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cluing the nanoparticles formulation act as an enhancer of transdermal release. The proposed 

nanoparticle system was therefore considered found to be meeting the requirements for 

dermatological formulations.  

 

Overall, in the present part, it was proved that the FNP is a suitable method to produce PCL 

nanoparticles loaded with either hydrophilic and hydrophobic active principles. The hydrophilicity 

of the core substance was observed to impact the particle formation mechanism and, consequently to 

display different particle properties. For caffeine, the encapsulation was mainly ascribed to the Van 

der Walls interaction occurring between the amino groups in the caffeine molecule and the carbonyl 

groups in the polymer chain. Instead, curcumin encapsulation was connected to the hydrophobic drug 

precipitation together with the polymer upon the jet collision. The latter mechanism leads to finer 

particles and higher EE. Both the nanoparticle formulations displayed low particle size, effective 

antioxidant activity a controlled drug release kinetics. Therefore, nanoparticles with suitable 

properties for dermatological applications were obtained for both the investigated active principles. 

It was then considered of interest to employ such particles for the production of biofunctional textiles. 
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Part V The textile applications 
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Chapter 9. Textile applications of the caffeine and curcumin 

formulations 
 

9.1 Scope of the study and experiments conducted 

In the previous chapters, it was proved that the flash nanoprecipitation is a suitable technique for the 

preparation of PCL nanoparticles loaded with both hydrophilic and hydrophobic substances. After 

studying the production of caffeine and curcumin loaded PCL nanoparticles, the application of the 

carriers to the cotton fabrics was investigated.  

The scope of the present research is to test the effectiveness of a finishing treatment for the proposed 

NPs systems and to evaluate the biofunctional properties that such a finish imparts to the cotton 

fabrics.  

As far as the methodology to apply the carrier to the textile was concerned, several options have been 

considered on the base of the literature and the preliminary results obtained with the melatonin 

functionalized fabrics. Conventionally, resin finishing or chemical grafting of the carrier onto the 

fibers have been proposed for the preparation of biofunctional textiles. The rationality of such an 

approach is to achieve high fastness and durability of the capsule treatment. However, achieving high 

fastness is neither a priority nor a very desirable condition for the present application, indeed, a strong 

bonding between the particles and the textile hinders carrier detachment and therefore drug release. 

On the contrary, the scope is to have weak interaction between the textiles and the particles so that 

the latter could be released to the skin. Considering also that resin treatments or chemical grafting are 

more complex and potentially harmful, they were excluded. Recalling the results discussed in Chapter 

6 it was evidenced that the imbibition method was effective in achieving the functionalization of the 

textile and drug release in the in vitro Franz cell test. However, some improvements to this approach 

were investigated.  

Indeed, it was observed that, upon spreading on the fabric, the particles tended in some cases to 

aggregate forming a polymer film. For this reason, the proposed finishing treatment consists of a cold 

impregnation followed by rinsing. Such a method takes inspiration from the layer by layer deposition 

with the variation of applying a single layer of nanoparticles. Indeed, the LbL deposition presents the 

advantage of depositing monolayers of the finishing agent of textiles, the interaction among the two 

species are electrostatic forces and the amount of finish deposited is self-limiting. Therefore, the 

proposed method was proposed to deposit a uniform single layer while keeping the interactions 
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between NPs and textile substrates weak so that the particles can be released. Furthermore, the 

impregnation is easier than the imbibition process to implement in the production line. 

If effective, the proposed functionalization may open the possibility of developing easily rechargeable 

biofunctional textiles, thus making this technology more easily available to consumers. Therefore, 

such a finishing approach was tested with the carriers loaded with the two different active principles 

assessing the performances of the system for both hydrophilic and hydrophobic substances.  

To achieve this goal, it was firstly verified if the proposed finishing permits an effective 

functionalization of the fabrics. Thereafter the variations in the physical-chemical properties of the 

functionalized fabrics respect to the pristine ones were assessed. Finally, the biofunctional properties 

of the functionalized fabrics were investigated with particular focus on the protection from UV rays 

and the antioxidant activity. Regarding the Franz cell release test, it was conducted using excised 

porcine skin with the scope of obtaining more realistic information about the performances of the 

proposed material in a biological environment. The details regarding the specific experiments 

conducted are reported in the next paragraphs. 

9.1.1 Biofunctional textile preparation  

Pure cotton, plain woven (110 g/m2) was used. Freshly produced drug loaded PCL nanoparticles 

suspensions were used. Caffeine and curcumin NPs were prepared according to the protocol described 

in Chapters 7 and Chapter 8 respectively; formulations PCL6CAF9W and PCL10CUR4 were used. The 

properties of the nanoparticles formulation used for the textiles finishing are recalled in Table 9.1. 

 

Table 9.1. Properties of the NPs formulation used for textile finishing. 

 

Sample Size (nm) MR LC (%) EE (%) Zp (mV) 

PCL6CAF9W 307.8 1.5 24.0 21.6 -28.8 

PCL10CUR4 237.9 0.4 28.5 99.9 -28.9 

Several NPs batches were produced and mixed in a single beaker to obtain 50 mL of nanosuspension. 

The fabric samples were dipped in the suspension for 10 seconds so that the cotton fabric was 
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completely soaked. Thereafter, the fabric samples were removed from the beaker and briefly rinsed 

with deionized water. The samples were dried overnight in a laboratory oven under ventilation at 

35°C.  

9.1.2 Characterization of textile materials 

The functionalized fabrics were characterized by several techniques to verify if the proposed 

treatment allows effectively to attach the particles on the fabric surfaces. ATR-FTIR analysis was run 

on the fabric to observe the presence of NPs on the cotton fibers and to investigate the chemical 

interactions between the fabric and the carriers.  

 

The amount of drugs incorporated in the functionalized fabrics was assessed by the following 

extraction protocols. Briefly, the fabric pieces with 2.6 cm2 we kept under magnetic stirring for 24 

hours in a proper solvent ( water for caffeine and ethanol for curcumin). Thereafter the amount of 

drug in the solvent was analyzed by spectrophotometry for caffeine and by spectrofluorometry for 

curcumin, thus providing information on the quantity of drugs that was incorporated in the fabrics. 

Colorimetric analysis was performed to inquire about the effectiveness of the nanoparticle treatment, 

its evenness and repeatability.  

 

The fabric morphology was analyzed by SEM to investigate the distribution of the particles of the 

NPs onto the cotton fibers. The samples were prepared by mounting the fabric pieces on aluminum 

stubs using carbon tape. The prepared samples where metalized by sputter coating with chromium 

before analysis with a cold field emission SEM Hitachi S4800 (USA) with an acceleration voltage of 

3 kV.  

To inquire about the modification of cotton surface properties Zeta potential and contact angle 

analyses were conducted. The surface zeta potential of the fabric samples was measured to inquire 

about changes in the textile surface charge due to electrostatic interactions between cotton and the 

nanoparticle surfaces. The streaming potential method was used for Zp analysis. Water contact angle 

analysis was run to test potential modification in cotton hydrophilicity. The sessile drop method was 

used. 

9.1.3 Assessment of textile biofunctional properties 

The biofunctional properties of the functionalized fabrics were studied in terms of antioxidant 

activity, UV protection factor and skin permeation test. The UV protection properties were 
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investigated by collecting the UV transmittance spectra of the fabric, the UPF was then calculated 

according to Equation 3.7.  

For the antioxidant activity test, the EPR/spin trapping method proposed for the nanoparticles was 

adapted for the study of the textile samples. For the analysis, the free radicals were generated using 

the reactions previously described for the investigation of caffeine and curcumin antioxidant 

properties. The pieces of functionalized fabric, with an area between 1.5 and 2 cm2 were added in the 

Eppendorf tube and homogenized with the reactive mixture. The solution was then placed into the 

EPR capillary tube for analysis. 

The skin permeation tests were performed on a double ported Franz diffusion cell to understand the 

interaction of the biofunctional textiles with skin. In the donor compartment, a disk of functionalized 

cotton was placed over the skin membrane. The disk has the same diameter of the membrane (2.6 

cm2), a drop of PBS solution was poured on the donor compartment to assure the contact between the 

textile and the membrane. The skin mimicking membrane consisted of excised pig ear skin. The skin 

slices were isolated with a dermatome from the outer side of pig ears, obtained from a local butcher, 

and were then frozen at -18 °C. Before starting the permeation experiment, the skin membrane was 

immersed for 30 minutes in NaCl 0.9% w/w saline solution, in the presence of 0.01% sodium azide 

to preserve skin integrity throughout the test. After equilibration, the skin layers were washed in a 

saline solution and placed between the two Franz cell compartments with the stratum corneum facing 

the donor compartment.  

 

The acceptor fluid composition changed depending on the tested drug: PBS was used for caffeine 

while, for curcumin analysis, 10% v/v of ethanol was added to the phosphate buffer solution to 

prevent drug saturation in the acceptor fluid. The release kinetics was monitored until the equilibrium 

was observed to be reached. The receiving phase was withdrawn at regular times and replaced with 

the same amount of fresh receiving medium. The collected liquid receptor samples were then 

analyzed by spectrophotometry in the case of caffeine and by spectrofluorometry in the case of 

curcumin. 

 

9.2 Effectiveness of the finishing treatment 

To assess whether the drug loaded nanoparticles had been successfully applied onto the fabrics the 

ATR-FTIR spectra were collected. The spectra of cotton fabric functionalized with caffeine loaded 

NPs, pristine cotton and caffeine loaded NPs are shown in Figure 9.1 while the characteristic 

absorption bands are reported in Table 9.2.  
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Figure 9. 1. ATR-FTIR spectra of cotton (black) PCL6CAF9W (red) and COT- PCL6CAF9W (blue). 
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Table 9.2. Characteristic IR absorption bands for cotton PCL6CAF9W  and COT- PCL6CAF9W. 

Wavenumber (cm-1) Attribution  

Cotton PCL6CAF9W COT- PCL6CAF9W   

3328, 3270 - 3328, 3269 Streching  O-H 

group 

 

2917,2850 2944, 2864 2945, 2865 C-H stretching 

vibrations 

 

- 1722, 1698 1721, 1700 C=O stretching 

vibration 

 

 1653, 1545 1650, 1544 C=N stretching 

vibrations 

 

 1478, 1456, 1429 1472, 1455, 1431 C=C stretching 

vibrations 

 

1465, 1426, 1364, 

1335, 1314, 1280, 

1200, 1158 

- 1472, 1423, 1363, 

1335, 1315, 1160 

Bending of O-H 

group 

 

 1397, 1361 1398, 1363 Bending vibrations 

of C-H 

 

 1361, 1289, 1239 1363, 1242 C-N stretching 

vibrations 

 

1107, 1054, 1029, 

1001, 985 

1289, 1239, 1107, 

1064, 1046 

 1107, 1053, 1028, 

1001  

Stretching 

vibrations of C-O 
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The cotton IR spectrum is characterized by a broad absorption band with peaks at 3270, 3328 cm-1 

due to the stretching vibration of the hydroxyl groups. Two low intensity peaks were observed at 

2917, 2850 cm-1
 and attributed to stretching vibrations of the C-H bond. A series of low intensity 

peaks were observed between 1500 and 1150 cm-1. This zone is characterized by the signals 

connected to the bending vibrations of the O-H bond which were found precisely at 1465, 1426, 1364, 

1335, 1314, 1280, 1200, 1158 cm-1. Several sharp peaks were observed in the lower spectral region 

at 1107, 1054, 1029, 1001, 985 cm-1. These signals were attributed to the stretching vibration of the 

C-O bond.  

 

The caffeine loaded nanoparticles spectrum exhibited two medium peaks at 2944, 2864 cm-1 

attributed to the stretching vibrations of the C-H bonds.  Four strong peaks were observed at 1722, 

1698, 1653, 1545 cm-1; the first two were ascribed to the stretching of the C=O bond while the other 

to the stretching of the C=N bond. The signals due to the C=C stretching vibrations were observed at 

1478, 1456, 1429 cm-1; while the peaks connected to the C-H bending were found at 1397, 1361 cm-

1. Three sharp peaks were observed at 1361, 1289, 1239 cm-1 and attributed to the stretching of the 

C-N bond. Finally, several peaks connected to the stretching of the C-O bonds were found at 1289, 

1239, 1107, 1064, 1046 cm-1. 

 

The functionalized fabrics displayed a spectrum similar to the one of the pristine cotton. Indeed, it 

showed the peaks connected to i) the stretching vibrations of the O-H bond between 3300 and 3000 

cm-1, ii) the C-H stretching between 3000 and 2800 cm-1, iii) the O-H bending between 1500 and 

1100 cm-1 and iv) the C-O stretching between 1100 and 900 cm-1.  Moreover, it is possible to observe 

the presence of some of the characteristic peaks of the nanoparticle formulations. Indeed, the 

absorption bands of the C=O stretching were found at 1721 and 1700, as well as the ones of the C=N 

stretching, observed at 1650 and 1544 cm-1.  Furthermore, the peaks ascribed to the C=C stretching 

were present at 1472, 1455 and 1431 cm-1; similarly, a series of peaks connected to stretching of C-

N bond was observed at 1363 and 1242 cm-1.   

The observation of the characteristic peaks of the PCL6CAF9W formulation proves the presence of 

the caffeine loaded nanoparticles onto the textile surface. Overall the nanoparticles peaks were not 

shifted or underwent only minor shifts. Thus, it is concluded that the particles were not chemically 

bonded to the textiles and that the two materials interacted by weak interactions such as Van der 

Waals force and Hydrogen bonding.  
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The infrared spectra of cotton fabric functionalized with curcumin loaded NPs, pristine cotton and 

curcumin loaded NPs are shown in Figure 9.2 while the characteristic absorption bands are reported 

in Table 9.3.  The pristine cotton spectrum displays the previously described absorption bands.  

 

Figure 9. 2. ATR-FTIR spectra of Cotton (black) PCL10CUR4 (red)  COT- PCL10CUR4 (blue). 
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Table 9. 3. Characteristic IR absorption bands of cotton, PCL10CUR4, COT- PCL10CUR4. 

Wavenumber (cm-1) Attribution 

Cotton PCL10CUR4 COT- PCL10CUR4  

3328, 3270 3503 3330, 3270 O-H stretching 

vibrations  

2917,2850 2945, 2863 2947, 2916, 2849 C-H stretching 

vibrations 

 1722, 1626 1720, 1625 Stretching 

vibrations of C=O  

 1602, 1508, 1456 1508, 1457 Stretching 

vibration C=C 

aromatic 

1465, 1426, 1364, 

1335, 1314, 1280, 

1200, 1158 

- 1470, 1425, 1364, 

1336, 1314, 1280, 

1160 

Bending of O-H 

group 

 1472, 1427, 1396, 

1366 

1470, 1425, 1396, 

1364 

Bending vibrations 

of C-H 

1107, 1054, 1029, 

1001, 985 

1276, 1232, 1152, 

1113, 1065,  1045, 

1026 

1280, 1239, 1160, 

1060, 1051, 1030, 

1000, 980 

Stretching 

vibrations of C-O 

 

The infrared spectrum of the PCL10CUR4 formulation displays a weak absorption peak at 3503 cm-1 

ascribed to the stretching vibrations of the O-H bond. Two medium intensity peaks were observed at 

2945 and 2863 cm-1 and correlated to the stretching vibrations of the C-H bonds in the PCL polymer 

chain. Two strong absorbance peaks of C=O stretching were observed at 1722 and 1626 cm-1. The 

peaks at 1602, 1508, and 1456 cm-1 were associated to the C=C double bonds in aromatic rings. The 

peaks connected to the bending vibration of the C-H were observed at 1472, 1427, 1396, 1366 cm-1. 
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Several signals connected to the stretching vibration of the C-O were found in the region between 

1300 and 1000 cm-1; more precisely at 1276, 1232, 1152, 1065, 1113 1026, 1045, 1026 cm-1.  

Analogously to caffeine treated textiles, the COT- PCL10CUR4 sample shows a similar spectrum to 

the one of the pristine cotton. It was possible to identify the well-known absorptions bands of cotton 

fabrics. Furthermore, some of the characteristic peaks of the PCL10CUR4 nanoparticle formulation 

were observed.  Two absorption peaks were found at stretching were found at 1720 and 1625 cm-1; 

the first one was connected to the stretching of C=O in the polyester chain of PCL, while the second 

one was attributed to the C=O stretching in the curcumin keto-enol groups. Furtherly, two peaks due 

to the C=C stretching in the curcumin aromatic rings were found at 1508 and 1457 cm-1.   

The presence of these signals connected to the NPs chemical structure shows that the proposed 

finishing treatment allows to effectively apply the curcumin loaded nanoparticles onto the cotton 

surface. Moreover, the absence of significant shifts in the particle peaks position indicates a weak 

interaction between the particles and textiles. This is the desired situation to effectively deliver the 

drug.  

Infrared analysis qualitatively proved the presence of NPs on to the cotton fabrics. To obtain 

quantitative information about the amount of drug loaded onto the fabrics, the samples underwent 

extraction of the active principle and spectroscopic quantification. Such analysis revealed that in the 

sample COT-PCL6CAF9W the amount of loaded drug was 0.29 mg/cm2; while on sample COT-

PCL10CUR4, the quantity of curcumin was of 0.52 mg/cm2. The fact that for curcumin higher drug 

amounts were loaded on the fabrics is consistent with the formulation properties. Indeed, the 

curcumin nanoparticles formulations had a lower diameter than the caffeine one. This characteristic 

eased the interaction of the particles with the fabric surface. Indeed, as reported in Chapter 6 particles 

with smaller sizes tend to be more easily incorporated in the cotton fibrous system. Furtherly the 

curcumin nanoparticles display higher drug loading with respect to the caffeine. This furtherly 

explains why more drug was found in the COT-PCL10CUR4 sample respect to the COT-PCL6CAF9W 

one. 

 

The functionalized textiles were also investigated by colorimetric analysis to investigate 

modifications in the fabric color intensity and the evenness of the treatment. The color intensity values 

are plotted for different wavelengths in Figure 9.3. Only samples treated with curcumin or curcumin 

loaded NP are presented since other samples exhibited null K/S values for the inquired wavelengths. 

Indeed, it was well expected since both caffeine and PCL do not absorb light in the visible range.  
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The cotton fabrics show a K/S peak at 440 nm and the spectrum shape is not changed upon drug 

encapsulation. The maximum color intensity value is higher for the samples functionalized with a 

free curcumin solution (K/S = 6.8) rather than for curcumin loaded nanoparticles (K/S=2.3). The fact 

that the COT-PCL10CUR4 sample displayed lower color intensity was an expected result considering 

that the colored substance was incorporated inside the polymeric NPs structure. It is worth to notice 

that the color intensity upon encapsulation is about 30% with respect to the one of the free drug. Such 

a value is similar to the LC of the particles (28.5%).  Therefore, it was concluded that the 

incorporation leads to a reduction of color intensity; the extent of this color reduction is consistent 

with the amount of dye loaded in particles.  

 

Figure 9.3. Color strength values for different wavelengths for cotton fabrics treated with free curcumin (red 

curve) and curcumin loaded nanoparticles (black curve). 

The colorimetric analysis was also employed to assess whether the proposed finishing treatment 

guarantees replicable results by investigating the color uniformity over different samples. For this 

investigation, 18 fabric samples were treated. The collected spectra are reported in Figure 9.4.  
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Figure 9.4. K/S values for 18 cotton fabrics functionalized with curcumin loaded nanoparticles. 

It can be observed that all the collected spectra display the same shape. Furthermore, the maximum 

color intensity values were found to be very narrow; indeed, the average K/S values at 440 nm was 

found to be of 2.15 with a standard deviation of 0.24. From these observations, it can be concluded 

that similar amounts of curcumin loaded NP were deposited on each textile sample. Therefore, the 

proposed finishing method displays good replicability in terms of the amount of NPs deposited.  

To investigate how the nanoparticles are distributed on the fabric surface at the microscopic scale, 

the samples were observed by scanning electron microscope. The SEM images of cotton fabrics 

treated with the PCL nanoparticles suspensions are shown in Figure 9.5. By observing the samples at 

low magnification, the NPs seem to form a uniform film on the cotton fabrics and the particle shape 

is barely observable. Oppositely, observing fibers at higher magnification (Figure 9.5 bottom), 

uniformly distributed particles are visible on the cotton surface. It is noticed that on the outer surface 

of the fabrics the particles collapsed and aggregated into a polymer film. Oppositely, in the inner part 

of the fibers, particles are less aggregated and more uniformly distributed over the textile surface.  

These morphologies show that upon penetrating inside the cotton fiber core, the particles are more 

effectively supported and protected by the textile material and thus, they can effectively maintain 

their spherical structure. 
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Figure 9.5. SEM images of cotton fabrics treated with unloaded PCL nanoparticles at 2000 X magnification 

(top picture) and 20000X magnification (bottom picture). 

The SEM images of the fabrics functionalized with caffeine loaded nanoparticles are reported in 

Figure 9.6. Observing the fabric morphology at 300 X magnification the presence of the nanoparticles 

on the textiles is noticeable. The particles tend to be agglomerated in big clusters, however, also some 

not aggregated particles are observable. By observing the same sample at 5000 X magnification 

insights about the distribution of the nanoparticles on the fiber can be obtained.  
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Figure 9.6. SEM images of cotton fabrics treated with caffeine loaded PCL nanoparticles at a magnification 

of 300 X (top image) and 5000 X (bottom image). 

The particles are shown to be mostly incorporated inside the in the interior part of the kidney-bean 

shaped structure typical of the cotton fabric. The observed morphology was ascribed to the 

nanometric particle size which leads to easy diffusion of the particles inside the inner part of the 

cotton fiber structure.  

The morphology of the fabrics functionalized with curcumin loaded nanoparticles is displayed in 

Figure 9.7. 
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Figure 9.7. SEM images of cotton fabrics treated with curcumin loaded PCL nanoparticles at a magnification 

of 500 X (top image) and 10000 X (bottom image). 

A broad overlook of the sample morphology is observable in the 500 X picture (top image). It can be 

observed that the sample appears to be fully covered with nanoparticles. The latter are uniformly 

distributed over the fabric surface and have maintained their original shape, although some particle 

aggregates are still noticeable in some areas of the samples. Observing a single fiber at higher 

magnification (bottom picture 10000 X) the nanoparticles are evenly distributed on the fabric surface 

without significant aggregation. The observed particles exhibit diameters consistent with the ones 

measured by dynamic light scattering (i.e. 230 nm), it can be therefore concluded that aggregation 

phenomena occurring during NPs drying were significantly limited in this case. The cotton fibers 
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acted as very effective support for the nanoparticles which prevented excessive aggregation. The 

reason why less aggregated morphologies were observed in the curcumin based textiles can be 

ascribed to the exceptional colloidal stability observed for the curcumin loaded samples.  

The SEM analysis highlighted that, upon functionalization with the drug loaded nanoparticles, the 

fabric samples display different morphologies depending on the employed active principle. The COT-

PCL10CUR4 sample exhibited a uniform coverage of a single layer of well-dispersed particles on the 

fiber surfaces. On the contrary, the sample COT-PCL6CAF9W showed the particles to be majorly 

aggregated in clusters and to be preferentially hosted inside the bean shaped core of the cotton fabrics.  

The two different morphologies of the textiles functionalized with the nanoparticles were connected 

to the physical chemical properties of the NPs formulation and to the nature of the encapsulated drug. 

The SEM images of the two nanoparticle formulation and of the textile samples functionalized with 

them are reported for comparison in Figure 9.8. 

For the formulation containing the hydrophilic substance, it has to be considered that that some drug 

was found to be partially incorporated inside the PCL matrix and partially adsorbed on the outer 

surface of the particle structure. Thus the surface of the PCL6CAF9W formulation is expected to be 

more hydrophilic than the one of the PCL10CUR4 formulation. The hydrophilic surface favored the 

interaction of the particles with hydrophilic fabric promoting its accumulation in the fiber core. 

Oppositely the less affine PCL10CUR4 formulation was found to mainly interact with the outer part 

of the fibers without accumulating in the core.  

The formulation PCL10CUR4 displayed great colloidal stability and as proved by the SEM imaging, 

it was found to not undergo agglomeration during drying. This good stability was observed to be kept 

during the finishing process leading to a uniform coverage of the fabrics by the nanoparticles. On the 

contrary, the PCL6CAF9W nanoparticles formulation was observed to form agglomerates, similar 

nanoparticle assemblies were found on the treated textile leading to less uniform coverage respect to 

the one observed for the curcumin treated sample.  

In both cases, similar morphologies and extent of agglomeration were observed for the particle 

formulation and the treated textiles. This finding shows that the morphology of the NPs treated 

textiles is correlated to the properties of the particle formulation used as finishing agents.  
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Figure 9.8. Comparison of the morphologies of the nanoparticles samples with the ones of the functionalized 

textiles. Samples: caffeine loaded NP (top left 10000X), cotton functionalized with caffeine loaded NPs (top 

right 4000X) curcumin loaded NP (bottom left 50 

9.3 Effects of the finishing on the properties of the fabrics 

 

Having proved the effectiveness of the finishing treatment, it was investigated whether the application 

of NPs does affect the textile surface properties. For this purpose, the contact angle and surface zeta 

potentials were measured.  The Zeta potentials of the textile samples were measured with the 

streaming potential method to gain information about the surface charge of the fabric before and after 

the finishing treatment, the results of the analysis are plotted in Figure 9.9.  
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Figure 9.9. Surface Zeta potential of the textiles with the nanoparticles. 

It can be observed that the application of the PCL nanoparticles made the surface zeta potential to be 

slightly more negative respect to the one of pristine cotton. Indeed, this average Zeta potential 

decrease can be ascribed to the fact that Zeta potential of the particles was measured to be lower than 

the one of the pristine cotton fabrics. Taking into account the standard deviations it can be observed 

that the changes in surface zeta potential are quite similar for the different finishing treatments. 

Furthermore, the ANOVA analysis evidenced that the changes in zeta potential are not statistically 

significant respect to the cotton control (p-value > 0.05).  

The fact that the observed changes in zeta potential are not marked was explained considering that 

the nanoparticles are present only in small amounts onto the fabric surfaces Therefore, the proposed 

finishing does not induce significant changes in the surface charge of the textile.  

 

The contact angle analysis was performed to verify if the finishes changed this surface property. 

Being cellulose a markedly hydrophilic material, plain cotton immediately adsorbed the water 

droplets, setting therefore a null contact angle. On the contrary, upon treatment with NPs formulation 

and drug solution, the water drop stuck to the textile surface for a few seconds before being absorbed. 
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The shape of the droplet onto the textile surface as soon as the two came in contact was used to 

perform the contact angle measurement, whose results are reported in Figure 9.10. It can be observed 

that, upon treatment with the free drug, the cotton displayed different contact angles depending on 

the drug applied.  

For caffeine, the contact angle increase was negligible, indeed quite similar behavior to the pristine 

cotton was observed. Instead, upon the application of curcumin, the contact angle markedly increased. 

The coating with a hydrophobic substance like curcumin causes the contact angle to increase. 

Similarly, it can be observed that the sample treated with plain PCL nanoparticles (which is a 

hydrophobic polymer) undergo a marked increase of the contact angle.  

For caffeine treated fabrics, both the effect of the drug and the polymers were observed. Indeed, the 

sample displayed an increase in the initial contact angle which can be ascribed to the hydrophobic 

PCL, however, such an increase is less marked with respect to pure PCL. Such behavior was 

connected to the presence of hydrophilic caffeine on the textile on the particles and the fabric surface. 

Thus, the presence of both hydrophilic and hydrophobic substances makes the initial contact angle to 

be lower with respect to the one of the pure PCL nanoparticles.  

 

Figure 9.10. Contact angles for the textiles treated with free and encapsulated drugs and PCL nanoparticles. 
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Upon finishing with the curcumin loaded nanoparticles the highest contact angle was observed. This 

result was ascribed to the synergistic effects of the two hydrophobic substances used in the finishing. 

Moreover, the increase of the contact angle was correlated to the surface morphology of the 

functionalized fabric. Indeed, as shown in Figure 9.7, these sample shows a very uniform layer of 

nanoparticles on the fiber surface which makes the surface roughness increase. Therefore, the higher 

contact angle was also ascribed to the higher surface roughness, in accordance with the Cassie and 

Baxter theory (Seo et al., 2015).  

Comparing the fabrics functionalized with the drug loaded nanoparticles formulations, it was 

observed that data collected for the sample COT-PCL6CAF9W are more dispersed respect to the 

sample COT-PCL10CUR4 ones. This fact may be correlated to the observed fabric morphologies in 

which curcumin loaded nanoparticles are present on the fabric as uniform coating while the caffeine 

loaded ones are mostly present as aggregated clusters. It is then reasonable that a more uniform 

coating has as a consequence more uniform results in the contact angle measurements.  

To conclude, the contact angle analysis evidenced that the finishing treatment induces some 

modification in the textile surface properties but the fabrics remain hydrophilic as the lifetime of the 

water drops on the fabric is less than 10 seconds. This means that the surface treatment does not 

modify the hydrophilic nature of cotton but just hindered the water drop diffusion and immediate 

absorption by the fabric. The present section, therefore, proved that the application of the 

nanoparticles onto the textile surface does not significantly alter the properties of the pristine fabrics 

in terms of surface charge and hydrophilicity. These analyses proved that the NPs application does 

not compromise the appreciated properties of the cotton textiles in terms of handle and comfort.  

 

9.4 Biofunctional characterization of the treated fabrics 

 

The finishing treatment of cotton fabrics with drug loaded NPs lead to a successful application on the 

textile surface while not significantly altering the properties of the fabric. The biofunctional properties 

of the treated fabrics were studied to inquire whether and to what extent the proposed fabrics display 

beneficial effects to the user's skin. 

9.4.1 Protection from UV radiations 

 

UV radiation is considered one of the primary causes of damages to human skin, it is connected to an 

increase of oxidative stress, to skin aging and to arise of several skin diseases. To investigate the 
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capacity of the proposed fabrics to shield UV radiation, UV spectroscopy was employed in 

transmission mode. By observing the UV spectra in Figure 9.11, it can be observed that pristine cotton 

fabrics display low transmission values for wavelengths lower than 300 nm. Such behavior is ascribed 

to cellulose chemical structure which brings several hydroxyl groups which are known to absorb in 

the low UVB region. The application of unloaded PCL nanoparticles does not cause significant 

changes in the transmission values in the low UV region. However, for wavelengths higher than 300 

nm the transmittance values are significantly decreased of about 5%. Considering that PCL does not 

absorb light in this spectral region, this may be connected to the filling of the woven porous structure 

by the particles which hinder the UV ray transmission or to the absorption of the light by the NP 

system due to Tyndall effect (Heller et al., 1946).  

 

Figure 9.11. UV transmission spectra of cotton fabrics treated with different carriers: pristine cotton (blue 

curve), unloaded PCL nanoparticles (red curve), caffeine loaded nanoparticles (black curve) and curcumin 

loaded nanoparticles (green curve). 

The spectrum of the COT-PCL6CAF9W sample is similar to the one of pure PCL for wavelengths 

higher than 300 nm. In the UVB regions, instead, the transmittance values are significantly decreased, 

staying below 5%. Such a result is not surprising as caffeine absorptions peaks are in the UVB region, 
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specifically around 273 nm: the marked light absorption causes the transmission values to be 

decreased respect the other samples. The spectra of the COT-PCL10CUR4 sample displayed the lowest 

transmission values for higher wavelengths (UVA) and similar values to the ones of caffeine in the 

UVB region. The collected transmission spectrum is consistent with the fact that the curcumin 

molecule is a chromophore, therefore it absorbs light at wavelengths above 400 nm, as it was also 

proven by the K/S measurement. The tails of the strong absorption peaks in the visible range cause 

the material to effectively absorb UV light making the transmittance values to be reduced.  

From the transmission spectra, the UV protection factor values were calculated by applying Equation 

3.7. The UPF values of the different samples are plotted in Figure 9.12. The cotton fabric used as 

control displayed a 4.8 UPF value. The functionalization with unloaded PCL nanoparticles had 

average UPF values of 5.1, however, such an increase was not statistically significant (p-value >0.05). 

On the contrary, caffeine functionalized samples displayed a statistically significant increase of the 

UPF (p-value<0.05) which can be attributed to the decreased values of UV transmittance observed 

both in the UVA and UVB regions respect to pristine cotton. The functionalization with curcumin 

loaded nanoparticles almost triplicated the UV protection factor respect to control.  

 

Figure 9.12. UV protection factors of the fabrics functionalized with loaded and unloaded PCL nanoparticles. 
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Comparing the UPF values of the textiles functionalized with drug loaded nanoparticles it can be 

observed that curcumin is more effective in blocking UV rays all over the spectral range. However, 

it should be also taken into account that caffeine treated textiles display better absorption at the lowest 

wavelengths, which are indeed more energetic and therefore more harmful radiations. In both cases, 

it was proven that the finishing treatment imparted to the fabrics UV shielding properties.  

9.4.2 Antioxidant activity 

 

The biofunctional textiles were characterized in terms of antioxidant activity by employing similar 

methodologies to the ones presented in Chapters 7 and 8 to evaluate the antioxidant properties of the 

nanoparticle formulations. The EPR-Spin trapping method, widely employed to characterize colloidal 

suspensions, was for the first time adapted to the analysis of textile materials. The results of the EPR 

analyses conducted on the fabrics treated with caffeine loaded nanoparticles are reported in Figure 

9.13.  

 

Figure 9.13. EPR spectra of the spin trap DMPO collected in presence of the different samples: control (black 

curve) cotton (red curve) and cotton functionalized with caffeine loaded nanoparticles (blue curve). 

The control spectrum is characterized by four signals in antiphase in the region between 3400 and 

3460 G, which are typical of hydroxyl radical attached to the DMPO spin trap. The intensity of these 
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antiphase signals is proportional to the number of radicals that attached the spin trap and therefore 

was used to assess the antioxidant activity of the investigated materials.  

 

In both the pristine and functionalized cotton, it was observed an attenuation of the signal intensity 

which demonstrates that OH· radicals preferentially attack the textile samples rather than DMPO. In 

the case of pristine cotton, antioxidant efficiency was 22%, which is ascribable to oxidation of the 

cellulose molecules reacting with the OH. A more significant attenuation of the DMPO-OH peak 

intensity was observed upon application of caffeine loaded nanoparticles onto cotton, which raises 

antioxidant efficiency to 56%. Given that the antioxidant activity of caffeine loaded NPs had already 

been proved in Chapter 7, it can be stated that the antioxidant properties of the formulation are 

extended to the textile upon the finishing treatment.  

The EPR spectra of the curcumin loaded NP treated textiles together with the control spectra are 

reported in Figure 9.14.  

 

Figure 9.14. EPR spectra of the spin trap DMPO collected in presence of the different samples: control (black 

curve) cotton (red curve) and cotton functionalized with curcumin loaded nanoparticles (blue curve). 
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For this analysis hydroxyl and methyl radicals were generated by a non Fenton reaction. Therefore, 

the control spectrum is characterized by eight antiphase signals associated with the attack of the spin 

trap by the CH3· and OH· radicals. Antiphase signal intensity was observed to be attenuated in the 

presence of the cotton fabric. Similarly, to the previous case, such a result arises from the interaction 

of the CH3· and OH· radicals with the cellulose molecules. The application of curcumin loaded 

nanoparticles furtherly attenuated the antiphase signals.  

From the EPR spectra, the scavenging effects toward the single radical species and the total 

antioxidant activities were obtained, as shown in Figure 9.15.  A moderate scavenging activity was 

observed for the pristine cotton as a consequence of the reaction between the cellulose molecule and 

the generated radicals. Given the radical scavenging effects observed on the curcumin loaded 

nanoparticles suspensions, the addition of curcumin loaded NPs significantly increased the fabric 

antioxidant activity, as expected. Stronger scavenging effect toward the methyl radical compared to 

hydroxyl one was observed, the overall antioxidant activity was about 45%, proving an effective 

shielding of the treated fabric against radical species.  

 

Figure 9.15. Radical scavenging activity of pristine cotton (red bar) and cotton functionalized with curcumin 

loaded nanoparticles (blue bar). 

The reported EPR analysis proves that the functionalized fabrics displayed an antioxidant effect and 

neutralize different radical species. Such property works synergistically with the previously discussed 
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UV shielding properties. Indeed, the biofunctional fabrics own the potential to both prevent ROS 

formation by absorbing the UV radiation and to scavenge the free radicals caused as a consequence 

of the transmitted UV light.  

9.4.2. Skin permeation test 

 

A The interaction of the developed biofunctional textiles with skin was studied by performing Franz 

cell experiments on skin tissue excised from porcine ears. This release test does not only allow to 

determine the kinetics of transdermal release but also provides information about accumulation in the 

dermal layers of the investigated formulation using a skin model very similar to the human one. In 

the previous chapters, some in vitro released tests were performed on the drug loaded nanoparticles 

proving their capability in controlling the drug release kinetics respect to the free drugs. Based on 

these results, the NP formulations were used as the control in the skin permeation experiments to 

investigate whether the application on a textile substrate modifies the dermal penetration of the 

encapsulated drugs. In Figure 9.16, the transdermal release kinetics of caffeine loaded nanoparticles 

and of the corresponding treated fabrics are shown.  

  

Figure 9.16. Caffeine permeation kinetics from PCL6CAF9W formulation (red curve) and the sample COT-

PCL6CAF9W (black curve). Results are plotted in terms of percentage respect to the total amount of caffeine 

released in each test. 
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It can be observed that both the nanoparticles formulation and the textile display a continuous release 

of the drug during the time. In the case of COT-PCL6CAF9W however, the rise shows a small decline 

between 3 and 4 hours where the two curves intersect.   

The two release curves appear to have similar shapes, therefore, the data were fitted with the different 

kinetic models to elucidate the permeation mechanisms, the correlation coefficients are reported in 

Table 9.3.  In the case of caffeine loaded NPs, it can be observed that the zero order, first order and 

Hixon Crowell methods display high correlation coefficients. The good fitting with a zero order 

kinetic indicates the good control of caffeine release by the nanoparticle formulation. The fact that 

both first order (diffusion based) and Hixon-Crowell (erosion based) indicates that in the present set 

up the erosion component plays a role in the drug release mechanism. This finding is explained 

considering that the release test was performed on a biological membrane where partial 

biodegradation of PCL can occur. Therefore, in this ex vivo set up the release kinetics is a result of 

both diffusion and erosion mechanism.  

Concerning the transdermal permeation from the biofunctional textile, it can be observed that, 

oppositely, the best fitting was obtained with Higuchi and Baker-Lonsdale models, which describe 

the diffusive release from porous matrices. The reason why the release from the textile sample is more 

diffusion controlled could be connected to the morphology of the sample COT-PCL6CAF9W (Figure 

9.6), indeed the particles were observed to be agglomerated in porous clusters and entrapped in the 

core of bean shaped structure of the cotton fibers. Then diffusion phenomena must occur for the 

nanoparticles to be released from the textile network and to the skin membrane.   

 

Table 9. 4. The correlation coefficient of fitting of the release curves with different kinetic models. 

Sample  Zero order  First order  Higuchi  Hixon 

Crowell  

Baker 

Lonsdale 

PCL6CAF9W R2=0.98 R2=0.97 R2=0.90 R2=0.98 R2=0.87 

COT-PCL6CAF9W R2=0.86 R2=0.95 R2=0.97 R2=0.93 R2=0.98 

 

Interestingly, neither the nanoparticle formulations nor the biofunctional textile showed a burst 

release. This observation, together with the high correlations coefficients of the controlled release 

kinetic models, allow to conclude that the proposed system is effective in controlling the release of 

the active principle.  
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The permeation rate of curcumin loaded NPs and the corresponding treated fabrics are reported in 

Figure 9.17. Similarly to caffeine, both the curcumin NP formulation and curcumin loaded textile 

displayed a consistent increase in released drug dosage over time. 

 

 

Figure 9.17. Curcumin permeation kinetics from the PCL10CUR4 formulation (red curve) and the COT- 

PCL10CUR4 sample (black curve). Results are plotted in terms of percentage respect to the total amount of 

curcumin released in each test. 

The NP formulation release curves displayed almost linear kinetics similar to the one observed during 

the in vitro Franz cell experiment reported in Chapter 8. The biofunctional textile displayed a release 

pattern analogous to the one of the NP formulation with higher percentages of drug release in the first 

6 hours. The results of the fitting of the release data with the semi-empirical models are reported in 

Table 9.4. 

The permeation profile of curcumin loaded NPs can be described both by the diffusion and the erosion 

based models i.e. first order and Hixon Crowell equations. Analogously to caffeine loaded 

nanoparticles, this results is explained by the fact that the biodegradation of PCL in the biological 

membrane makes the mechanisms of diffusion and erosion to be simultaneously present. Similarly, 

the curcumin based biofunctional textile is well fitted by several models, the higher correlation 

coefficients were obtained for Hixon Crowell and zero order kinetics. Thus this biofunctional textile 
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delivers the drug in a controlled mechanism that involves the degradation of the carrier in the porcine 

skin membrane.  

For the curcumin functionalized cotton, the diffusion component of the release was observed to be 

less significant respect to the caffeine one. Such a phenomenon was correlated to the different 

morphology the textile samples. In facts, in the case of curcumin, the particles were found to be 

uniformly covering the outer fiber surface without being incorporated in the bean core of the cotton 

fibers. Then the release of the particles from the fabrics toward the skin membrane was expected to 

be eased respect to the case where the particles had to be detached and released from the fiber core. 

 

Table 9.5. The correlation coefficient obtained from the fitting of the release curves with different kinetic 

models. 

Sample  Zero order  First order  Higuchi  Hixon 

Crowell  

Baker 

Lonsdale 

PCL10CUR4 R2=0.96 R2=0.99 R2=0.95 R2=0.98 R2=0.93 

COT- PCL10CUR4 R2=0.97 R2=0.96 R2=0.94 R2=0.99 R2=0.87 

 

The drug release tests were run until it was observed that an equilibrium condition was reached and 

no more release of the drug occurred. Then, the drug was extracted from the porcine skin and 

quantified to obtain information about the drug accumulated in the skin membrane. The amount of 

drug released to the acceptor compartment and accumulated in the skin together with the time of drug 

release was observed are reported in Table 9.5.  

The time for which the effective release of the drug occurred was observed to be prolonged when the 

NPs were supported on the textile substrate. Such an increase is particularly marked in the case of 

curcumin which was kept to be delivered over three days. This phenomenon was interpreted taking 

into account the different phenomena affecting the drug release for the NP formulations and the 

biofunctional textiles.  

The nanoparticles suspensions are dispersed in a liquid medium. Once applied on the skin the particles 

can permeate the epidermal layers by mass transfer phenomena occurring in a liquid state. As time 

goes on the formulation liquid drop tends to evaporate causing the drying of the NPs. The drying of 

the formulation causes the stop of the drug release. Indeed as drying occurs the particles tend to 
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agglomerate significantly reducing their permeation capability. Moreover, the evaporation of the 

dispersant depletes the medium through which the mass transfer occurs.  

On the contrary, the biofunctional textile the NPs were supported on a porous and hydrophilic 

substrate. Such a substrate was observed to act as a reservoir for the sweat mimicking liquid applied 

to promoted the diffusion from the fabrics to the skin. The presence of cotton permits to prevent fast 

evaporation of the transport medium and to limit the particle agglomeration. This leads to a more 

prolonged release from the fabrics respect to the directly applied particle formulations.  

For both the substances, the amount of drug accumulated in the skin was found to be higher when the 

release occurred from the textile substrate. Such a result was explained considering that in the case 

of biofunctional textiles a larger contact area is available between the drug delivery system and the 

skin since the textile uniformly covers the skin membrane.  

 

Table 9. 6. Amount of drug released and accumulated for the different samples. 

Sample Time of 

release (h) 

Amount of drug released 

in the receptor fluid 

(µg/cm2) 

Amount of drug 

accumulated in the 

skin (µg/cm2) 

 

PCL6CAF9W 

 

24 

 

186.6 

 

101.3 

 

COT-PCL6CAF9W 

 

26 

 

43.6 

 

170.4 

PCL10CUR4 24 3.8 129.7 

 

COT- PCL10CUR4 74 6.0 198.4 

 

In the case of caffeine, the amount of drug released to the acceptor fluid was found to be higher when 

the nanoparticles suspensions were directly administered. Considering that caffeine is a water soluble 

molecule it is not surprising that it was quickly released from the water dispersed nanoparticles to the 

aqueous acceptor fluid.  

Oppositely, in the case of biofunctional cotton, the caffeine loaded particles need to be firstly detached 

from the fabric to reach the skin and thereafter release the drug. Therefore, the pathway the drug must 
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undergo to reach the acceptor fluid is more complex leading lowers drug amount to be delivered in 

the acceptor fluid.  

Concerning curcumin, it can be observed that the application of the biofunctional textile enhances 

both the topical and transdermal release. Such phenomenon was ascribed to the uniform dispersion 

of the particles onto the textile surface observed in Figure 9.7, this morphology is responsible for a 

good spreading of NP monolayer over a larger skin surface area and leads to an effective enhancement 

of the released dosage. For both the suspension and the fabric it can be observed that the quantity of 

drug released is significantly lower respect to the accumulated one. This fact is due to the curcumin 

hydrophobicity that eases the permeation in the fatty skin layer but limits the diffusion in the aqueous 

acceptor medium.  

The skin permeation test demonstrated that the application of the NPs on the textile fabrics does not 

significantly alter the drug release kinetics. Supporting the particles on the fabrics lead to an increase 

of the released dosage at the topical level and to more prolonged release time. In conclusion, the 

proposed biofunctional textile represents an effective strategy for dermal delivery to administer 

effective dosages of drugs in a controlled way over a long time reducing the number of 

administrations required by the user.  
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Part V final remarks 

The final part of the present work was devoted to the application of the NP formulation to the cotton 

substrate. The optimized caffeine and curcumin nanoparticle formulations were used as case studies 

to evaluate the performances of the biofunctional textiles upon functionalization with two very 

different substances in terms of hydrophilicity. 

The proposed finishing treatment consisted of a cold impregnation with the scope of achieving 

functionalization with a simple scalable method. Thus the research evaluated the suitability of the 

treatment in applying the particles on the textile substrate and the performances of the obtained 

materials. 

The effective application of the nanoparticles onto the textile substrate was demonstrated both by 

infrared analysis and by extraction of the active principle from the textile substrate. Furthermore, the 

datacolor test proved good replicability of the finishing treatment in terms of quantity of curcumin 

applied.  

The SEM observation provided insights on the functionalized fabric morphologies and on the particle 

interaction with the textile.  It was evidenced that the distribution of the particles on the fabric surface 

depended on the loaded drug and the different particle properties. Indeed, the hydrophobic and highly 

stable curcumin nanoparticles were well dispersed on the fiber outer surface. For caffeine loaded 

nanoparticles, instead, the particles were found as aggregated clusters, that were preferentially hosted 

inside the bean shaped cavity of the cotton surface.  

The zeta potential and the contact angle analyses evidenced that the physical properties of the cotton 

fabrics were not significantly altered by the nanoparticles functionalization. Such a finding was 

ascribed to the fact that the proposed treatment deposited monolayer of particles and that the number 

of particles deposited was sufficiently low to not cause alteration of the particle properties, as they do 

not form a continuous layer on the fabric surface.  

Regarding the fabric biofunctional properties, it was instead proved a significant improvement of the 

fabric performances upon the nanoparticle treatment. The fabrics ability of shielding UV rays was 

boosted by both the drug loaded nanoparticles formulation. The extent of the UV protection factor 

increase was found to be mostly related to the photochemical characteristics of the active molecules. 

Indeed, the curcumin treatment displayed the most significant improvement of the UPF as it was 

expected from a chromophore. On the contrary. the caffeine nanoparticle treatment displayed a less 

marked UPF increase but allowed a more significant reduction of the radiations transmitted in the 

low UV region.  
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By adapting and employing the EPR/Spin trapping method for investigating the radical scavenging 

properties of textile materials, it was possible to prove that the nanoparticle functionalization imparted 

antioxidant properties to the textile fabrics. Thus, the proposed biofunctional textiles are capable of 

both screening the UV radiation and quenching the radical species. The combination of these 

properties was considered promising in terms of the prevention and treatment of UV and ROS 

associated skin diseases.  

The Franz cell test was conducted on excised porcine skin to finally obtain informations on the 

performances of the NP formulations and of the biofunctional textiles on an environment similar to 

human skin. The permeation test revealed that the kinetics of drug release was affected both by 

diffusion phenomena and by the biodegradation of the PCL in the biological membrane. The textile 

material proved to effectively support the nanoparticles without significantly hindering their release 

kinetics. The proposed method was proven to be effective for achieving the skin permeation of both 

drugs.  

Overall it was proved the possibility of applying drug loaded nanoparticles to cotton fabrics by simple 

and scalable routes. Such a surface functionalization imparted biofunctional properties to the textile 

so that the proposed materials display beneficial properties to the user's health.  
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General conclusion and future perspectives 
 

The work presented in this manuscript was performed in the frame of the Erasmus Mundus Joint 

Doctorate in Sustainable Management and Design of textiles. In the context of this international 

program, the research was carried out firstly in Politecnico di Torino, then in ENSAIT and finally at 

Soochow University. The principal objective of the present thesis was to report the development of 

novel processes and products in the field of biomedical textiles. Particular focus was paid in the design 

of fabrics which allow the delivery of active principles to the skin both for topical and systemic 

treatments. The encapsulation of the active principles in nanometric size carriers was employed as a 

strategy to improve the interaction among the drug and the textile substrate and to effectively promote 

the permeation of the actives in the skin layers. Moreover, the immobilization of the drug loaded 

nanocarriers on the textile substrate was proposed as a way to minimize the number of required 

applications of the topical medicament, leading to the production of a wearable drug delivery device. 

 

At the beginning of this study particular focus was paid on individuating a suitable approach to for 

the biofunctional textiles production. By mean of critical literature analysis, the background 

knowledge of the different fields which come in play in the biofunctional textile production was 

discussed and presented. Firstly, the basic of skin physiology was resumed to well elucidate the 

physical and biochemical properties of the target tissue. Thereafter an overlook of skin pathologies 

and dermatological drug administration routes was provided. From this report the current challenges 

in skin treatment and transdermal delivery were identified; furtherly the complexity of the skin barrier 

was identified as the main factor hindering the vast application of transdermal route as a strategy for 

the administration of systemic drugs. Given the difficulties encountered by several drugs in 

overcoming the skin layers, the different permeation enhancement strategies were analyzed and 

critically compared taking into account both the effectiveness in transdermal delivery and the risk of 

causing side skin damages.  

By this investigation, it was evidenced how the incorporation of the active principle in finely designed 

nanometric size carrier significantly improve transdermal permeation while not causing significant 

damages to the skin tissue. The different kinds of nanocarriers employed in dermatology were 

reviewed; the principal properties and performances of hydrogels, cyclodextrins, nanobubbles, 

liposomes, polymeric and ceramic nanoparticles were discussed. Such analysis took into account both 

the case of topical administration of the nanocarrier suspension both the immobilization of the carrier 

on a textile substrate. Among the various carrier proposed in literature polymeric nanoparticles were 
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estimated to be more suitable for biofunctional textile preparation. Such choice was mainly dictated 

both by the proven capability of the NPs system to enhance dermatological delivery and by the good 

compatibility between polymeric shells and textile substrates. Furtherly nanoparticles can be 

produced by several processes some of them are highly productive and therefore suitable to prepare 

the amount of carrier suitable to meet the production scale of the textile industry. Upon having 

considered different technologies for nanoparticle production the Flash nanoprecipitation method was 

evaluated as the most suitable one. Indeed, FNP is a simple, economic, productive and sustainable 

technique which, according to literature, leads to the production of a large amount of nanocarriers 

while meeting the quality characteristics required for dermatological administration.  

 

The experimental work then focused on proving firstly the suitability of the FNP method to produce 

drug loaded nanoparticles to be employed in the biofunctional textile preparation. The methodology 

to prove this concept can be summarized in three main experimental procedures. Firstly, it was 

inquired if the FNP allows producing particles with suitable characteristics to be employed in 

dermatological delivery. Secondly, it was verified if such nanoparticles can be applied to the fabric 

substrate by a simple finishing treatment which could allow easy recharging of the biofunctional 

textiles. Finally, the properties of the produced biofunctional textiles were inquired to verify the 

possibility of such material to benefit the user's health. Polycaprolactone was chosen as the polymer 

to produce the nanoparticles given its biocompatibility and biodegradability which have made it of 

increasing interest in biomedical applications.  

To inquire about the performances of the proposed systems on the incorporation and delivery of 

different active substances three model drugs were studied. These chosen drugs were caffeine, 

melatonin and curcumin which represent a model for hydrophilic, mildly hydrophobic and strongly 

hydrophobic substances respectively. Each substance was firstly encapsulated in the PCL NP system. 

The outcome of the encapsulation processes was evaluated in terms particle size and the drug content. 

To properly evaluate the LC and EE of the produced nanoparticles, different experimental protocols 

proposed were proposed and optimized based on the chemical characteristics of each substance. For 

textile functionalization, the imbibition and the impregnation protocols were proposed. The 

biofunctional properties were evaluated in terms of antioxidant activity, UPF, and drug release. For 

the antioxidant activity evaluation methods based on EPR spectroscopy and spin trapping were 

proposed while the drug delivery properties were evaluated in a Franz cell experiment.  
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Some preliminary experiments were run to inquire about the characteristics of PCL nanoparticles 

formation by FNP methods and to verify their consistency with the results reported in the literature. 

Acetone, acetonitrile and THF were used as solvents. When acetone and acetonitrile were employed 

as solvents it was observed that the average particle diameter tended to decrease as the flow rate was 

increased. Moreover, the use of acetone led to a finer particle size. Based on these results and 

considering the also the cost and environmental compliance, acetone was chosen as the solvent for 

particle production. 

Melatonin was the first drug to be investigated. In fact, owning a middle hydrophilicity level was 

considered to be more suitable for a preliminary study about the drug encapsulation and release. The 

study evidenced how the observed Dp vs FR trends are not altered by the addition of the drug in the 

process. Moreover, it was observed that increasing the polymer and drug concentration leads to an 

increase in the average diameter. High values of EE were observed (>80%) due to the scarce water 

solubility of melatonin. The fabrics were effectively functionalized by the imbibition method as 

proved by the SEM imaging, however, in some cases, significant aggregation of the particles onto the 

textile surface was observed. The Franz cell test, conducted using artificial membrane highlighted 

controlled release kinetics which was best fitted by the Baker and Lonsdale model as expected to 

occur in the case of spherical matrices such as the nanoparticles. The studies conducted on melatonin 

highlighted that the proposed approach can lead to effective drug encapsulation and biofunctional 

textile preparation and constituted a solid base to tackle the investigation on the other drugs. 

 

A deep study about the drug encapsulation was conducted using caffeine and curcumin as model 

drugs. The scope of these investigations was to highlight the performance of the encapsulation system 

using two extremely different drugs from the hydrophilicity point of view. Furtherly, it was aimed to 

propose for each drug an optimal nanoformulation to be employed for textile finishing.   

The encapsulation of caffeine was identified as a challenging issue since the incorporation of 

hydrophilic active principles was a scarcely discussed topic in literature. To approach the issue two 

different process configurations were proposed i.e. the CIA and CIW ones. Firstly, the study 

evidenced how the addition of caffeine does not affect the Dp vs FR trends. The effective 

incorporation of the drug was proven both by the direct and indirect measurement protocols. Although 

the EE was found to be lower than the one observed melatonin, values comparable with the one found 

in the literature were observed. The characterization conducted on the nanoparticles pointed out that 

the different configurations lead to different particles structure. The particles produced in CIA 

configuration owned most of the caffeine adsorbed on the surface while for CIW the drug was more 
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embedded in the particle core. These two particles structures displayed different release behavior in 

the dialysis test, the CIA displayed a fast release of most of the drug content while CIW nanoparticles 

showed to act a reservoir system. Based on these results the formulation PCL6CAF9W was found to 

be optimal one and was proven to possess antioxidant properties by the EPR experiment. For these 

reasons, such formulation was chosen to be used for the textile finishing. 

Curcumin was tested as the model hydrophobic drug. The curcumin loaded nanoparticles displayed 

fine size (below 250 nm) and EE proximate to 100%, consequently, it was possible to tune the LC by 

adjusting the formulation parameters. Such results were correlated with the scarce water solubility of 

the active principle which makes it take part in the nucleation process in the reactor chamber. The 

characterization of the six tested formulations led to the choice of PCL10CUR4 as the optimal one. 

The chosen formulation displayed high colloidal stability upon being stored in the fridge. Indeed, no 

aggregation phenomena were observed over two months. The curcumin loaded NPs were found to be 

observable by fluorescent microscopy, moreover, upon addition of Nile red to the formulation it was 

proven to be possible to track both the NP and the active principle. This last property is considered 

promising to move forward in vivo application. The antioxidant activity assay evidenced that the 

curcumin loaded nanoparticles display strong scavenging activity against the hydroxyl and the methyl 

radical. The in vitro Franz cell test evidenced that the curcumin loaded nanoparticles can deliver the 

active principle in a controlled way according to zero-order kinetics and enhancing the transdermal 

penetration of the substance. 

The last part of the present thesis was devoted to the application of the produced nanoparticles to the 

cotton substrates. Caffeine and curcumin loaded nanoparticles were used as a case study due to their 

extremely different hydrophilicity level. The optimal formulations of the two drugs were employed 

in the impregnation of the textile. The proposed treatment allowed to successfully apply the NP on 

the textile surface as proven by several analyses. Moreover, in the case of curcumin, a good color 

uniformity found in the different samples proved that the same quantity of the active principle was 

deposited on the fabric surface. The SEM observation showed that curcumin NP uniformly covered 

the fabric surface while caffeine loaded NP tends to aggregate in clusters and to be hosted in the 

cotton bean shaped fiber core. These two different morphologies were connected to the different 

hydrophilicity and colloidal stability of the formulations. The finishing was proven to effectively 

impart biofunctional properties to the textiles. Effective UV shielding was observed for both the 

treated fabrics, the extent of UPF increase was correlated with the different photochemical properties 

of the active principles. The EPR-Spin trapping technique was adapted to the analyzed textile surface; 

the analysis revealed how the treated fabrics own effective antioxidant properties. The Franz cell 
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experiment was finally conducted on the excised porcine skin membrane to obtain information on the 

material drug eluting performance on a tissue similar to the human one. In this biological 

environment, the kinetics of drug release resulted to be also affected by PCL biodegradation. 

Moreover, the cotton substrate was proven to effectively support the NP system while enhancing drug 

release performances. The amount of drug accumulated in the skin layers was in facts higher in the 

case of biofunctional textiles respect to the NP suspensions. The combination of antioxidant and UV 

protection makes the proposed biofunctional textiles to be a tool to protect the user from the damages 

connected to UV radiations and to the free radicals generated by it. Furtherly the proven effectiveness 

in delivering topical antioxidants in the skin layers makes the biofunctional textile a potential tool to 

limit the free radical induced diseases in the skin tissue.  

Overall in the present thesis, the suitability of producing biofunctional textiles by finishing treatment 

based on PCL nanoparticles was studied. The encapsulation processes were run with different model 

drugs using the FNP method. It was shown how this process allowed the incorporation of active 

substances with different degrees of hydrophilicity. For all the investigated substances it was proved 

that the adjustment of the process parameters and formulations leads to particles of different particle 

sizes. Upon having optimized such parameters it was possible to obtain particles with an average 

diameter lower than the size of skin pores and therefore suitable to be used as dermatological 

formulation. The EE was found to be higher for the more hydrophobic substances like melatonin and 

curcumin while more modest values of EE were obtained for caffeine. Such results are indeed 

consistent with the literature which generally employed FNP as a tool to encapsulate poorly water 

soluble drugs. The study here conducted on hydrophilic substances however proved that by adjusting 

process configuration the technique can be employed also on hydrophilic drugs. Considering the PCL 

system drug with logP between -0.55 and 4.12 were incorporated, therefore the present thesis work 

provides useful insights on how to design an encapsulation system by FNP for substances whose logP 

is included in that range. It was then proved that using the FNP method is possible to obtain particles 

whose properties meet the criteria for dermatological application. Such results combined with the 

intrinsic good productivity and easiness of scale up of the FNP provides a good starting point toward 

making the industrial production of such biofunctional textile feasible. 

Concerning the textile application of the produced nanoparticles, it was highlighted how simple 

processes that do not require curing or resin applications can successfully permit the fabric 

functionalization. Using such a strategy, provided the advantages of simplifying the process and 

easing the detachment of the particles for the drug delivery applications. For the investigated cases it 

was observed that the biofunctional properties of the textiles depend on the kind of drug used 
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functionalization. However, the strategy of immobilizing the drug loaded nanoparticles presented 

some interesting features. In fact, upon reaching equilibrium conditions the formulation would be 

partially on the fabrics and partially delivered. Such distribution allowed to simultaneously improve 

the UPF of the fabrics while delivering the drug to the skin and scavenging the radical species; leading 

to a combined action against the UV induced skin damage. Furthermore, the immobilization on the 

textile made possible to use the particles as a dry formulation. This could provide advantages in terms 

of cytocompatibility since once the formulation was dried on the fabrics the organic solvents 

necessary for the FNP process would be evaporated and thus the risk connected with solvent induced 

irritation will be reduced.  

 

The present work proposed and tested some novel concepts in biofunctional textiles production. Such 

a topic combines the interests of several scientific communities, such as the one of chemical and 

textiles engineers, material scientists, drug technologists and dermatologists. The further 

development of such technology can be identified in these different scientific fields. 

In the field of materials science and drug technology, further investigations could lead to the 

development of improved nanocarriers. Such carriers would indeed display further functional 

properties that improve their therapeutic effects. In the present thesis, the carriers were developed by 

choosing a single polymer and varying drugs over a logP range. Therefore, further studies may focus 

on either loading another kind of actives, or to test the possibility of using different kinds of polymeric 

shells and assess their capability of incorporating different drugs. Indeed, PCL displayed the 

interesting property of acting as a drug reservoir since it biodegrades slowly. The employment of 

polymers that undergo faster biodegradation may be studied to produce devices that display faster 

release, thus tackling acute infections.  

In the context of pharmaceutical science, it is also of crucial importance to take into account 

regulatory issues and design the nanocarriers in such a way they could achieve approval by the 

regulatory agencies. Regarding of biofunctional textile it is necessary to assess the safety of the 

nanomaterials employed for the fabric functionalization. Therefore, future studies should focus on 

assessing the cytocompatibility of the here proposed nanoparticle systems. Particularly being the 

nanoformulations applied topically it necessary to prove it does not display cytotoxicity toward skin 

cells such as the HaCat line.  

In the field of chemical and process engineering, some future studies may inquire about the 

improvement and optimization of the nanoparticles production processes. As evidenced in the present 
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manuscript the main issue hindering the commercialization of biofunctional textiles is the different 

production scale of pharmaceutical carriers and textile finishes. Thus the carrier production process 

is of crucial importance to allow a sufficient production of the carriers used for textile 

functionalization. Moreover, in the present thesis, it was evidenced that fine tuning of the process 

parameters critically affected the main quality characteristics of the nanoparticles. Particularly, 

process conditions that allowed to increase both the productivity and particle qualities were identified. 

Nevertheless, further research may focus on investigating novel process conditions which may lead 

to a further decrease of the particle size or to an increase of the EE when hydrophilic substances are 

loaded.  

Regarding the textile engineering field, the present thesis proposed an approach for the fabric 

functionalization which was supposed to imply the fabric to be rechargeable by the user. Further 

studies in this field should then inquire about the outcomes of such an approach its compliance with 

the regulations about biomedical devices. The present thesis proved that a cold impregnation allowed 

to effectively impart biofunctional properties to the fabrics. Future studies may test whether similar 

properties can be imparted to the textile by running such a finishing treatment in a domestic washing 

machine, thus making the biofunctional textile to rechargeable by the user itself.  

Overall, it can be concluded that the present thesis provided novel insights about the production of 

biofunctional textiles. The results obtained opened rooms for further development of this field which 

display the potential to positively impact society and people's life. 
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polymeric nanoparticles as potential bio-functional garments”. Presented during MILAN POLYMER 

DAYS congress in February 2018. 

2) "Flash Nanoprecipitation as a simple route to produce smart polymeric drug delivery devices". 

Presented during the conference "Polymers function design and applications" held in Barcelona 21-

23 March 2018 

3) “Preparation of an antioxidant and drug releasing textile by functionalization of cellulose fabric 

with curcumin loaded nanoparticles” presented during the workshop “Journée Stratégique de la SFR 

Technologie de la Santé et Médicaments” organized by Lille university consortium on 10th Dec 2018. 

Winner of the best poster award. 

4) "Biofunctional textiles: a link between conventional garments and nanomedicine to prevent and 

heal skin diseases". Presented during the 6th Nanotoday conference held in Lisbon on the 16-20th 

June 2019.  
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Research Honors and Awards 

1) Second Place in the “Innovation for change 2017” competition organized by CERN, Politecnico 

di Torino and College des Ingegneurs.  

  

2) Awarded with the “EZ founder scholarship” by the Ermenegildo Zegna Group. 

 

3) Second Place in the national contest “Chimicapisce” organized by the Italian Chemical Society for 

the thesis dissemination in a three minutes pitch.  

 

4) Second Place in the “Reaxis Early career award” organized by Elsevier and Italian chemical 

society. 

 

5) Best Poster award in the Journée Stratégique de la SFR Technologie de la Santé et Médicaments. 

 

6) Reviewer activity for scientific journals in the field of pharmacology and material science. 
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